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ABSTRACT
This thesis addresses issues of the design and modeling of the Bipolar Cascade Laser
(BCL), a new type of quantum well laser. BCLs consist of multiple single stage lasers
electrically coupled via tunnel junctions. The BCL ideally operates by having each
injected electron participate in a recombination event in the topmost active region, then
tunnel from the valence band of the first active region into the conduction band of the
next active region, participate in another recombination event, and so on through each
stage of the cascade. As each electron may produce more than one photon the quantum
efficiency of the device can, in theory, exceed 100%. This work resulted in the first room
temperature, continuous-wave operation of a BCL, with a record 99.3% differential slope
efficiency. The device was fully characterized and modeled to include light output and
voltage versus current bias, modulation response and thermal properties. A new single-
mode bipolar cascade laser, the bipolar cascade antiresonant reflecting optical waveguide
laser, was proposed and modeled.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1. Introduction
Semiconductor lasers are becoming increasingly pervasive in a wide variety of
fields. They have become an enabling technology in areas as diverse as basic science,
telecommunications, medicine, atmospheric sensing, manufacturing, home entertainment
and beyond. In each case the laser's properties are engineered to meet the requirements
of the specific task at hand; everything from the laser's output power, modulation
bandwidth, and emission wavelength to thermal properties, differential slope efficiency,
and threshold current may be optimized by the clever designer. Until fairly recently one
element of the laser's properties remained beyond the control of the laser engineer,
however. For each electron injected into the laser one could hope to get but a single
photon from the laser.
The ratio of the number of emitted photons to the number of electrons injected
into the semiconductor laser is known as the quantum efficiency of the device [1]. If
each injected electron produces a single output photon the device has a quantum
efficiency of 100%. In practice, for conventional semiconductor lasers, it is never the
case that a quantum efficiency of 100% is achieved. Some of the electrons injected into
the laser do not reach the active region, others reach it but leak out before they can
combine with a hole in a radiative emission process. Other electrons recombine with
holes in non-radiative processes. Even when the electron produces a photon it may not
couple out of the laser's optical cavity before being lost through absorption or scattering
at an interface. Photons may also emit into modes of the optical cavity other than the
desired lasing mode. Even very careful design, where all the latter mentioned processes
are carefully engineered to ensure maximum conversion of injected electrons to photons
and maximum output coupling of the photons, has only resulted in a peak slope
efficiency of 97.6% at an emission wavelength of 806 nm [2].
Most applications are in some way sensitive to the lasers quantum efficiency. In
particular, for optical links requiring direct modulation of the semiconductor laser, the
signal-to-noise ratio of the link goes to the square of the laser's quantum efficiency [3].
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It is therefore desirable to build lasers that maximize the device's quantum efficiency;
specifically, to build lasers that are capable of emitting more than one photon for each
injected electron. Recently a class of laser, known as the cascade laser, has been
developed which allows more than one photon to be emitted for each injected electron.
1.1 Cascade lasers
A number of different types of cascade lasers exist. There are unipolar
(intraband) cascade lasers [4], type-Il bipolar (interband) cascade lasers [5], and type-I
bipolar (interband) cascade lasers [6]. The first uses only electrons in the stimulated
emission process (hence the name unipolar), while the latter two use both electrons and
holes (bipolar) in indirect and direct interband transitions, respectively. Independent of
type, all cascade lasers operate on a similar principle. An injected electron goes through
a radiative transition, then quantum mechanically tunnels from a low energy state to a
high energy state where it may participate in another recombination event and so on
through each stage of the cascade. In this way more than one photon may be emitted for
each injected electron. Cascade lasers are capable of demonstrating voltage, incremental
resistance, and differential slope efficiencies that are ideally the sum of the individual
laser junctions in the cascade.
Fig. 1-1 shows a schematic of a unipolar cascade laser. The laser operates by the
injection of an electron into a gain section consisting of one or more quantum wells. The
gain section has been bandgap engineered so that the electron participates in an
intersubband (intraband) transition. A superlattice section lies adjacent to the gain layers
acting as a forbidden region to prevent the electron from escaping the gain section prior
to recombining. After recombining the electron may tunnel to the next gain section and
so on through the cascade.
16
photon
superlattice 3 well gainphoton
injector stage
miniband
3 well active 4F
stage
Figure 1-1. A unipolar cascade laser. Each gain stage is separated from the next by a superlattice. The
superlattice miniband serves as a blocking layer to prevent carrier leakage from the active stages prior to
intraband radiative recombination. The electron then tunnels to the next stage and so on through the
cascade.
Fig. 1-2 shows a schematic of a type-Il bipolar cascade laser. In this type of
cascade laser the electron participates in an indirect transition between the conduction
and valence band prior to the tunneling process which allows the electron to continue
down the cascade. In both the unipolar cascade laser and the type-Il bipolar cascade laser
the emission wavelength is in the range of 2-10 pm. In order to reach wavelengths more
compatible with those required by telecommunications systems the use of direct
interband transitions is dictated.
photons photons
electron
electron
--- hole "
Figure 1-2. The type-II bipolar cascade laser. The radiative transitions are interband (conduction-to-
valence band) but are indirect. This type of cascade laser is also referred to as a broken gap device.
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The primary aim of this work was the investigation of direct interband transition
bipolar cascade laser, heretofore referred to simply as the bipolar cascade laser (BCL).
In order to better appreciate the difference between a conventional multiple quantum well
laser and a BCL the reader is referred to Fig. 1-3. In the conventional laser an injected
electron may go into any one of the multiple quantum wells, but never more than one.
The quantum wells may therefore be viewed as being in parallel. This is conceptually
equivalent to the arrangement of Fig. 1-4, wherein three single quantum well diode lasers
are electrically attached in parallel with a single current source. Fig. 1-5 shows a three
quantum well (or, equivalently, three gain section) BCL. In this case the injected
electron can participate in a recombination event in the first quantum well, quantum
mechanically tunnel from the valence band of the first gain section to the conduction
band of the second gain section, and on through to the third gain section. In this case the
electron goes through all the quantum wells and they are seen as being connected in
series.
electron
Figure 1-3. In a conventional multiple quantum well laser an injected electron may go into any one of the
quantum wells and recombine, but only one. The wells can be viewed as being connected in parallel.
Figure 1-4. The circuit equivalent of Fig. 1-3. Each diode is a single quantum well laser.
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Figure 1-5. A cascade laser. The laser contains three quantum wells as in Fig.3 but now each electron may
recombine in the first well, tunnel to the next well and so on through the cascade. The quantum wells may
then be seen as being electrically in series.
Fig. 1-6 shows the discrete circuit schematic of the latter described device.
Several diode lasers are connected in series with a single current source. Assuming that
enough photons can be generated (by connecting a sufficiently large number of lasers in
series) to compensate for any loss in transporting the photons to a photodetector, it is
conceivable that more electrons will be generated at the receiver than were put in at the
source. This results in the concept of radio frequency (RF) gain. More signal electrons
are detected than are put in to the source laser. It is important to realize that this is not
"creating energy". The voltage drop across the series connected diodes is equal to N
times the voltage drop across a single diode, where N is the number of diodes in series.
Gain only occurs in the "small signal" sense.
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:ID = N timesf ~o :single diode
a) b)
Figure 1-6. a) The circuit equivalent of Fig. 1-5. b) The result of placing the quantum wells in series is to
increase the slope efficiency of the device from r to N-ID, where N is the number of stages in the cascade.
Fig. 1-7a shows the realization of this concept using off-the-shelf Fujitsu
distributed feedback lasers [5]. The lasers were electrically coupled in series via wire
bonding. The output of each laser was coupled into a single mode fiber, and the fiber
bundle was end-coupled into a broad area photodiode. Link transparency (i.e. one
electron was detected for each electron injected) was achieved with four lasers in the
series and link gain (i.e. more than one electron was detected for each injected electron)
was achieved with five and six lasers in the cascade (Fig. 1-7b). A concomitant reduction
in the noise figure of the cascade was measured with each additional laser in the cascade.
Unfortunately, the parasitics introduced by the bonding of the lasers in series reduced the
modulation bandwidth from the 3 GHz obtainable using a single laser to only 50 MHz for
the series cascade. A more viable approach is to achieve the electrical series connection
of the individual lasers during the epitaxial process through the use of highly doped
tunnel junctions. This thesis concerns itself with such devices.
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Figure 1-7. a) The proof-of-concept experimental set-up used in generating the data of Fig. 1-7 b. Off-the-
shelf Fujitsu distributed feedback lasers were connected in series via wire bonding. Each laser was
individually coupled into a single-mode optical fiber. The fiber bundle was end coupled into a broad area
photodetector. b) With 4 lasers in the cascade, link transparency was achieved (1 electron injected for each
electron detected). Using 5 and 6 lasers in the cascade resulted in link gain (more than one electron
detected for each electron injected). Increasing the number of lasers in the cascade also reduced the noise
figure. Each laser had a modulation bandwidth of 3 GHz but the cascade bandwidth was only 50 MHz. [5]
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1.2 A brief history of bipolar cascade lasers
It is worthwhile to consider the historical evolution of the BCL. While all the
devices described below operate on the same principle each is different from the others in
some critical way. Careful study of each of these devices indicated the design flaws that
prevented them from demonstrating room temperature, continuous wave performance.
The necessary design details and physics to achieve this end will be addressed thoroughly
in Chapters 2 and 3.
The BCL was first introduced by van der Ziel, et al. in 1982 [6]. Three bulk 850
nm active region edge emitting lasers were connected electrically in series during the
epitaxial process via two tunnel junctions. The device operated pulsed at room
temperature with a duty cycle of -0. 1 %. A differential efficiency of 80% was achieved.
Little was done with the concept until Garcia, et al. [7] realized a similar device
with an eye toward high power arrays in 1997. The devices consisted of a two-stage
cascade operating at 950 nm in the topmost junction and 980 nm in the bottom most
junction. The active regions were made of three quantum wells each. These devices also
operated room temperature and pulsed. A differential efficiency of 79% was achieved.
Kim, et al. [10] also achieved room temperature pulsed operation of a three-stage
device operating at 1.55 pm in 1999. This edge emitter was unique in that all of the three
gain stages were contained inside of a single waveguide. A pulsed slope efficiency of
125% was obtained.
BCL designs were not limited to edge emitters. Schmid, et al. [8] achieved
continuous wave operation of a two stage BCL in a vertical cavity surface emitting laser
(VCSEL) at an operating temperature of 95 K in 1998. Two gain sections of three
quantum wells each were cascaded at an emission wavelength of 980 nm.
We achieved the first room temperature, continuous wave operation of a BCL [9].
A two-stage device operating at 990 nm achieved a quantum efficiency of 99.3%. Since
that time a continuous wave, room temperature demonstration of a BCL VCSEL has been
made by T. Kn6dl, et al. [12] at 980 nm and a room temperature pulsed VCSEL by Kim,
et al. [11] at 1.55 rim.
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1.3 An alternative: the gain lever laser
As outlined above, the BCL has been the focus of extensive research in recent
years. Another laser design capable of producing RF gain, the gain lever laser, has also
been extensively studied [13,14]. In this section a qualitative description of the physics
needed to understand the gain lever laser is given. The interested reader is referred to
Appendix B where a more quantitative treatment is presented.
A schematic of the gain lever laser is shown in Fig. 1-8a. The gain lever laser
makes use of the nonlinear gain versus carrier density for a quantum well as shown in
Fig. 1-8b. In the gain lever laser there are two separate gain sections biased to different
points on the gain curve as shown in Fig. 1-8. When a modulation is applied to gain
section A it briefly increases its optical gain. Since the total gain of the laser structure
must be maintained just below the total optical losses, section B must reduce its gain by
reducing the carrier density in the quantum well active region. The laser is biased by a
constant current source, implying section B must reduce its carrier density by radiative
carrier transitions; i.e. the emission of photons. Since section A is biased at a point of
higher differential gain (dgA/dN> dgB/dN) small carrier density modulations of section A
lead to relatively large carrier density modulations in section B. The large output
modulation resulting from the small input modulation yields small signal gain (increased
differential efficiency. For reasons that won't be discussed at length here, the gain lever
laser suffers from some problems when used in its intended application. Very short
cavity lengths (200-300 gm) must be used in order to limit the photon lifetime and
achieve reasonable modulation bandwidths [15]. Furthermore, due to the physics of the
carrier lifetime the gain lever effect only occurs for modest output power [15]. Most
importantly, the fact that the laser's gain is not clamped leads to appreciable signal
distortion and the gain lever has not found acceptance in actual applications [16].
Nevertheless, it is a truly clever idea and well worth mentioning.
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Figure 1-8. a) The gain lever laser. Sections A and B are biased to different points of the gain curve of b).
A small signal modulation is applied to section A. The differential gain at bias point A (dgA/dN) is much
larger than at point B (dgA/dN). Small changes to the bias point at A lead to very large changes at B, and
hence small signal gain is achieved.
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1.3.1 Achieving RF gain by other means
It is worthwhile to mention that it is possible to achieve RF gain by considering
components of the optical link external to the laser itself. While such methods are
beyond the interests of this thesis they are briefly presented here for completeness. One
such method is known as transformer matching [17]. This method achieves RF gain by
using a transformer at the input to match the signal current source to the laser and another
transformer to match the detector to the load. While this method can achieve substantial
gain, it can do so only over a relatively narrow band of frequencies as set by the Bode-
Fano limit [17].
A second such technique uses external modulation to realize gain in the optical
link [17]. In external modulation the output of a shot noise limited laser is passed
through an electro-optic modulator. A figure 1-of merit for the modulator, V., indicates
the voltage that must be placed across the modulator to bring the output light power to
zero. The achievable link gain goes to the square of the ratio of the laser optical power to
V., thereby dictating a minimum amount of laser optical power in order to achieve link
gain. In many applications the necessary amount of optical power may be unacceptably
high. Additionally, the use external modulators may be cost prohibitive for some
systems. The bipolar cascade laser then warrants study both as a viable technology in
low-power, direct modulation optical links and to gain a greater appreciation of the
properties of this new class of semiconductor laser.
1.4 Dissertation Overview
The keystone element of the BCL is the tunnel junction which electrically
connects the gain stages. Chapter 2 begins by qualitatively discussing the underlying
physics and modeling of the semiconductor tunnel junction. The characteristics of the
junctions are then quantitatively modeled. The growth and materials issues associated
with making high electrical quality tunnel junctions to include deep state effects are then
addressed. Chapter 2 concludes with a discussion of the band structure of the BCL.
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Chapter 3 begins with a review of the basic laser physics relevant to the BCL.
Determining the conditions compatible with the growth of high quality active regions and
tunnel junctions proved to be an early challenge in achieving a room temperature,
continuous wave BCL. The details of the materials considerations necessary to grow a
BCL structure within the constraints imposed by the available resources are therefore
discussed next in Chapter 3. The light power versus current, current versus voltage,
modulation and thermal properties of the first generation BCL follow next. The results of
these studies of the first BCL led to a redesign of the BCL structure. This design of this
device is presented in the final section of Chapter 3.
The intended application for the BCL requires efficient coupling into single mode
fiber, an end not readily achievable using the designs discussed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4
begins by discussing the theory associated with a new type of device, the bipolar cascade
antiresonant reflecting optical waveguide (ARROW) laser. Calculations of the threshold
current, near and far fields patterns, radiation and absorption loss, and the effect of the
number of quantum wells are presented.
Chapter 5 summarizes the work of this thesis and highlights its major
contributions. Chapter 5 concludes with a discussion of directions for future work in the
area of bipolar cascade lasers.
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Chapter 2: Semiconductor Tunnel Junctions
2.0 Introduction
The semiconductor tunnel junction was first investigated by Esaki [1]. While
studying the internal field emission in a degenerate germanium p-n junction, he
discovered that a portion of the forward bias current-voltage characteristic had a region
of negative differential resistance. Since its discovery, the tunnel junction has been
developed into a mature technology in the field of microwave and millimeter wave
electronics. The region of negative differential resistance present in the current versus
voltage characteristics of these devices has been exploited in making high frequency
oscillators.
The tunnel diode is a majority carrier effect device. It is capable of high
modulation speeds because the transport time is not given by the classical value t = W/v
where t is the transport time, W the width of the junction, and v the velocity of the
particle. It is shown in [2] that the tunneling time is proportional to exp(2k(0)W) where
k(0) is the average value of the momentum encountered in the tunneling path
corresponding to an incident carrier with zero transverse momentum and energy equal to
the Fermi energy. This tunneling time is very short compared with any other transport
time in the device and hence allows the tunnel junction to be used in devices out to the
millimeter wave regime (-300 GHz).
When employed in the BCL, tunnel junctions are operated in the reverse bias
regime. Their use in this mode of operation allows electrons to tunnel from the valence
band of one gain section into the conduction band of the next gain section. The tunnel
junction is the keystone element in the bipolar cascade laser as it permits the cascading to
take place between, what are in practice, ordinary edge emitting lasers. Section 2.1
provides a phenomenological description of the physics of the tunnel junction. In Section
2.2 the numerical modeling of the tunnel junction and some non-idealities of the tunnel
junctions are presented. The interested reader is referred to Appendix A where the
necessary mathematical and physical background is provided to arrive at the starting
point of Section 2.2. While the fundamental physics of the tunnel junction has been well
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understood for some time now, its implementation in an epitaxially grown structure does
present some interesting materials challenges. These challenges are the topic of Section
2.3. Section 2.4 details the band diagram of a two gain stage BCL at equilibrium and
under bias. Section 2.5 concludes by summarizing the major results of the chapter.
2.1 Tunnel Junctions
Fig. 2-1 shows the band diagram of a tunnel junction at zero bias (and zero
temperature for demonstrative purposes). Both the n-doped and p-doped sides of the
junction are degenerately doped. Typically, doping levels are used such that the
depletion width of the p-n junction is on the order of 100-200 A. Equivalently, the peak
of the built-in electric field is of the order of 106-107 V/cm. Fig. 2-la shows the locations
of the degenerately doped junctions at equilibrium while Fig. 2-lb shows the tunnel diode
current versus voltage (I-V) characteristics. As a forward bias is applied, the quasi-Fermi
level on the n-doped side raises with respect to the quasi-Fermi level on the p-doped side
of the junction. Assuming the barrier width and height are both sufficiently small, an
electron from the n-doped side of the junction may now tunnel to an empty state on the p-
doped side of the junction. As the forward bias is increased the number of occupied
states on the n-doped side of the junction aligned with unoccupied states on the p-doped
side of the junction increases yielding a monotonically increasing current. Fig. 2-2a
shows the current-voltage characteristics of the tunnel. Fig. 2-2a shows the junction in the
forward bias regime at the current maximum.
EC
EFp EFn
Ev V
(a) (b)
Figure 2-1. a) The unbiased p-n tunnel junction. Both the n- and p-sides are degenrately doped. b) The
current versus voltage characterisitcs of the tunnel junction.
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Figure 2-2. a) The tunnel diode under forward bias. At this bias point the maximum number of filled
states on the n-side are in alignment with the maximum number of unoccupied states on the p-side. b) The
dot indicates the operating point for the bias of part a).
As the forward bias is increased further, the occupied states on the n-doped side
of the junction begin to come out of alignment with the unoccupied states on the p-doped
side of the junction. As a result, past the tunnel current peak, the forward current
diminishes with increasing forward bias, ideally going to zero when there are no longer
any occupied states on the n-type side of the junction in alignment with unoccupied states
on the p-type side of the junction. This region of decreasing current with increasing
forward bias represents the negative differential region of operation of the tunnel junction
and is the region of operation exploited in microwave oscillators. When a large enough
bias is applied such that there are no longer any occupied states on the n-side aligned with
unoccupied states on the p-side, the tunneling current goes to zero (Fig.3). Further
increasing the forward bias places the junction in normal forward biased diode behavior.
EFn
EFp
V
(a) (b)
Figure 2-3. a) The tunnel junction bias at which the tunneling current no longer flows. b) The operating
point for part a).
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When a reverse bias is applied to the tunnel diode, the quasi-Fermi level on the p-
doped side of the junction is raised with respect to the quasi-Fermi level on the n-doped
side of the tunnel junction (Fig. 2-4). Now electrons on the p-doped side may tunnel to
the unoccupied states on the n-doped side of the junction. The greater the reverse bias
the larger the electric field in the junction becomes with an associated increase in the
tunneling probability. The tunnel junction is employed in the bipolar cascade laser in the
reverse bias regime.
Ec
EFp EFn
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Ev
a) b)
Figure 2-4. a) The tunnel junction in reverse bias. b) The operating point for the bias of part a).
2.2 Tunnel junction modeling
The modeling of the junction will proceed along the lines of the work of E. 0.
Kane [3, 4, 5]. The key results needed for this section will be presented and motivated
below, but the details of the derivations are relegated to Appendix A. The current-voltage
(I-V) characteristics of the tunnel junction depend critically upon the tunneling
probability of the electrons. Kane derived the following equation to describe the
probability for the electron tunneling:
T = e [2ddh
(2.1)
where m* is the effective mass, Eg is the energy gap of the material, q is the electron
charge, Efield is the electric field, Ei is the energy associated with the portion of the k-
vector which is perpendicular to the junction normal and where:
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-2qEfieldh
E = 2tm 2E
(2.2)
Kane's result may be motivated by considering the standard form for the Wentzel-
Kramers-Brillioun (WKB) tunneling approximation to be found in any text on quantum
mechanics:
x2*
-2 dx -- (E-U)
T ~- e
(2.3)
where T is the tunneling probability, E is the electron energy, U is the potential function
through which the electron tunnels, and x ,2are the classical turning points.
The potential is taken to be of the form:
El -U E -/ E.2
Eg
(2.4)
where Ell is the energy associated with momentum parallel to the junction normal, E is
the energy associated with momentum perpendicular to the junction normal, U the
potential function in which the electron moves, Eg is the energy bandgap and EO is given
by qEfield x for a uniform field. Fig. 2-5 shows the form of this potential, with and
without a momentum element perpendicular to the direction of transport. Fig. 2-6
illustrates that the effective bandgap (and effective barrier height) increases when kll is
non-zero. The classical turning points occur at those positions in space where Ell -U goes
to zero. The inclusion of the perpendicular component of energy therefore modifies the
classical turning points (Fig. 2-5). Substituting Eqn. 2.4 into Eqn. 2.3 and carrying out
the integral leads directly to Eqn. 2.1.
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Figure 2-5. The tunneling potential used to calculate the tunneling probability. The tunneling potential is
parabolic in shape reaching a maximum of Egap/ 4 at x=O. The electric field is assumed to be uniform across
the junction. Two band k-p theory and calculations using a weak periodic potential both yield potentials
that are, or are near, parabolic. Two band k-p theory also substantiates the use of the WKB integral in
calculating the tunneling probability. When there are components of crystal momentum perpendicular to
the direction of tunneling the effective barrier height is increased. The potential width also increases
moving the classical turning points from x1 ,2 to x' 1,2 -
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Figure 2-6. Components of momentum perpendicular to the direction of tunneling result in an increase in
the effective bandgap energy for interband tunneling. This result is in contrast to intraband tunneling,
wherein perpendicular components of momentum have no effect on the height of the tunneling potential.
The second exponential term on the right of Eqn. 2.1 accounts for the decrease in
tunneling probability due to momentum components perpendicular to the direction of
tunneling. Eqn. 2.2 may then be regarded as describing the meaningful range of
allowable energies associated with momentum components perpendicular to the direction
of tunneling which still possess a high probability of tunneling. While relatively simple in
form, equation 2.1 bears further discussion. Inspection of Eqn. 2.1 reveals tunneling may
be enhanced by using a material with a narrow band gap, with a small effective mass, and
a large built-in electric field (or equivalently, a high active doping density). In the
InxGa 1 xAs system both the electron/hole effective masses and bandgap diminish with
increasing In mole fraction. By using an x = 0.15 In mole fraction the bandgap energy
drops from 1.42 eV in GaAs to 1.21 eV. The electron/hole mass drops from 0.063/0.5 m.
to 0.057/0.35 m, where m, is the electron mass. Of course, if the quantum wells of the
gain stages are 20% In mole fraction, then the In mole fraction of the tunnel junctions
must be kept below this to prevent interband absorption in the tunnel junctions.
Although incorporating InGaAs as the tunneling material is a relatively
straightforward endeavor, the benefits of the reduced bandgap energy and effective mass
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won't be realized if suitably high doping densities are unobtainable. The n- and p-type
doping densities of, and dopant properties in low mole fraction (x < 0.20) InxGai.xAs
have not been extensively studied as they have been in GaAs. InGaAs lattice matched to
InP has been doped in excess of 1019 cm~3 for both n- and p-type dopants, however. It
seems unlikely that achieving doping densities of this magnitude would present any great
challenges for lower In mole fraction InGaAs. An alternative design possibility lies in
using the narrower gap material to reduce the amount of doping necessary to achieve a
given tunneling probability. The limitation to this technique occurs when the diminished
critical thickness, resulting from the increasing In mole fraction, becomes thinner than the
enlarged depletion layer width, resulting from the diminished doping levels.
A number of the assumptions made in deriving the tunneling probability deserve
additional attention. In the derivation of Eqn. 2.1 it was assumed the electric field across
the junction is uniform. While this is certainly true for p-i-n structures it is not true in
general for abrupt junction p-n tunnel diodes. In a constant electric field junction the field
is given precisely by (Vbi-Va)/W, while in a p-n junction the peak field is given by 2x(Vbi-
Va)/W, where Vbi is the built-in junction voltage and Va is the applied voltage. Hence it
is clear that Eficid may be replaced by one to two times the quantity (Vbi-Va)/W as was
argued by Moll [6]. In this work a factor of two was used.
The effective mass to be used in Eqn. 2.1 is difficult to pin point. Since the
electron tunnels from the conduction band to the valence band it is far from obvious if the
conduction band effective mass should be used, the valence band effective mass, or some
weighted average of the two. If the effective mass tensor is not isotropic the situation
becomes even more complicated. In reality this question can only be rigorously
answered through the use of k-p theory thereby making the effective mass in the
forbidden region of the tunneling potential position dependent. This position dependent
effective mass would then have to be taken inside the integral of the WKB approximation
to determine the tunneling probability. Using two-band k-p theory the correct effective
mass to be used is given by:
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m m m
(2.5)
where mc* is the conduction band effective mass and mv* is the weighted (heavy and
light hole) valence band heavy hole mass [7, 8].
An even more fundamental difficulty in calculating Eqn. 2.1 results when
considering the functional form the tunneling potential should take. While the
assumption may be to use a triangular potential, Kane [3, 5] used the equivalent of a
parabolic potential of the form given in Eqn. 2.3. This potential is of the simplest form
while still having the correct behavior at the band edges [5, 6]. It has been rigorously
shown using two band k-p theory that the form of the tunneling potential is indeed near
parabolic in form and the tunneling probability reduces to the WKB approximation [7].
The difference in the argument of the exponential in Eqn. 2.1 for a triangular potential
versus a parabolic potential is only a matter of the value of the multiplicative constant. In
fact, the same can be said of all the aforementioned difficulties. The form of the spatial
dependence of the electric field, the effective mass, and the electron potential will only
result in changes in the multiplicative factor in the exponential of Eqn. 2.1 and, hence, the
constant can be viewed as a fitting parameter.
Using the tunneling probability the tunneling current versus applied voltage can
then be calculated using [3,4]:
fE qm
= f E c (E) - f (E)) 2-- TdEdE
(2.4)
where fc(E) and f(E) are the Fermi functions for the n- and p-type materials respectively.
The limits of integration for the integral over E run from the top of the conduction band
on the n-side of the junction (Ec is taken to be zero for convenience) to the bottom of the
valence band on the p-side of the junction. The limits of integration for the perpendicular
energy, E, require a little more consideration. Since EL can never exceed E, it is
integrated from 0 to E if E < Ev/2, from 0 to (Ev-E) if E > Ev/2. The effect of an applied
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voltage is calculated by appropriately modifying the Fermi functions and the tunneling
probability.
To ascertain the validity of the model, a calculation of the I-V characteristics
using Eqns. 2.1-2.4 was compared to measurements made on a tunnel junction. The
structure was grown on an n-type (~1-3x1018 cm-3) GaAs wafer. After a 1 gm GaAs:Si
buffer layer, 0.375 of GaAs:Si (nominally ND .6x10 9 cm-3 ) was grown followed by
0.25 of GaAs:Be (nominally NA = 8x108 cm-). No direct measurement was made of the
doping densities in the tunnel junction. The assumed doping values were based upon
measurements of Hall samples grown under the same conditions. After lithography and
e-beam deposition of Ti (300 A):Pt (200 A):Au (3000 A) an etch of NH 30H:H20 2:H 20
(10:5:240) was done to form 0.75 [tm tall posts. Measurements of the tunnel junction
were done on an HP8545 semiconductor parameter analyzer. Measured values of the
substrate (4.5 Q) and contact resistance (5x 10-4 Q.cm 2 ) were subtracted from the
measured tunnel junction I-V characteristics. Fig. 2-7 shows the measured (dashed line)
and calculated (solid line) current density versus voltage. The solid line represents the
calculated current using a parabolic tunneling potential (described above) while the
dashed line represents the calculated tunneling current using a triangular potential. The
tunneling probability through a triangular potential is over three orders of magnitude
lower than through the parabolic potential. The agreement between the measurement and
calculation is very good and lends validity to the model in predicting the I-V
characteristics of tunnel junctions of various doping, bandgap and effective mass
parameters. The inset to Fig.7 is a magnified view of the measured and calculated
tunneling current in the forward bias regime. The agreement is reasonably good between
theory and experiment but the measured current shows excess tunneling current (Section
2.3). The reader is cautioned, however, that a much more thorough study of measured
tunneling I-V characteristics over a broader range of doping densities, and their
agreement with theory, is in order.
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Figure 2-7. Measured (dotted lines), calculated using a parablic potential (solid line) and calculated using a
triangular potential (dashed line) tunneling current density versus applied voltage. Note that the calculated
tunneling current for the triangular potential is over three orders of magnitude smaller than for the parabolic
potential. Inset is the measured and calculated forward bias characteristic of the junction.
Fig. 2-8 shows the tunneling current density versus voltage for a GaAs tunnel
junction doped 2x1019 cm-3 on the n-side (which results in a degeneracy of EF-Ec ~12kT
at room temperature) over a range of acceptor densities on the p-side. An acceptor
doping density of 6x 108 cm-3 is required to achieve degeneracy on the p-side as a result
of the large density of states in the valence band of GaAs. If degeneracy is not achieved
a reverse bias equal to the voltage difference between the Fermi level and the valence
band edge must be applied before any tunneling commences. In the forward bias regime
substantial tunneling current density and large negative differential resistance again occur
only at high acceptor doping levels. If degeneracy isn't present on the p-type side of the
junction then a vanishingly small number of unoccupied states are available for tunneling
in forward bias with a resultant absence of forward tunneling current. Such a diode is
known as a back diode. Similar but less pronounced trends result, due to the smaller
conduction band density of states, from holding the p-doping constant while sweeping the
donor concentration. Most importantly, with large doping values very little resistance
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need drop across the tunnel junction to get sizeable currents. It can then be expected that
the I-V characteristics of the entire BCL structure will be dominated by the voltage drops
across the contacts, bulk regions and the laser diodes in the cascade. Fig. 2-9 is an
enlargement of the forward I-V characteristics of Fig. 2-8. As stated above, the trend is
for increased peak current at an increased voltage with increasing doping concentration.
The greater degeneracy permits a greater applied voltage to reach the point where the
maximum number of occupied states on the n-side aligns with the maximum number of
unoccupied states on the p-side of the junction. The increased numbers of such states
with increasing doping (degeneracy) leads to a larger peak current.
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Figure 2-8. Tunneling current versus applied voltage for a 20 im wide by 500 Rm long device doped
2x10 19 cm-3 on the n-side. The p-type doping values are 0.6, 0.8, 1.1, 1.5, 2.1, 2.9, 3.9, 5.4, 7.3, 10xiO 1 9
cm 3 . At high doping levels large currents flow for small applied voltages.
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Figure 2-9. The forward tuneling currents of Fig. 2-8. The peak current increases, as does the voltage at
which the peak current occurs, with increasing doping densities.
As is evident in Fig. 2-8, doping well in excess of degeneracy is required to
achieve any appreciable reverse tunnel current. The substantial bandgap of GaAs (1.42
eV at room temperature) requires a sizable built-in electric field (2x106 V/cm) to achieve
a high tunneling probability. The exponential nature of the I-V curve in reverse bias is
evident. This nonlinearity can result in signal distortion in the output of a modulated
BCL. While the nonlinear nature of the reverse bias I-V characteristics cannot be
completely eliminated, the deleterious effects can be minimized by reducing the
resistance of the tunnel junction below that of any other in the BCL.
The most substantial gains in tunnel junction conductivity are realized by using
InxGai xAs as the tunneling material. Fig. 2-10 shows the I-V curves of x = 0, 0.05, 0.10,
0.15 InGaAs junctions doped on both sides to 2x1019 cm-3. A 15% In mole fraction
junction performs comparably to a GaAs junction doped twice as heavily. As expected,
at a given doping density the incorporation of any amount of In into the tunnel junction
improves the conductivity of the junction over a GaAs junction.
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Figure 2-10. The tunneling current versus voltage for 20 gm by 500 .tm device with In mole fractions
varying from 0-15% in 5% increments. The doping densities are 2x10 19 cm-3 on both the n- and p-sides of
the junction. Increasing the In mole fraction reduces the bandgap and effective mass leading to improved
tunneling characteristics.
From a circuit theoretical point of view, what is of greatest interest are the large
signal and differential resistances of the tunnel diodes. Fig. 2-11 shows the large signal
resistance versus doping density over a range of bias points of a tunnel diode. At low
doping densities, the resistance shows a rather substantial dependence upon bias point
while at higher densities the junction resistance is relatively insensitive to bias. The same
holds true for the differential resistance (Fig. 2-12). Holding the doping densities
constant at 2x10' 9 cm~3 but switching to 15% In mole fraction InGaAs from GaAs yields
substantial improvement in both large signal and differential resistance (Fig.'s 12a and
12b). The advantage gained in using narrow bandgap semiconductors is diminished
when very high doping densities are used. This is important in BCL structures which
may contain many cascades as the accumulated strain of several In containing junctions
could exceed the limit for pseudomorphic growth.
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Figure 2-11. The junction resistance versus p-type doping density of a 20 Rm by 500 pm tunnel junction
doped to 2x1019 cm-3 on the n-side of the junction over a bias range of 20-50 mA. At lower doping densities
the device resistance is sensitive to bias point while at densities in excess of Ix1020 cm-3 the bias point
sensitivity is negligibly small.
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Figure 2-12. The differential resistance for the device of Fig. 2-11. The same trends that were evident in
the resistance also appear in the differential resistance.
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Figure 2-13. The resistance of a 20 tm by 500 pm tunnel junction versus acceptor concentration doped
2x10 19 on the n-side of the junction for GaAs and InO.i 5GaO85As devices. The device is biased at 20 mA.
The InO.15Gao. 8sAs device is considerably less resistive than the GaAs device at lower doping densities. At
higher densities the advantage is less pronounced.
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Figure 2-14. The differential resistance versus acceptor concentration for the device of Fig. 2-13. The
same trends which were evident for the resistance are also present for the differential resistance.
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The bandgap of GaAs and the Fermi functions in the current integral of Eqn. 2.4
are temperature dependent functions. It is then worthwhile to determine the effect
temperature fluctuations have on the current-voltage behavior of the tunnel diode. As
demonstrated in Fig. 2-15, at least in the temperature range of 300-380 K, the tunnel
junction behaves relatively independent of temperature.
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Figure 2-15. The current versus applied voltage for a tunnel junction doped on both sides to 2x1019 cm-3 for
a 20 tm by 500 gm device. The tunneling current characteristics exhibit little sensitivity to temperature
over the range 300-380 K.
2.3 Materials Considerations for Semiconductor Tunnel Junctions
As was discussed in Section 2.2, to make a high quality tunnel junction it is
desirable to use the most narrow bandgap material consistent with lattice-matching
considerations and as large a built-in electric field as possible. The latter requirement is
met by heavily doping the junction. It is also necessary to make the junction abrupt as
intermixing of the n- and p-type dopants reduces the effective doping. The materials
growth demands and limitations in achieving these ends are detailed in this section.
It was decided to make the first BCL designs in the InGaAsP material system on
GaAs substrates. This decision was reached based upon the consideration of a variety of
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factors. The InO.2GaO. 8As/GaAs quantum wells used for the production of 980 nm laser
light have large gain, excellent differential quantum efficiency and are robust. Longer
wavelength devices also suffer from increased threshold current densities induced by
Auger recombination. While the threshold current through a N-gain stage BCL is
independent of N, the voltage drop across the device goes as NxVdiode as each gain stage
must be biased to "flat band". The multiple voltage drops across a cascade laser make
power dissipation a concern and increased bias currents represent an unnecessary
complication when studying this new type of device. Finally, the growth facility
available was much more thoroughly calibrated in the InGaAsP on GaAs material system
than any other system. Therefore, the following discussion concerning materials factors
with respect to tunnel junctions will focus upon the InGaAsP material system on GaAs
substrates.
The limit for the smallest achievable bandgap on a given host lattice is set by two
constraints. Lattice mismatch considerations or, more precisely, the critical thickness
achievable for a given amount of strain in a semiconductor epilayer sets an upper bound
on the mole fraction of In in an InGaAs layer grown upon a GaAs substrate. Increasing
the In content reduces the bandgap but greatly increases the strain. The layers of the
tunnel junction must be at least as wide as the depletion layer width of the p-n junction.
Under actual growth conditions it is wise to make the tunnel diode much wider.
Assuming reasonable doping concentrations (on the order of 1019 cm3), the bandgap of
the InGaAs layer will fall below that of the quantum well before the limit set by strain
and critical layer thickness is reached.
The material for the tunnel junctions and first generation BCL were grown using
gas-source molecular beam epitaxy (GSMBE). Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) is a
method of growing epitaxial layers by making atomic or molecular beams containing the
necessary constituent elements incident upon a heated single crystal substrate. The
growth is carried out in a high vacuum chamber (~1010 Torr) such that the mean free
path of an atom or molecule in the molecular beam is much greater than the distance from
the source to the substrate. Most sources in the MBE are elemental and solid in form at
room temperature. They are contained in shuttered containers known as Knudsen cells.
The source materials are heated via resistive coils wrapped around the Knudsen cells.
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The beam from a cell is made incident upon the substrate by opening the shutter over the
cell, while the flux is controlled via the Knudsen cell temperature. In GSMBE the arsine
and phosphorous sources come from arsine (AsH 3) and phosphine (PH3). The gas is run
over a heated filament at -900 0C, a process is known as "cracking". The cracked form
consists of As 2 (P2 ) and Hx by-products with some residual As4 (P4 ).
For the initial experiments, GaAs was chosen as the material for the tunnel
junction, although Ino.,Gao.9As would have been a more appropriate choice based upon
the latter mentioned considerations. The Knudsen cell stability necessary to grow
reproducible ternaries needed to properly perform the doping studies was questionable.
More importantly, the properties of dopants have not been as extensively studied in
InO.1GaO. 9As as they have been in GaAs, an issue that will be shown to be of critical
importance in Chapter 3. GaAs makes a suitable, albeit not ideal, candidate for the tunnel
junction material.
Studies have been done to determine maximum dopant incorporation in the
AlxGa..xAs system [9-19]. The values arrived at depend critically upon the growth
conditions, the particular dopant species, and the growth technology employed. The gas-
source molecular beam epitaxy machine in which the heterostructure for the first BCL
was grown had beryllium (Be) available as the p-type dopant and silicon (Si) as the n-
type dopant. Studies have indicated that carbon (C) produces higher doping densities
than does beryllium [19], but carbon was not available for use. Beryllium incorporation
has been shown to be limited by the thermally activated diffusivity of Be [14, 17]. In a
study by Schubert et al. [17], the thermally dependent diffusion coefficient for Be at a
density of 1018 cm-3 was determined to be:
-2 xcm 2 
1.95(eV)
DDee( = 2x 10-' c kT
s
(2.5)
where D is the diffusion coefficient, EA is the activation energy, k is Boltzmann's
constant and T is temperature. By way of comparison, carbon, which has been shown to
have a maximum active dopant incorporation of 1.5x 1021 in GaAs has an activation
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energy of 1.75 eV but a D0 of only 5x10-8 cm 2/s. Be has only shown to have a peak free
carrier concentration of 2x 1020 in GaAs [20].
It can then be expected that, to a point, lower substrate temperatures should lead
to increased Be incorporation. While very low temperatures (< 400 0C) may not yield
higher dopant incorporation, too low of a temperature leads to non-stoichiometric growth
of the GaAs as well as Be precipitation. In the case of Si, the maximum doping density is
set by the propensity of Si to become amphoteric above a critical doping density set by
growth conditions.
To determine the best substrate temperature to maximize dopant incorporation
(and activation) in GaAs for the GSMBE system used in this work, a study was
conducted to establish carrier density versus substrate temperature. The results are
shown in Fig. 2-16. Aside from the substrate temperature, the Be flux (as controlled by
the Be Knudson cell temperature) parameter space was also investigated. The values
reported in Figure 2-16 represent the peak values obtainable for the given substrate
temperature. Maximum Be incorporation was found at a substrate temperature of 480 C
and a Be cell temperature of 755 C. Higher Be flux did not produce larger measured
values of free carrier density. It is possible this effect results from incorporation
saturation or from incorporated dopants that fail to activate. The doping densities were
determined through Hall measurement of the samples. There was no indication of the
surface roughening that has been seen in highly Be-doped GaAs [10]. Good morphology
is of critical importance as surface roughening would compromise the quality of any
epitaxial layers grown over the tunnel junction. The peak value of 2x1019 is an order of
magnitude lower than the value reported in [20]. It is conceivable that an even more
thorough examination of the parameter space could yield p-doping densities closer to
those realized in [20]. Nevertheless, disparate results are found in the literature for all
manner of material parameters. Such is the case not only for material being grown using
different growth technologies but also in different machines using the same growth
technologies. It is therefore also possible that a Be doping density of 2x1019 is the
maximum achievable for the GSMBE system used in this study. Regardless, this density
produces a built-in electric field large enough to permit tunneling.
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The same study was performed for Si doping of GaAs (Fig. 2-16). Again 480 C
was found to be the substrate temperature at which the dopant incorporation was
maximum for this study. The Si doping density continued to increase with increasing Si
Knudson cell temperature. A density of 1.6x1 i1 9 was achieved at a cell temperature of
1150 0C. Further increases in the cell temperature were not pursued due to concerns
about the survivabilty of the cell at more elevated temperatures. The Si doping density
achieved is slightly in excess of the highest reported in the literature using MBE and an
As 2 source[20]. While diffusion is the proposed mechanism for limiting the maximum
Be incorporation for GaAs, the proposed mechanism for Si is the amphoteric nature of Si
in 1-V semiconductors [19, 21]. At low doping levels (~A' 8 cm-3) Si will typically
occupy a group m lattice site in a Il-V semiconductor where it serves as a donor. As the
doping incorporation continues to increase the Si may begin to occupy group V sites
where it acts as an acceptor. At very high doping levels the Si is as likely to occupy a
group V site as a group 111 site. This process is known as self-compensation. A dopant
which can serve either as a donor or acceptor in a particular lattice is known as being
amphoteric. It is unlikely that even higher densities would be achievable as the Si doping
density achieved is around the value at which Si begins to become amphoteric in GaAs
[19, 21].
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Figure 2-16. Peak achieved doping densities versus substrate temperature for Si and Be in GaAs.
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Various growth modes are possible in MBE. When growing a binary system
such as GaAs, if one of the constituent groups is in shorter supply than the other group on
the growth surface then the growth is said to be limited by the underrepresented group.
In all the doping studies conducted for this thesis the arsenic overpressure was
sufficiently high to ensure the growth was group III limited. The measured chamber
arsenic pressure was 1.6-1 .9x10 5 Torr. No discernible difference in material quality was
evident over the given range of arsenic overpressures. Previous investigations of the
growth of GaAs down to substrate temperatures of 400 0C had indicated this overpressure
to produce GaAs of high electrical quality [22]. It has been shown that As2 produces
more highly doped layers with superior morphology than As 4 [11, 20].
The doping and diode studies outlined above and in Section 2.2 lead to the final
design and growth parameters that were used in the tunnel junction employed in the first
generation BCL. The tunnel junction nominally consists of 25 nm each of GaAs:Si+*
(1.6x10' 9) and GaAs:Be** (2x10'9). The depletion layer width for these doping levels is
-15 nm, considerably less than either layer in the junction. The junction was made
considerably wider than what the depletion layer width would indicate is necessary as
some uncertainty concerning the doping densities existed at the time the BCL structure
was grown. Prior to the secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) analysis of the tunnel
junction described in the next paragraph the only available determinant of doping
densities was Hall measurement. While the SIMS eventually verified the Hall effect
measurements after the growth of the BCL, the Hall effect can give substantial errors and
the junction was made wide enough to account for any such error in doping.
Additionally, some uncertainty exists in growth rate calibration, especially for thin layers,
and it is preferable to have a wider junction than expected than one that is too narrow to
accommodate the depletion layer. The doping levels are approximately equal for the n-
and p-type material and hence the depletion layer is approximately equal on each side of
the metallurgical junction.
As will be explained fully in Chapter 3, it became necessary after the tunnel
junction was grown to conduct a -30 minute excursion to a substrate temperature of 515
0C while growing the topmost gain stage of the BCL. Considering the previously
detailed thermally activated diffusivity of Be, a secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS)
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study was performed to determine any deleterious effect the elevated temperature might
have had on the tunnel junction. Fig. 2-17 shows the results of the SIMS measurement.
The tunnel junction stayed intact even after the -30 minutes at 515 C. The SIMS has a
spatial resolution of 5 nm and a target species resolution of ± 10%. Particularly
encouraging was the excellent agreement between the SIMS study and the Hall
measurements.
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Figure 2-17. Secondary ion mass spectroscopy measurement of a GaAs tunnel junction embedded in a two
stage bipolar cascade laser. The tunnel junction underwent a 30 minute excursion to a substrate
temperature of 480 'C. The junction remained intact with doping densities remaining on the order of
2x10 19 cm-3 on both sides of the junction.
The SIMS analysis also revealed the intermediate temperature growth of the
GaAs tunnel junction resulted in oxygen incorporation on the order of ~1018 cm-3.
Oxygen serves as a deep state in GaAs and it is known to readily incorporate at lower
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growth temperatures. GaAs is normally grown at substrate temperatures of 600-640 C
as deep level impurity incorporation diminishes the conductivity of the epitaxy.
Additionally, in undoped GaAs and at AlxGa 1 xAs/GaAs interfaces, such as those used in
the waveguides of quantum well lasers, these deep states act as nonradiative traps and
have a catastrophic effect on optical device performance.
In the case of the tunnel junction, the presence of intermediate states in the
bandgap most likely leads to deep state assisted tunneling [23, 24]. The calculated value
of the tunnel junction contact resistance was 1-3x10 4 Q-cm 2. The measured value was
found to be 6-8x10-5 Q-cm 2 . This dramatic improvement is attributed to the presence of
deep states and yields a tunnel junction whose performance is far superior to that which
might be expected from the measured incorporated dopant densities. Deep states assist
tunneling by providing intermediate states into which the electron may tunnel as it
progresses from one side of the junction to the other (Fig. 2-18). In the forward bis
regime, one possible path for an electron is to drop into a deep state in the forbidden
region then tunnel into the valence band on the p-side of the junction. The tunneling
current then never goes to zero in forward bias as shown in Fig. 2-19. Rather there is an
"excess" tunneling current before the diode moves into the normal forward biased p-n
junction range of operation (Fig. 2-19). In reverse bias the deep levels provide an
intermediate state into which the electron can tunnel before tunneling through the
remainder of the barrier. The intermediate states increase the probability that tunneling
will occur by effectively reducing the barrier width through which the tunneling occurs
and therefore reduce the "resistance" of the junction. Some modeling of this effect has
been performed in [23, 24] but it is of a very ad hoc nature with multiple fitting
parameters. While qualitative trends may be highlighted using such methods the
quantitative agreement can be quite poor.
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Figure 2-18. A tunnel junction containing a large density of deep level impurities. Shown is one of many
possible paths for an electron. The electron is captured by the deep state, then tunnels through the resultant
potential barrier. As a result of the deep states, the tunneling current never goes to zero as would be
expected in an ideal tunnel junction.
Excess current
Figure 2-19. The effect of the deep level states upon the current versus voltage characteristics of the ideal
tunnel junction. Dashed lines show the effect of the deep states on the IV characteristics of the tunnel
junction.
2.4 Band structure of the bipolar cascade laser
It is illustrative to consider the form of the band structure for a bipolar cascade
laser at equilibrium and under bias. Fig. 2-20a shows the equilibrium band diagram for a
two gain stage BCL with AlO.4Gao.6As cladding regions, doped to 5x1017 on both the n-
and p-sides with a 0.22 gm wide GaAs separate confinement heterostructure (waveguide)
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region. The cladding regions as shown are an unrealistically narrow 0.2 pm to allow a
clearer view of the tunnel junction. The n-side of the GaAs tunnel junction is doped to
1.5x1019 cm-3 and the p-side is doped to 4.3x10' 9 cm-3. The quantum wells are not shown
in the figure.
The depletion approximation was used at the doped-Alo.4Gao.6As cladding to
intrinsic GaAs heterojunctions. The voltage drop across the intrinsic region and the
width of the depletion regions were calculated by requiring displacement field continuity
across the cladding to intrinsic heterojunction. The doped-cladding to highly doped
GaAs hetero-interface was treated as a metal-semiconductor junction due to the high
degree of degeneracy in the GaAs. In the case of the doping values used for this
example, no built-in potential existed at the highly doped GaAs-cladding heterojunction.
The conduction band discontinuity between the A1O.4Gao.6As cladding and the GaAs
regions was taken as 67% of the bandgap energy difference between the two materials.
From basic energy conservation considerations, a voltage equal to at least the n=1
transition voltage in the active region must be applied to a laser to achieve threshold. The
BCL's minimum threshold voltage can then be estimated by multiplying the number of
gain stages times the single stage threshold voltage and then adding the voltage drop
across the tunnel junction(s) at the threshold current. If the tunnel junction has a very
small resistance then its contribution to the BCL's threshold voltage is small with respect
to the active region threshold voltages. In practice, there are also parasitic resistances
from the contacts and bulk regions of the device. Fig. 2-20b shows the BCL of Fig. 2-
20a biased to the edge of lasing, assuming no parasitic resistances. Note the tunnel
junction width barely changes as the built-in voltage is approximately 1.8 V while the
voltage drop across the junction near threshold is less than 0.1 V.
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Figure 2-20. a) Bipolar cascade laser at equilibrium. The cladding layers are AlO.4GaO.6As doped 5x1017 on
both sides with an intrinsic 0.22 im GaAs waveguide (the QWS are not shown). The cladding layers are
only 0.2 [tm for clarity. b) The bipolar cascade laser biased nearly to threshold, Vapplied=2. 5 V.
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2.5 Summary and conclusions
The theoretical study of the tunnel process illuminated several key features in
obtaining low resistance tunnel diodes. The use of small bandgap and effective mass
materials was indicated and the need for obtaining and maintaining large doping
concentrations was highlighted. An experimental study of a tunnel diode structure in
GaAs indicated good agreement with experiment. Large silicon (1.6x10' 9 cm-3 ) and
beryllium (2.Ox 1019 cm~3) incorporation was found in GaAs at a substrate temperature of
480 C using gas-source molecular beam epitaxy. A secondary ion mass study verified
free carrier values determined by Hall effect measurements even after a thirty minute
excursion of the substrate temperature to 515 0C.
The use of beryllium as the p-type dopant, known to exhibit a high degree of
thermally activated diffusivity, places limitations on the substrate temperatures that may
be used for any epitaxial layers grown subsequently to the tunnel diode. The gain stages
and waveguides must stay within these thermal bounds while retaining excellent optical
and electrical qualities. The materials and design challenges that must be met to achieve
this end are the topic of Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3: Bipolar cascade lasers
3.0 Overview
This chapter covers the details of the realization of bipolar cascade lasers (BCLs).
Section 3.1 describes a phenomenological treatment of BCLs, from the rate equation
point of view. The reader is assumed to have a basic understanding of lasers and the rate
equations. The interested reader lacking this background is referred to Appendix B or
references [1, 2, 3] where a review of the rate equations and the derivation of important
results therein are given. Section 3.2 explains the materials and growth research that was
necessary to grow high optical quality active regions which were also compatible with
the growth of high electrical quality tunnel junctions. The knowledge gained from the
materials and growth studies lead to the demonstration of the first room temperature
(RT), continuous wave (CW) BCL. The results of the characterization of this device are
given in Section 3.3. The extensive thermal modeling of the BCL is detailed in section
3.4. Non-idealities in the performance of the BCL are described addressed in Section 3.5.
Section 3.7 considers the modulation response of the laser. The characterization process
of the first generation BCL lead to an improved design of a second generation BCL. The
details of this device are presented in Section 3.7. Section 3.8 summarizes the major
results to conclude the chapter.
3.1 Cascade laser theory
This section covers the modeling of the BCL using rate equations. The purpose
of the modeling is to derive light output power versus bias current, and device voltage
versus bias current relationships. To achieve these ends the device carrier densities or,
equivalently, the device quasi-Fermi levels must be known or calculated. All other
quantities of interest may then be derived to include current density, voltage, gain, photon
density, and output power.
The physical structure of the BCL consists of two separate waveguiding/gain
sections, electrically coupled by a tunnel junction in reverse bias. To first order, the gain
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sections may be viewed as being electrically independent, with the exception that the
current in both the upper and lower gain sections (and the tunnel junction) must be equal.
In order to model the device, the threshold carrier density must first be calculated. To
begin, a logarithmic fit to the gain per unit length of a quantum well versus carrier
density [1] is assumed:
g = go ln(N
Nr
(3.1)
where Ntr is the carrier density at which the quantum well transitions from being lossy
(i.e. negative gain) to having positive gain and g, is a fitting parameter. The functional
form of Eqn. 3.1 results from band filling, leading to a roll off in the rate at which the
gain improves with increasing carrier density.
For the laser to reach threshold the gain must nearly equal the total optical loss of
the device through absorption and from output coupling through the end facets of the
laser. The modal gain is defined as Eqn. 3.1 times the overlap of the optical field with
the gain region. The overlap of the optical field with the gain region is termed the
confinement factor. Mathematically the threshold requirement is written as:
Fgth =i +am
(3.2)
where F is the confinement factor, oj is the optical loss per unit length due to absorption
and scattering and am is the mirror loss per unit length. Combining Eqns. 3.1 and 3.2
gives the following for the threshold carrier density:
Nth =Nee rg
(3.3)
Given Eqn. 3.3 the quasi-Fermi level may be calculated through the Fermi
integral given by:
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N = Jpc(E)f(E)dE
(3.4)
where N is the electron carrier density, pc is the density of states in the conduction band
and f(E) is the Fermi distribution. The integral should rigorously be carried out from the
bottom of the conduction band to the top of the conduction band. In practice, the upper
limit of integration is normally taken to infinity, as the Fermi distribution drops off
rapidly a few thermal voltages above the quasi-Fermi level. When calculating the
integral numerically, the upper limit of integration need only be so large as is necessary
for the Fermi function to become negligibly small. This depends upon the location of the
quasi-Fermi level. In a quantum well (a two dimensional system) the density of states is
given by:
p(E)= 2 u(E - En)
n2z
(3.5)
where m* is the electron effective mass, Lz is the quantum well width, En are the
quantized energy levels in the quantum well (which vary with effective mass, barrier
height, and barrier width), u(E) is the unit step function, and h is Planck's constant over
27c. Note that for two-dimensional systems the density of states is independent of energy
between quantized levels. The Fermi distribution is given as:
1f(E)= (E-E/
e fkT +
(3.6)
where Efr is the electron quasi-Fermi level, k is Boltzmann's constant and T is the
temperature. Given an electron carrier density Eqn. 3.4 may be solved to find the
associated quasi-Fermi level. The equation may either be solved numerically using an
iterative approach or semi-analytically using any one of a number of approximations to
the Fermi integral [1]. One must be careful in using approximations to the Fermi
integral to ensure that the limits of validity aren't compromised. Another approach is to
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assume values for the quasi-Fermi levels over some range less than the threshold quasi-
Fermi level (which must still be calculated) and then calculate the corresponding carrier
density. The latter is the method used in the calculations presented in this section. In
using this method it is necessary to use a very fine mesh between quasi-Fermi level
values as threshold is approached.
Quasi-neutrality is assumed to hold through out the active region. This is to say
that N-P in the active region, where N and P are the number of carriers per unit volume
for the electrons and holes, respectively. If this were not the case then large electric
fields would build, bending the bands to allow carrier redistribution until quasi-neutrality
would again be established. Therefore, once a set of carrier density values has been
obtained for the electrons, the same set of carrier density values is assumed for the holes.
Then using equations similar to Eqns. 3.4-3.6 for the holes, the hole quasi-Fermi levels
are calculated versus carrier density. Knowing the carrier density versus quasi-Fermi
level affords easy calculation, from Eqn. 3.1, of the gain versus carrier density.
It is a straightforward matter now to derive the current versus carrier density
relationship. Setting the time derivatives in the rate equations (Eqns. 7 in Appendix B)
equal to zero (in the steady state) and after some manipulation:
q VBN 2 [l7/vgrg
(3.7)
where q is the electron charge, Vact the active area volume, B the bimolecular
recombination coefficient, i the injection efficiency, P the spontaneous emission factor,
vgr the group velocity, and rp the photon lifetime.
The output optical power can then be calculated from Eqn. 15 in Appendix B:
P() =VgamNPhvVp
(3.8)
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where Np is the photon density (per unit volume), Vp is the volume occupied by the
photons and hv is the photon energy.
The same sets of values may now be calculated for the bottom gain section
subject to the constraint that the current is continuous through out the BCL. The
continuity of the current through the device does not imply, however, that the carrier
density is also the same everywhere. Assuming the material in the bottom and top active
regions are comparable in quality then all the parameters previously defined for the top
gain section should have the same values for the bottom gain section, with the exception
of one. In a stripe geometry laser, such as those used in the first BCLs as described
below, the current spreads laterally as it moves through the device. Therefore the active
region volume is larger in the bottom gain section than in the top. One would therefore
expect different values for the threshold current, quasi-Fermi levels, carrier densities, and
optical power at a given current bias from the bottom gain stage than for the top gain
stage.
As is shown in Fig. 3-1, the carrier density of the top gain stage clamps before
that of the bottom gain stage. The simulation assumes a stripe width of 20 Rm for the top
gain section and a 30 pm stripe width for the bottom gain section. Normally when a laser
reaches threshold all additional carriers injected into the active area are transduced into
photons. As such, the voltage across the device clamps, save for a small additional
contribution due to the non-zero resistances of the contacts and bulk regions. By
examining Fig. 3-1 it can be observed that the carrier density of the top gain stage clamps
at 15 mA while the bottom gain stage does so at approximately 23 mA. Clearly then, in
the BCL, when multiple thresholds are present, the top device clamps, but the voltage
continues to increase across the bottom gain stage until it also clamps at threshold. While
the device voltage versus current curve remains smooth, Fig. 3-2a, the light power versus
current exhibits a clear double kink behavior (Fig. 3-2b). Of course, enough of the
applied voltage must appear across the tunnel junction to ensure current continuity in the
device. This double threshold behavior, while interesting, is problematic. Sections 3.3
and 3.4 below cover in detail the difficulties introduced by the double threshold. Fig. 3-3
shows the dependence of the normalized threshold voltage, differential efficiency and
threshold current on the number of gain stages. In the cases of the normalized threshold
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voltage and differential efficiency the scaling is in direct proportion to the number of
stages. Ideally, the threshold current is independent of the number of gain stages but in
the presence of lateral diffusion the threshold current (defined as the current at which all
gain stages are lasing) does increase with the number of gain stages, Fig. 3-3. The
concentration dependent diffusivity is assumed to be the same as assumed for Fig. 3-1
through 3-3. While the quantitative agreement between the simulations and the device
light power versus bias current is questionable, the qualitative agreement provides
important insight into the BCL's behavior.
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Figure 3-1. The carrier density versus bias current in a 20 pm by 500 jim two-stage bipolar cascade laser.
Due to current spreading, the carrier density in the upper gain section saturates at a lower bias current than
the lower section.
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Figure 3-2 a) The voltage versus bias current of the device of Fig. 3-1. The curve is smooth despite current
spreading and exhibits a voltage drop of two diodes plus ohmic losses (taken as 6 Q). b) The light power
versus bias current characteristics for the BCL of Fig. 3-1. Current spreading results in a kink in the output
power when the bottom gain stage reaches threshold.
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Figure 3-3. The normalized increase in Vh/Vth, 1Dk/fDo, Ith/Itho versus the number of gain stages. As the
number of stages is increased the threshold voltage and peak quantum efficiency increase linearly. Ideally
the threshold current is unaffected by the number of gain stages. When current spreading is present, the
threshold current (defined as the current at which all gain stages are lasing) also increases with the number
of gain stages.
3.2 Materials growth of semiconductor lasers
3.2.1 Single stage lasers
The realization of bipolar cascade lasers first necessitated the growth and
processing of single stage, conventional quantum well lasers that could operate at room
temperature and continuous wave. This endeavor was further complicated by the
requirement that, as outlined in Chapter 2, the lasers that were to serve as the gain stages
in the BCL had to be compatible with the growth and maintenance of high quality tunnel
junctions. Since Be, the p-type dopant, diffuses very rapidly as a function of temperature
[4-8], even a high quality junction could be rendered unusable if the overgrowth of the
upper gain stage required substrate temperatures elevated above the point where rapid Be
diffusion begins. As detailed in Chapter 2, the first BCL was implemented at an
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emission wavelength of 980 nm. The material typically used in the cladding of edge
emitting lasers operating at 980 nm wavelength is 30-40% aluminum mole fraction
AlGaAs. Aluminum containing materials are typically grown at substrate temperatures
of - 640 "C. This temperature prevents substantial oxygen incorporation during growth.
Oxygen exists as a deep level trap in AlGaAs, capturing carriers before they can
participate in radiative recombination events. The first laser growth experiments,
directed toward meeting the growth requirements for a BCL, had the aim of determining
whether AlGaAs clad lasers, if grown at temperatures commensurate with high electrical
quality tunnel junctions, would be of suitably high optical quality.
The initial test structures were standard edge emitting configurations (Fig. 3-4).
A single 80 A wide In0.2Ga0.8As quantum well was placed inside a 0.22 pm wide GaAs
waveguide. The waveguide width was chosen to maximize IF as defined in Section 3.1.
The structure was grown on a Si doped (n-type 1-3.1018) GaAs substrate. The cladding
layers were 0.5 gm thick n- and p-type Alo 4Gao.6As. The entire structure, with the
exception of the 1 jm thick buffer layer (grown at substrate temperature of 600 "C), was
grown at a substrate temperature of 480 C. A highly p-doped ( 1.1019) 0.1 jm cap
layer, for making an Ohmic contact, completed the structure.
0.5 gm Cladding:Be
4800*C
0.22 lim GaAs/8 nm
In 0.2Gao.As QW
GaAs:Si substrate
Figure 3-4. The test structure used to study the effect of substrate temperature upon the optical qualities of a single
stage edge-emitting laser. The buffer was grown at 600 "C and the cladding layers at 480 "C. The growth temperature
of the active region varied by structure.
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To determine the optical quality of the material a photoluminescence study was
performed. Photoluminescence consists of making a laser beam, of photon energy
greater than the bandgap energy of the waveguide material, incident upon the sample.
Since the electron thermalization rate is faster than the spontaneous recombination rate,
photons absorbed either in the active region, or within a diffusion length of the active
region, generate electron-hole pairs that typically emit radiation from the n=1 state of the
quantum well. The light re-radiated from the sample is collected and made incident upon
a monochromator. The output of the monochromator is detected by a photodiode or
photomultiplier. The monochromator is scanned so the light intensity versus wavelength
may be recorded. The bottom-most trace of Fig. 3-5 shows the photoluminescence
intensity versus wavelength for the AlGaAs-clad structure described above. The
performance is very poor, with the signal intensity barely above the noise floor.
Furthermore, and perhaps most importantly, laser structures processed from the AlGaAs-
clad material failed to lase.
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Figure 3-5. The photoluminescence intensity versus energy of the three test structures used to determine
acceptable substrate temperatures for growth of the bipolar cascade laser.
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Two alternative approaches can be considered in addressing the problem of the
suitability of AlGaAs as the cladding material. Studies could be done to determine to the
temperature, and length of time, the substrate could be raised before the tunnel junction
degraded. The above process for an AlGaAs-clad laser could then be repeated to
ascertain if such a substrate temperature and growth rate would yield a laser of acceptable
optical quality. In a similar vane, the mole fraction of Al in the AlGaAs could be reduced
in the hopes that a higher optical quality laser would result. This approach would again
require a fairly extensive set of growth experiments. Additionally, given the vicissitudes
of MBE growth, particularly in a research environment, it is difficult to draw broad
conclusions based upon such studies until they prove repeatable.
The second possibility for solution exists in switching to a different cladding
material entirely. Cladding material based upon indium-gallium-phosphide (InGaP),
lattice matched to GaAs, has gained some favor over AlGaAs in recent years in high
power laser applications [9-11]. It is well known that oxidation of AlGaAs can lead to
catastrophic optical mirror damage in AlGaAs-clad lasers [9, 12]. InGaP does not suffer
from the problem of oxidation making it a good choice for the cladding material in high
power lasers. While such a consideration is only of secondary importance for the BCL
the successful replacement of AlGaAs with InGaP in edge emitting lasers offers another
advantage. For the purposes of the BCL work, InGaP is a favorable material because it is
typically grown in the temperature range of 480-510 C [12]. This author had previously
established that in the GSMBE used for this work, InGaP is optimally grown at 480 0C
[13]. To compare the optical quality of lasers grown with InGaP versus AlGaAs
cladding, the growth and photoluminescence experiments outlined above for the AlGaAs-
clad lasers were repeated for InGaP-clad lasers. The structure and growth procedures
were exactly as those described above for the AlGaAs-clad lasers; the substrate
temperature throughout the device growth was kept constant at 480 0C.
The centermost trace in Fig. 3-5 indicates that the photoluminescence intensity for
the InGaP-clad laser was a full two orders of magnitude greater than the intensity of the
AlGaAs-clad laser. A laser fabricated from this material structure did lase (Fig. 3-6) and
it represents the first continuous wave, room temperature operation of a semiconductor
laser grown and fabricated at MIT. The devices were gain guided, oxide-stripe defined,
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Fabry-Perot cavity lasers. Longevity tests also provide a measure of the quality of the
laser material. At an output power of 19 mW per facet, a 500 gm long, 10 gm wide
device showed no degradation in over 72 hours of continuous wave, room temperature
operation, without the benefit of heat sinking, further indicating laser material of very
high quality.
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Figure 3-6. The light power versus bias current for a an aluminum free single stage edge emitting lasers.
The continuous wave threshold current density is 330 A/cm 2. The device is of a gain-guided, oxide-stripe
defined Fabry-Perot cavity design. The stripe width is 25 jim and the device is 400 pm long.
While the InGaP structure outperformed the AlGaAs by two orders of magnitude
in photoluminescence efficiency and demonstrated excellent lasing properties, it does not
indicate that the InGaP structure grown entirely at 480 C was in any way optimal. To
evaluate the limit of performance of the material in an InGaP-clad structure another
device structure, of precisely the same design as that detailed above for the structures
grown at 480 0C, was grown with each layer grown at its "optimal" growth temperature.
The result of this procedure was another order of magnitude improvement in
photoluminescence efficiency as shown by the topmost trace in Fig. 3-2. How much of
this improvement could be attributed to the "optimization" of the growth process and
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how much is due to the vagaries of MBE growth remains uncertain. While good, an
order of magnitude is actually not spectacular and a variation of this order can be
expected across the wafer itself. In all cases, with each subsequent photoluminescence
measurement, previously measured samples were re-measured to ensure that direct
comparisons were being made between samples and the results were not tainted by
systematic errors.
3.2.2 Active region growth
While the best substrate temperatures for high electrical and optical quality
lattice-matched InGaP (Ino. 49Gao.51P) and GaAs were known from previous work by this
author, optimal growth temperatures for the quantum well remained undetermined. A
series of experiments were done of single InO2Gao.8As quantum wells clad on either side
by 0.5 gm of unintentionally doped GaAs (background doping of ~1015 p-type), again
measuring the photoluminescence intensity versus growth temperature. From this study,
a growth temperature of 515 "C was established to produce the highest optical quality
quantum wells. The literature suggests that post growth, ex-situ anneals of 10 seconds at
900 C further enhance the luminosity of the quantum wells [14], but this was deemed to
be deleterious to the maintenance of abrupt tunnel junctions. Another study indicated
that the growth of the quantum wells at a substrate temperature of 555 "C obviated the
anneal step, producing quantum wells of comparable optical quality to those grown at
lower substrate temperatures and subsequent annealing [15]. Time and equipment
availability prevented this technique from being tried. Furthermore, even a brief stint at
555 0C could cause an unacceptably high amount of diffusion in the tunnel junction. It is
highly likely that an adjustment of arsenic overpressure would be in order to preserve
good In adsorption and incorporation on to the surface. Addressing such concerns and
determining the full parameter space of growth conditions versus quantum well optical
performance are worthy of further study.
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3.2.3 Growth considerations at interfaces
Careful consideration had to be given to the InGaP/GaAs and GaAs/InGaAs
interfaces of the "optimally" grown structure. If the substrate is raised to 600 0C at an
InGaP terminated interface, phosphorous desorption will occur. To prevent the
desorption from occurring, 25 nm of GaAs was grown at the InGaP to GaAs interface
while the substrate temperature was being ramped from 480 C to 515 C. From that
point, with a steady arsenic overpressure, the growth was interrupted and the substrate
was ramped to 600 0C before the growth was reestablished. The GaAs waveguide was
then grown to within 25 nm of the quantum well and then interrupted. The substrate
temperature was lowered to 515 0C and allowed three minutes to stabilize before the final
25 nm of GaAs was grown. Upon completion of the 25 nm of GaAs the quantum well
was immediately grown. At the completion of the quantum well, the GaAs waveguide
growth was reinitiated without delay and a 25 nm cap was placed over the quantum well.
The substrate was ramped to the target GaAs temperature and the growth was reinitiated
without waiting for cell temperature stabilization. Such measures were necessary as it
was established during the quantum well growth temperature study that extended growth
interruption at the GaAs/InGaAs QW interface had a dramatic deleterious effect upon the
QW's photoluminescence efficiency.
The growth of the GaAs waveguide continued uninterrupted until the growth was
within 25 nm of the GaAs/InGaP interface. The growth was interrupted at this point and
the substrate temperature was lowered to 515 C. The final 25 nm of GaAs waveguide
was grown while the substrate temperature ramped down to 480 "C. The InGaP growth
was immediately initiated upon the completion of the waveguide without waiting for the
substrate to reach equilibrium. This is justified as small temperature fluctuations don't
greatly effect material quality. It is unknown how uniform the temperature distribution
was across the wafer and this can effect material quality as a function of radial position
on the wafer. The temperature gradient over the wafer was of less concern than the poor
distribution of constituents over the wafer, a problem resulting from the emission patterns
of the Knudsen cells. The nonuniform molecular beam typically rendered the material in
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a circle of about 1/2-3/4 inch diameter in the center of the wafer far superior to that at the
edges.
A word on the group V switch over at InGaP/GaAs and GaAs/InGaP interfaces is
in order. The phosphorous source in GSMBE is cracked phosphine (HP 3 ). This author
determined that the best gas change over results occurred, with respect to interface
quality, when the outgoing group V was shut off and then 10 to 20 seconds were
permitted to pass before switching in the new group V. The group III flux(es) were
shuttered in 10 seconds later. The issue of optimal gas change over is far from resolved,
with different studies utilizing various changeover procedures appearing in the literature
[17, 18]. While optimizing this portion of the growth is to some degree important, it does
not appear absolutely pivotal. It does remain another growth issue worthy of study
should the BCL move from the research stage to the developmental stage.
3.2.4 BCL design and growth
The gain sections used in the BCL are very similar to the optimized single stage
InGaP-clad lasers detailed in Section 3.2.1. The primary change involves the use of 0.75
gm of InGaP as the cladding layers rather than only 0.5 gm (Fig. 3-7). Doing so reduces
optical losses by decreasing the optical field overlap with the tunnel junction and the
topside contact. Radiation loss resulting from the low to high index transition at the lower
InGaP to GaAs substrate interface is also diminished. While these losses are small, it
would be desirable to even further diminish these losses by having even thicker cladding
layers. There was concern about the stability of the In/Ga flux ratio over the course of
the three hours needed to grow the four layers of 0.75 gm of InGaP, however. No in-situ
technique for monitoring the material composition in real time was available. The use of
the Ga cell while the In cell remained shuttered off during the growth of the
waveguiding/active sections and the numerous In and Ga cell temperature changes over
the course of the growth were also cause for concern regarding In and Ga flux rate
stability. Lattice mismatches between the epitaxial InGaP and the GaAs is tolerable but
if the composition of the InGaP wandered too far from lattice match then the InGaP could
relax and destroy the electrical properties of the structure [19]. The 0.75 gm layers
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represented a reasonable compromise between acceptable loss and the believed limit of
reliable lattice-matched InGaP growth.
The same growth procedure was used for the gain stages as for the "optimized"
InGaP laser, with the exception of the GaAs waveguides. While the InGaP structure
grown entirely at 480 C proved to have very good lasing properties, the results of the
"optimized" structure promised even better results. It was decided to attempt an
improvement of the 480 0C structure by growing the entire waveguide/QW region at 515
0C. The effect of the -30 minute excursion to 515 "C while growing the uppermost gain
stage on the underlying tunnel junction was undetermined prior to its attempt in a BCL
structure. Nevertheless, the BCL was initially grown with the entire waveguiding/QW
region being grown at 515 "C. A secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) study of the
as-grown structure was performed. As detailed in Chapter 2, the SIMS indicated the
dopant location and density were as predicted by the earlier growth and Hall studies, with
no indication of temperature dependent diffusion of the Be away from the junction.
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Figure 3-7. The device structure for the first bipolar cascade laser. Two nominally equivalent edge
emitting lasers are connected electrically in series by a narrow tunnel junction. Dotted arrows indicate
current spreading.
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3.3 BCL Characterization
Shown in Fig. 3-8 are the light power versus current (L-I) characteristics of the
first room temperature, continuous wave BCL. The device was a 450 gm long, 5 Rm
wide, oxide-stripe defined, gain guided Fabry-Perot laser. There is some interesting
structure to the L-I characteristics. At the point of the onset of lasing there is an abrupt
jump in output power. This is attributed to a saturable absorption effect. It is well
known that lateral carrier diffusion away from the electrically pumped region directly
below the contact stripe results in a region of absorption for the optical field in narrow
stripe, gain guided lasers [20, 21]. When the optical field absorption reaches the point
that the diffusively pumped region reaches transparency (i.e. the absorption saturates) the
effective optical loss diminishes sharply. Self-pulsations may be seen in the time
domain for narrow stripe, gain-guided lasers and they are often used commercially in
compact disc players. Time domain measurements of the narrow stripe BCLs revealed
self-pulsating behavior. The wider stripe devices (> 10 jim) exhibited neither self-
pulsating behavior nor the saturable absorption effect seen in the L-I characteristics of
Fig. 3-8.
There is an abrupt switch over from a slope efficiency of 0.32 Watts/Amp (W/A)
per facet to 0.63 W/A visible in Fig. 3-8 at about 56 mA of drive current. This equates to
a differential quantum efficiency of 99.3%, the highest ever reported in an interband laser
operating continuously at room temperature. A differential quantum efficiency of over
93% is maintained out to 60 mA when the device begins to thermally roll over. The
sudden increase in slope efficiency indicates that initially only one active region is lasing
and then it is followed by the other gain stage at a higher input current value. In this case
the separate values of threshold are current are due to lateral current spreading as
explained in Section 3.1. As described in the previous paragraph the current spreads
laterally as it moves through the device. The current density is lower in the bottom gain
stage than the top even though the current is continuous through the device [22]. The
pumped area of the lower gain stage is greater than the top gain stage, hence the lower
gain stage reaches threshold at a higher terminal current than the top device.
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Figure 3-8. The light power versus bias current of the first room temperature, continuous wave bipolar
cascade laser. Inset is the ouput spectrum at 56 mA bias current. Upon onset of lasing in the bottom gain
stage the output slope efficiency abruptly switches from 0.32 W/A to 0.62 W/A for a quantum efficiency of
99.3%. The BCL is a 5 pim wide, 450 tm long, gain-guided, Fabry-Perot, oxide-stripe defined device. A
saturable absorption effect is visible near the onset of lasing of the top gain stage.
The inset shows the spectrum of the BCL immediately past the onset of lasing of
the second junction. The quantum wells in the two different gain stages are nearly
degenerate with one lasing at 991 nm and the other at 993 nm. Although the intent was
to make the two wells degenerate in emission wavelength, it is still surprising that they
are so similar given the time that elapsed between the growth of each one. This is a good
indication that the MBE was very stable through the growth and the material in the two
gain stages is of comparable quality. There is some indication of device heating as the
room temperature photoluminescence emission wavelength for the BCL was at 978 nm.
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The heat sinking of the device of Fig. 3-8 consisted only of make press contact
between the n-side metalization and the measurement stage. The temperature of the stage
was not stabilized during the measurement. The L-I characteristics of the device indicate
that it was thermally rolling over at a rather low level of bias (60 mA). It was clear that a
more adequate method of heat sinking the device was necessary. Since no in-house
procedure was available at this early stage of the work, several of the most promising
laser bars were sent out of house to be heat sunk. The heat sinking proved to be
catastrophic as all the bars were rendered inoperable through end facet damage.
Fig. 3-9 shows the current-voltage characteristics of the BCL device of Fig. 3-8.
The figure 3-shows that the voltage drop across the device is somewhat greater than twice
the voltage drop of two diodes (two times the n=1 band-to-band voltage in the QW),
providing further evidence that the cascading process is taking place. Most interestingly,
the differential resistance of the entire device is only 5 Q. Such a small value is obtained
because the contact resistance of the tunnel junction is believed to have been dramatically
reduced by deep state assisted tunneling in the junction (see Chapter 2). Therefore, the
differential resistance of the BCL structure is dominated by the contact resistance at the
p-type contact layer.
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Figure 3-9. The voltage versus current of the device of Fig 8. The differential resistance of the device is
only 5 Q. There are clearly two diode drops across the device.
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Another BCL structure was grown, nominally the same in every way as to the
BCL described above, except in this case the top quantum well was designed for
emission at 950 nm while the bottom well remained at 980 nm. This non-degenerate (or
two-tone) structure served a two-fold purpose. It allowed the spectra versus current of
the two gain stages to be investigated separately and, in so doing, it could be determined
if any injection locking was taking place between the two gain stages. Fig. 3-10 shows
the input current versus spectral density of the non-degenerate BCL. The dark images
indicate both the spectral location and intensity of the non-degenerate BCL output. The
spectra versus bias plot of Fig. 3-10 also substantiates the previous assumption that it is
the top gain stage which is the first to lase. The top gain stage begins to lase at ~ 52 mA.
The bottom gain stage does not begin to lase until ~ 130 mA. By the time the bottom
gain stage reaches threshold the performance of the top gain stage has been
compromised. This is evidenced in Fig. 3-10 by the broadening of the spectral linewidth
of the top gain stage prior to the onset of lasing in the bottom gain stage. Also worthy of
note is the increase in lasing wavelength versus bias of both quantum wells. Wavelength
shifting is normally indicative of active region heating. Thermal effects and the thermal
modeling of the BCL are the subjects of the next section.
Before moving on to the discussion of BCL thermal issues, a quick word is in
order with respect to the study of the two-tone device and the injection locking of the two
gain stages. Luarent, et al. [23] performed a study of a two-stage bipolar cascade laser,
with the gain stages physically separated by 1 gm, and observed injection locking of the
devices at 1530 nm indicating the possibility of coherent output from a BCL using
separate waveguides for the separate gain stages. The close proximity of the gain stages
required for coherent locking resulted in a rather hefty loss of 40 cm-1 due to tunnel
junction induced optical absorption loss and the device was operated only pulsed. The
two-tone BCL of this thesis described in the latter two paragraphs showed no evidence of
injection locking over any range of biasing. The energy difference between the two QWs
of 40 meV requires a large amount of coupled power to effect injection locking. The
physical distance which separates the two gain stages was > 1.5 Rm at a wavelength of
only - 980 nm allowed an insufficiently small amount of energy coupling between the
two waveguides.
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Figure 3-10. The bias current versus emission wavelength for a two-tone BCL. The darker the image, the
more intense the output. The top gain stage turns on first. By the time the second gain stage reaches
threshold the top stage has begun to thermally roll-over. The heating of the device is evident in the blue
shift with increasing bias.
3.4 Thermal modeling of the bipolar cascade laser
Several of the results of Section 3.3 point toward thermally related problems with
the BCL. As alluded to in the previous section the measurements were done without any
particular attention being paid to the heat sinking process. Before proceeding with the
thermal studies of the BCL it was necessary to improve the heat sinking of the device to
thoroughly explore the thermal effects that were hinted at by the study of the two-tone
device described in Section 3.3.
Adequate heat sinking was achieved by laying a section of one mil thick indium
ribbon, of length and width approximately equal to that of the laser bar to be heat sunk,
atop a Au-plated rectangular mount made of copper/brass. The In ribbon was lightly
brushed with liquid solder flux and the laser bar was positioned over the In ribbon with
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the leading edge of the laser bar flush with, or slightly beyond, the edge of the mount.
The mount/laser are heated on a hotplate until the In ribbon melts (-165-170 C
indicated) and then immediately cooled by turning off the hotplate. It is best that the bar
is held in place by a probe during the heating/cooling process to keep the bar from riding
up on the meniscus of the melted In. Additionally, if the In ribbon is too long compared
to the length of the laser bar, excess In flows up the facets and destroys them.
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Figure 3-11. The light power versus bias current for a 20 jim wide, 300 pm long device. One facet has
been high-reflection coated to 95%. The BCL continues to lase to a substrate temperature of 80 
0C, but the
bottom gain stage only lases to a substrate temperature of 40 0C. The peak room temperature slope
efficiency is 93%.
The devices used in the thermal study for this section were processed and cleaved
from the same wafer as the first RT, CW degenerate wavelength BCL of the last section.
They were then heat sunk in accordance with the latter described process. The devices
are 300 gm long devices with a single high-reflectivity (HR) coated facet (R = 95%). All
devices were of the same oxide-stripe defined, Fabry-Perot, gain-guided design used for
the devices of the previous section. The lasing wavelength of both QWs is again - 990
nm. Shown in Fig. 3-11 is the temperature dependence of the light power vs. injected
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current for a representative 20 gm wide HR-coated device. The RT, CW peak slope of
the output is 1.12 W/A (a differential slope efficiency of 93%). This device continues to
lase at heat sink temperatures up to 80 C. Below the heatsink temperature of 50 C, an
abrupt change in slope efficiency can be observed at - 50 mA, indicating the second
junction has achieved threshold. Above heatsink temperatures of 50 0C the second
junction does not exhibit a clear lasing threshold.
An important figure of merit of a laser is the characteristic temperature, T", which
describes the sensitivity of the devices threshold current to changes in temperature (Fig.
3-12). The temperature dependent behavior of the threshold current is given by:
I I
Ith = IthO
(3.9)
The functional form of this expression is motivated by considering Eqn. 19 of Appendix
B. It can be shown from more fundamental analysis than given in Section 3.1 and
Appendix B that the differential gain goes approximately proportionally to l/T 2 while the
internal loss goes proportionally to T. Therefore the threshold current is expected to go
exponentially with temperature.
L
Ith |
Figure 3-12. The definition of T,. To characterizes the sensitivity if the threshold current to temperature.
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Fig. 3-13 clearly indicates that, for the BCL devices being studied here, the
continuous-wave To is 102.5 K over the heatsink temperature range of 10-40 C, but
drops off dramatically to 55.7 K for heatsink temperatures in the range of 50-80 C. Over
the entire temperature range of operation To = 76 K. The qualitative temperature
performance of the BCL is similar to that of conventional lasers. A detailed study of the
performance of conventional, two QW designs using InGaP cladding, InGaAs active
regions, and GaAs waveguide regions, was reported in [12]. The devices of [12] exhibit
dramatic degradation in performance (To and internal loss) for temperatures greater than
40 C, and for devices less than 600 pm in length. In [12, 24], internal optical loss was
found to increase dramatically (doubling to tripling) for heat sink temperatures greater
than ~ 40-50 0C. Other studies of conventional broad area InGaP/InGaAsP/InGaAs
lasers, operated pulsed, have reported To values of 194 K (in the temperature range 10-50
C) [25], and 223 K [27] for devices operated in the heatsink temperature range of 10-40
0C. The increase in quasi-Fermi level separation required to reach threshold with
increasing temperature, and the associated smearing of the Fermi distributions, was
proposed in [24] as the mechanism responsible for the temperature dependent optical
losses.
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Figure 3-13. The differential slope efficiency versus heat sink temperature for the device of Fig. 3-11. The
characteristic temperature, To, drops drastically above heat sink temperatures of 40 'C.
The signal-to-noise ratio in optical links employing directly modulated lasers goes
to the square of the differential slope efficiency of the lasers [26]. Therefore, the
temperature dependence of the differential slope efficiency, characterized by the
temperature T1, merits study (Fig. 3-14). Using arguments similar to those used to
motivate Eqn. 3.9, the temperature dependence of the differential slope efficiency may be
modeled as:
77 = DO e
(3.10)
Two values for T, can be extracted for the BCL, corresponding to the temperature
dependence of the differential slope efficiency both below and above the onset of lasing
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in the bottom gain stage in the L-I slope. For the 20 Rm wide HR coated device, the
values of T, are 104.5 K (below the bottom gain stage's threshold) and 46.7 K (above the
bottom gain stage's threshold) (Fig. 3-15). Here again, consistent with the reported
increase of optical loss with temperature, it is seen that T, drops most dramatically above
heatsink temperatures of 40-50 0C (from 104.5 K to 47.6 K). Note that in the heat sink
temperature range of 50-80 0C only the bottom gain stage lases.
L 4.
.
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Figure 3-14. The definition of TI. T, characterizes the sensitivity of the device's slope efficiency to
temperature.
While the electrical series coupling of the two QWs of the BCL accounts for the
device's high slope efficiencies, the series thermal coupling of the two QWs in the BCL
was expected to be problematic. The two QWs of a conventional multiple quantum well
laser are also thermally connected in series, but in the conventional laser each QW has an
associated DC power dissipation of Ith-Vdiode/ 2 , while for the BCL each active region
dissipates Ith-Vdiode of DC power. To quantify this hypothesis, the top surface
temperatures of the BCL and a conventional single QW InGaP/GaAs/InGaAs laser were
measured as a function of bias current density.
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Figure 3-15. The differential slope efficiency versus heat sink temperature for the device of Fig. 3-11. The
upper gain stage demonstrates a sharp decrease in T1 above heat sink temperatures of 40 0C. The lower
gain stage only lases up to a heat sink temperature of 40 'C and has a T, similar to the upper gain stage
above 40 0C.
The data points in Fig. 3-16 show the surface temperature of a 20 Rm wide and
300 gm long BCL (with different L-I characteristics than those of the above described
device) and an uncoated conventional 20 gm wide, 500 gm long InGaP/GaAs/InGaAs
laser vs. current density. The BCL's threshold current is 40 mA and the conventional
laser's is 80 mA. The length of the conventional laser was chosen so as to have similar
mirror losses as the BCL. Measurements were made by directly touching a calibrated
micro-thermocouple to the metal biasing contacts. The micro-thermocouple was
calibrated against a NIST-traceable thermistor known to be precise to +/- 10 mK and
accurate to 2 K. The Cu/constantan metal leads of the thermocouple are approximately
25 gm in diameter and hence have a thermal mass too small to effect the surface
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temperature of the lasers during the measurement. The bottom-side heatsink temperature
was maintained at 20 C with the laser submount thermally connected to the heatsink via
thermally conductive silicone paste. The BCL heats over twice as quickly as the
conventional single QW device. Secondary evidence of the increased temperature of the
QW is found by comparing the slope efficiency of the single QW conventional laser with
the slope efficiency of the BCL. The conventional device has a slope efficiency of 60%,
while the BCL's 93% efficiency is well below the expected 120% efficiency.
600 800 1000
Current Density (A/cm2)
1200 1400
Figure 3-16. The surface temperature versus current density of a device similar to the device of Fig. 3-11.
Finite element simulations agree quite well with measured surface temperature values. An analytical model
agrees with measurement and simulation for the conventional laser underestimates the surface temperature
in the BCL above the top gain stage's threshold.
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To put these observations on firmer quantitative footing, finite element modeling
of both the BCL and the conventional, single stage InGaP/InGaAs/GaAs laser was
performed. In the simulations, non-radiative recombination in the QW/waveguiding
regions acted as the primary heat sources, with a small contribution from Joule heating-as
estimated from the measured differential resistance. In the case of the BCL, below the
threshold of either gain stage, the power dissipation for each gain stage was set equal to
one half of the product of the measured current and voltage bias across the device, minus
emitted radiation and differential resistance losses (I-V-Pout-I 2 Rdifferential). The 12Rdifferential
loss was taken to occur at the topside contact since Rdifferential is dominated by the p-type
contact resistance. Above the threshold of the top active region, all further increases in
voltage across the device were taken to occur across the bottom, non-lasing junction
(nearfield imaging has confirmed the top active region is the first to reach threshold).
Above threshold, the emitted light power was subtracted from the I-V power product.
The bottom boundary condition of the simulations was set equal to the heatsink
temperature of 20 0C, while the lateral boundaries were set equal to the measured values
150 pm to either side of the device under test. The metal contact-air interface boundary
was modeled using a Neumann boundary condition (dT/dx=1.2x10 7 K/cm). Fig. 3-17a
shows the results of a typical simulation. Fig. 3-17b indicates the locations of the thermal
sources in the simulations.
The most striking and important result illuminated by the simulation, however, is
that even when the voltage of the lasing (top) gain stage is clamped, the unclamped (non-
lasing) bottom gain stage continues to act as a significant source of heating for the top
active region. While current spreading through the device results in a threshold current
which is larger for the bottom gain stage than the top, the top gain stage also acts as a
heat source for the bottom gain stage, further delaying onset of lasing for the bottom gain
stage. The poor thermal properties of the ternary semiconductor alloys, such as InGaP,
and the low aspect ratio of the GaAs waveguide prevent good lateral heat conduction
while little heat dissipates through the poorly conducting metal contact-air interface. By
the time the bottom gain stage reaches threshold, the thermally increased optical losses
have compromised the differential slope efficiency of the BCL.
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Figure 3-17. a) A finite element simulation of the BCL. The simulation extends to -150 pm in the vertical
direction (not shown). Most heat conduction occurs laterally. b) An enlargement of the region in the black
square of a). Ohmic losses were modeled at the top contact-semiconductor interface while non-radiative
losses were modeled in the active regions.
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The solid lines in Fig. 3-16 show the surface temperature values as determined by
simulation. Very good agreement between simulation and measurement is shown,
indicating the simulations can provide valuable insight into the temperature distribution
within the devices. The temperature of both active regions was found to be nearly equal
to that of the surface. Ideally, it is expected that upon reaching threshold all additional
power input into a laser is transduced into laser light, save for a small amount consumed
by Joule heating, with a resultant sharp decrease in the rate of device heating. The dashed
lines in Fig. 3-16 are the active region temperatures calculated using the thermal
impedance given by:
In(4h
Z = WT (i
(3.11)
where h is the height of the device, w is the stripe width, I the length of the device and (
the thermal impedance of the material. There is excellent agreement between the
calculation based upon ZT and the measurements of the surface temperature for the
conventional device. For the BCL, agreement is good for bias current densities less than
800 A/cm 2, but divergent behavior is exhibited beyond the onset of lasing in the top
active region. This result is anomalous and may be indicative of a thermally activated
source of non-radiative recombination outside of the active region. Such a supposition is
purely speculative and warrants additional study.
Epilayer-side heat sinking has proven effective for unipolar cascade lasers, raising
the CW operating temperature by 20 K [28]. Improvements in threshold current, output
power and slope efficiency were also realized. Considering the very poor thermal
dissipation through the topside contact highlighted in the finite element modeling, it is
perfectly reasonable to expect that epilayer-side heat sinking would yield similar
improvements for the BCL. In a sense though, topside heat sinking is a brute force
approach to obtaining better performance from the BCL, particularly when considerable
improvement can be expected from design changes. The measurements and modeling
done thus far point the way toward a superior BCL design, and this will be the subject of
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Section 3.7. First, Section 3.5 addresses non-idealities in the gain guided devices used in
the first generation BCLs while Section 3.6 briefly discusses the modulation properties of
the BCL.
3.5 Antiguiding and other non-ideal behavior in BCLs
While stripe geometry lasers enjoy the advantage of relatively simple processing
and fabrication, they do suffer from certain disadvantages. One such difficulty lies in the
characteristic of semiconductors to exhibit a strong optical index dependence on carrier
density [29]. The index of GaAs decreases with increasing carrier density. The index
depression created by the carrier injection into the active area rejects, or antiguides, the
light. For narrow stripe devices (4-12 pm in width), the antiguiding phenomena can
lead to rather bizarre behavior in the light power versus current characteristics of a stripe
geometry laser, particularly in InGaAs-GaAs devices [29]. Shown in Fig. 3-18 are the L-
I characteristics of a BCL exhibiting antiguiding behavior.
The behavior exhibited in Fig. 3-18 can be explained as follows. The device
begins to lase in the fundamental transition of the quantum well, but the gain saturates
before the carrier induced index change [30]. The decrease in the index increases the
anitguiding and, hence, the amount of diffraction loss. The increase in diffraction loss
dictates an increase in gain, leading to larger carrier densities and more antiguiding.
When the losses eventually override the gain increases, lasing ceases. As the current
density is increased even further, the higher lying quantum well states begin to become
more heavily populated and lasing is reestablished, but at a different wavelength. This
phenomenon was established by observing the spectral content of a BCL. In short
devices (< 500 gm), the increased carrier density needed to overcome the increased
mirror losses may prevent lasing from ever occuring at the lowest order quantum well
transition. In some cases, the quantum well laser has been reported to act as a bulk
double heterostructure laser with the observed lasing energy to be that of the GaAs
waveguide [29, 30].
It is not completely clear why some devices exhibit the antiguiding behavior
shown in Fig. 18 while others exhibit reasonably well behaved properties such as those
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described in Section 3.3. It is known that the material quality diminishes
moves further from the center of the wafer. Material of poorer quality can
have a higher threshold current value, leading to enhanced antiguiding
variations in the quality of the heat sinking or cleaving in superior material
the same increased-threshold induced antiguiding effects.
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Figure 3-18. Antiguiding behavior in an oxide-stripe defined, gain guided, Fabry-Perot BCL. The index
depression created by the carrier density in the active region rejects the optical mode leading to bias
dependent losses.
While devices in excess of -10 gm stripe width did not display saturable
absorption, self-pulsations, or antiguiding effects, very wide devices (30-40 gm) did not
show superior slope efficiency performance. In the wider devices, the double threshold
current behavior so evident in the narrow stripe devices is expected to be less severe or
almost none existent. The degree of lateral diffusion between the top and bottom gain
sections is a constant (presuming a reasonable carrier lifetime) for a given carrier density
with a given diffusion length, regardless of the stripe width. Hence a 10 gm wide stripe
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and a 40 gm stripe will have, just for argument sake, 5 gm of lateral diffusion. However,
the percentage change for the 40 gm wide device (12.5% change) is considerably smaller
than for the 10 pm wide device (50% change). Fig. 3-19 displays the L-I curve for a 40
gm wide, 500 pim long BCL. The peak slope efficiency of this device is only 73%.
While this is clearly more than the 55-60% of a single stage laser, it is significantly less
than the 90-100% seen in narrower stripe lasers. It is far from clear as to the reason for
this result, as the threshold currents for these wide stripe devices are not much greater
than for the narrower stripe devices. A possible explanation, but one without firm
empirical footing, is the wider stripe devices are more likely to have a defect within the
strip region. The material used for the first generation BCLs had what appeared to be an
abnormally high particulate count on the surface of the wafer. The nature or cause of
these defects is not presently known.
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Figure 3-19. The light power versus bias current characteristics of a gain guided, oxide-stripe, Fabry-Perot
laser 40 gm wide by 500 [tm long BCL. The kink in the L-I characteristic is less pronounced than in
narrower stripe devices. The device only achieves a peak slope of efficiency 77%.
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3.6 Modulation properties of the bipolar cascade laser
The study of bipolar cascade lasers is interesting in its own right but the intended
application for the BCL is in directly modulated optical links. Therefore the modulation
properties of the device are of interest and are the subject of this section. Fig. 3-20 shows
the relative intensity noise (RIN) spectrum of the BCL. RIN is defined as the ratio of the
mean square power fluctuations divided by the square of the steady state optical power.
Studying of the RIN properties of a laser is an excellent method of investigating the
devices parasitic-free dynamic behavior. Of note is the large peaks that rise before the
frequency response of the device rolls over. The peaks result from the natural resonance
frequency of the laser, also known as the relaxation oscillation frequency (see below). As
expected, the relaxation oscillation frequency of the BCL increases with bias current but
the maximum frequency of -1.6 GHz at 70 mA bias (at 35 mW of output power) is
considerably less than the transport limited of nearly 10 GHz that would be expected for
this laser [31]. Beyond 70 mA bias the relaxation oscillation frequency begins to
diminish. The poor result is due to the differential gain being compromised to heating.
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Figure 3-20. The relative intensity noise versus frequency for a 7 gm wide, 300 pm long BCL with a single
facet high reflection coated at 95% reflectivity.
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In Section 3.4 it was determined that the performance of the BCL was
compromised due to thermal effects. As the active region heats the Fermi distribution
begins to smear, requiring a higher total carrier density to achieve a population inversion
at the intended lasing wavelength. The differential gain, which can be easily derived by
taking the derivative with respect to N of Eqn. 3.1, is given by:
a9g 
_g'
N N
(3.26)
Eqn. 3.26 clearly indicates that an increase in carrier density results in a decrease in the
differential gain of the device. Hence, the relaxation oscillation frequency:
v N
rp
(3.27)
suffers degradation. The relaxation oscillation frequency sets an upper bound on the
maximum modulation frequency of the device. Increasing the photon density, Np,
requires increased current and leads to the associated increase in heating. Therefore an
increase in the photon density via increased biasing does not lead to the marked
improvement in the relaxation oscillation frequency that Eqn. 3.27 would suggest.
Another figure 3-of merit for directly modulated lasers is the spur free dynamic
range (SFDR). The SFDR is defined, with two tone input modulation, as the input power
range over which the fundamental tones are detectable above the noise floor while the
distortion products of interest are below the noise floor. For narrow band applications,
such as would be the case for the BCL, the largest odd order distortion products are most
important because these fall within the detection bandwidth. Fig. 3-21 shows the third
order intermod SFDR for the BCL. The set-up used to perform the measurement is
described in [32]. The output of the laser was coupled directly into the photodetector.
The SFDR was measured to be 104 dB-Hz2 13 . This is a mediocre and values in excess of
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110 dB-Hz are desirable in links. Again, the SFDR performance of the device is
believed to be due to the reduction in differential gain resulting from thermal effects.
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Figure 3-21. The spurious free dynamic range of a 7 gm wide, 500
The measurement was taken at 74 mA of bias at center frequency
dynamic range is 104 dB-Hz2/3
-4 0
pm long HR-coated (R=95%) BCL.
of 100 MHz and Af=2 MHz. The
3.7 The second generation bipolar cascade laser
The measurement and modeling of the bipolar cascade laser as described in the
past two sections point the way toward improvement of the design. The key issues
highlighted were ones of thermal power dissipation, lateral current diffusion resulting in
different threshold currents for the top and bottom gain sections, and perhaps the gain
guided nature of the devices. While the very nature of the principles of operation of the
BCL dictate that the voltage drop across the device must be equal to the number of gain
stages times the voltage associated with the wavelength of emission, it is possible to
reduce the operating current of the BCL. Reducing the threshold current of a laser results
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in reduced operating power for a given output power. The device has hence become
more efficient in converting electrical power to optical power, thereby reducing the
negative thermal effects associated with the direct current power dissipation in the
device. Further examination of Eqn. 3.7 also indicates that decreasing oC would also
increase the power conversion efficiency of the device, as well as the differential slope
efficiency (Eqn. 17 Appendix B).
While the differential slope efficiency also benefits from increasing in o0m, Eqn.
B.20 reveals it would be unwise to do so, as the threshold current is exponentially
dependent upon the mirror loss. The injection efficiency is primarily a function of device
geometry. All things considered, reducing the optical loss is the best method to decrease
the threshold current and increase the differential slope efficiency of the BCL.
The primary source of optical loss in the first generation BCL was free carrier
absorption in the cladding. Free carrier loss can be reduced by lowering the doping
density in the cladding. Doing so increases the series resistance of the BCL and,
concomitantly, the thermal power dissipation in the BCL. Another approach is to
broaden the waveguide section. Broadening the waveguide reduces the overlap of the
optical field with the doped cladding region (Fig. 3-22a). The reduction in the field
overlap with the cladding region is also accompanied by a reduction in F (where F is
defined as the overlap of the optical field with the active region). Fig. 3-22b shows the
reduction in F with an increase in the waveguide width. Apparent from Fig. 3-22 is that
while both the optical field overlap with the cladding and F both diminish with increasing
waveguide width, the F diminishes much less slowly than the cladding overlap. In going
from a waveguide of 0.22 gm in width (the waveguide width in the first generation BCL)
to one of 0.6 gm in width, the overlap with the cladding decreases by a factor of four,
while F only by a factor of two. Beyond a waveguide width of 0.72 gm the second order
mode begins to propagate, placing a natural limit on the width of the guide.
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Figure 3-22. The cladding confinement factor (a) and the quantum well confinement factor (b) versus
waveguide width. Widening the waveguide from 0.22 jim to 0.6 gm reduces the overlap with the cladding
by over a factor of four, while only reducing the overlap with the quantum well by less than a factor of 2.
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All BCLs discussed so far have been gain guided devices. Gain guided devices
suffer the disadvantage of being somewhat lossy for narrow stripes and, due to the index
depression created by the injected carrier density, are slightly anti-guiding. Both of these
effects lead to an increase in the threshold current. An alternative to the gain guided laser
is the index guided laser. Index guided lasers are realized by implementing a lateral
index contrast into the laser structure. This may be accomplished by etching a ridge,
using a buried heterostructure geometry, or by using oxidation [35, 36]. Ridge etching,
however, represents a poor choice in a BCL operating at a wavelength of 980 nm. The
surface recombination velocity at an etched interface for InGaAs/GaAs is on the order of
105 cm/s. In narrow stripe devices this results in an appreciable increase in the threshold
current. Single stage ridge waveguide lasers can be fabricated without etching through
the active region but in the BCL the presence of the bottom gain stage necessitates
etching through at least the top QW.
Buried heterostructures represent a viable method of achieving two dimensional
waveguiding. Aside from representing a somewhat difficult technological challenge,
they also fail to solve the problem of the lateral carrier diffusion-induced double
threshold of the BCL. The oxidation of 90% Al mole fraction AlGaAs has been used in
metalized AlGaAs-GaAs-InGaAs edge emitting layers to form current blocking apertures
[33]. Oxide apertures not only confine current flow but they also provide a degree of
index guiding as the index of refraction of the AlxOy is ~1.5-1.55. Even a thin layer of
oxide provides some degree of lateral index confinement. Considering that both
problems-the need for current confinement and index guiding-could be addressed
simultaneously with oxidized current apertures it appears to be the method of choice.
Furthermore, the oxidation procedure is believed to be compatible with the existing laser
fabrication process.
The reduction in differential gain resulting from device heating has a pronounced
effect on the relaxation oscillation frequency of the BCL as shown in Section 3.6. The
use of broadened transverse optical waveguides and current apertures can be expected to
reduce the optical loss and operating current for a given output power of the BCL.
Reducing the optical loss and operating current obviously reduce the threshold carrier
density, as less gain is needed to achieve lasing threshold. The logarithmic gain
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approximation of Eqn. 3.1 yields a value of gJ/N for the differential gain. Clearly,
reducing the threshold carrier density also then results in an increase in differential gain.
Similary, as the relaxation oscillation is dependent upon the photon density in the cavity,
less DC power must be used to achieve a given photon density; less DC power, less
device heating.
Increasing the number of quantum wells is another method of improving
differential gain. In a multiple quantum well device, the modal gain necessary to achieve
threshold remains unchanged, being only a function of the optical and mirror losses, but
the gain per quantum well is reduced, hence the differential gain is higher for each
quantum well. The above described design improvements have been implemented in the
second generation BCL shown in Fig. 3-23.
The second generation device structure was grown out of house. The lowermost
and uppermost cladding layers were increased to a total thickness of 1 pm each, reducing
radiation loss and ohmic loss respectively. The topmost cladding layer is divided into
three sections with 0.6 gm of Alo.4Gao.6As residing above 0.2 pm of Alo.9 4Ga.oAs below
which lies another 0.2 gm of Alo.4GaO.6As. The Alo.94Gao.o6As serves as the oxidation
layer. AlGaAs was chosen as the cladding material due to the inclusion of the oxidation
layers. The aluminum oxide/InGaP interface has not been studied and it was considered
too risky to attempt for the first time in a new device. The GaAs waveguides were
extended to 0.3 pm on either side of a two quantum well active region. The QWs have a
nominal composition of Ino.2GaO.8As and are 80 A wide with a single 80 A GaAs barrier.
The p-type cladding for the bottom gain stage has three separate sections consisting of
0.2 gm of Alo.4Gao.6As beneath 0.2 gm of Alo.94GaO.o6As topped with 0.35 Rm of
Alo.4GaO.6As. The 94% mole fraction AlGaAs again serves as the oxidation layer. The n-
type cladding of the top gain section is 0.75 gm of Alo.4Gao.6As. The doping for both n-
and p-type cladding layers is 5x10 7 cm- 3 regardless of aluminum mole fraction. The
tunnel junction is still doped in excess of 1019 cm- 3 on both sides but it is now made of
10% In mole fraction InGaAs, thereby reducing the bandgap energy and increasing the
tunneling probability.
The second generation BCL addresses all major shortcomings discovered in the
first generation device. The expected result of the design improvements is improved
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slope efficiency at reduced operation powers. The reduction in operating power will
allow the cascading of more sections in any further design iterations. The ultimate goal
of achieving link gain in a direct modulation (multimode) optical link will then be within
grasp.
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Figure 3-23. The second generation BCL design. The tunnel junction material is InO.10GaO.9As to reduce
the bandgap and effective mass and decrease the junction resistance. The active regions use broadened
waveguides to reduce optical loss and the threshold current. Two quantum wells are used in each gain
stage to assuage temperature sensitivity. The upper cladding layers in each gain stage have a 0.2 gm thick
AlO. 96GaO.04As layer 0.2 gm above the edge of the waveguide. These layers may be laterally oxidized 
after
doing a vertical etch through the device stack. The oxide layers serve a two-fold purpose. They provide
current confinement so the top and bottom gain stages have equivalent injection areas and hence threshold
currents. The oxide also provides index guiding for the optical mode.
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3.8 Summary and conclusions
The first room temperature, continuous wave operation of a bipolar cascade laser
was demonstrated. A record differential efficiency of 99.3% was shown. Modeling of
the device showed good qualitative agreement with measurements of the light power and
voltage versus bias current. Thermal modeling was performed and excellent agreement
was found between finite element simulations of the device and direct measurements of
the lasers surface temperature using a micro-thermocouple probe. The bias dependent
relative intensity noise and spurious free dynamic range were measured. The reduction in
the peak measured relaxation oscillation frequency of 1.5 GHz from the expected ~10
GHz is consistent with the thermal characteristics of the BCL. Non-ideal behavior was
observed in some devices during the characterization process. A second generation
device was designed to reduce the effects of the device's problems with thermal
sensitivity, current spreading and gain-guiding.
The first and second generation devices use separate waveguides for each of the
gain stages. The relative simplicity of this design allowed easier characterization and
realization of fully functioning devices than would be possible with coupled waveguide
or single waveguide devices. Coupling of the optical modes of the separate waveguide
BCL into multimode fiber is a rather straightforward endeavor. In order to realize a
device suitable for application in single-mode fiber links, a BCL with a coherent single
fundamental mode optical field must be designed. The design of such a BCL is the topic
of the next chapter.
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Chapter 4: Antiresonant reflecting optical waveguide bipolar
cascade lasers
4.0 Introduction
The second generation BCL, which was the subject of the final section of the last
chapter, addressed many of the shortcomings of the first RT, CW BCL. The reduction in
optical loss and the inclusion of current confinement and an index guiding structure are
expected to substantially improve the slope efficiency and the relaxation oscillation
frequency of the device. The multiple waveguide device designs of the first and second
generation BCLs represent one possible implementation of the bipolar cascade concept.
The multiple waveguide design sidesteps the issue of optical absorption loss in the tunnel
junctions by well separating the optical fields. This configuration works well for most
purposes to include multimode optical fiber links. The optical output of the separate
waveguide structure of the BCL, while coupling efficiently into multimode fiber, cannot
be efficiently coupled into single mode fiber. Multimode fiber has a large numerical
aperture and a core diameter of 50-60 gm. Singlemode fiber has a core diameter of only
5-6 gm and the farfield generated by the separate waveguides of the BCL is not the
fundamental (or any other) eigenmode of the fiber. In order to obtain efficient coupling
into single mode fiber it is necessary to phase lock the optical fields generated by the
separate gain stages together to produce a coherent output beam.
This chapter addresses the issues associated with realizing a BCL which
efficiently couples into single mode fiber. Section 4.1 details the problems of achieving
the necessary near field characteristics needed to achieve a farfield with a narrow angle,
coherent output beam. Several design alternatives are considered qualitatively and the
associated problems and advantages are highlighted. Section 4.2 quantitatively describes
and models the antiresonant reflecting optical waveguide (ARROW) BCL. The device
calculations of this chapter are for lasers emitting at 1.55 Rm. This represents the
wavelength at which optical fiber has minimum dispersion and is, hence, of great
technological importance.
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4.1 The optical fiber coupling problem
The seemingly most straightforward approach to the problem of generating a
single coherent output beam for efficient single mode fiber coupling is to place all the
gain stages and tunnel junctions inside of a single waveguide as shown in Fig. 4-1. If the
fundamental mode propagates in such a structure the overlap of the optical field with the
highly doped tunnel regions is quite large, however. While leading to large absorption
loss in any laser, this is a matter of considerable concern in InP based systems where
intravalence band absorption of p-doped material is approximately 35 cm'1 per 1018 cm-3
of doping. The mode which preferentially propagates is the one that maximizes F
(defined as the overlap of the optical field with the quantum wells) and/or minimizes loss.
The second order mode shown in Fig. 4-1 is the lowest order field profile both
maximizing F and minimizing optical absorption loss due to the tunnel junctions. While
this is a coherent optical field shared by all the gain stages, the farfield pattern would not
efficiently couple into single mode fiber, as an on-axis null exists (Fig. 4-2). This design
was tried by Kim et al. [1], but only achieved pulsed operation.
.....-....- Fundamental mode
Tunnel F..
.- Junctions
.................... ..
*
Second order mode
Figure 4-1. The near field profile of a single waveguide BCL. The large overlap of the fundamental mode
optical field with the highly doped tunnel junctions forces the device to lase in the 2nd order mode so that
the optical field has nulls at the tunnel junctions.
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Figure 4-2. The farfield pattern generated by the 2"d order mode. The on-axis null results from the anti-
phase center peak.
Returning to the design of the original BCLs, another possible solution involves
moving the separate waveguides closer together so the gain stages may injection lock.
This has been demonstrated by Laurent, et al. [2], but the loss introduced by the tunnel
junction resulting from the increased field overlap with the tunnel junctions was
calculated to be 40 cm-'. This device was also operated only pulsed. A further
complication of this geometry is that symmetry of the preferential lasing mode is odd.
The fundamental guided mode of the evanescently coupled waveguides is even, but IF is
maximized (and optical absorption loss minimized) for the odd mode of Fig. 4-3. Once
again, coherent optical field coupling can be achieved but with the same problem of an
on-axis null in the farfield.
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Figure 4-3. Moving two guided mode lasers closer together such that they evanescently couple forces the
odd mode to lase. The far field of this profile would have an on-axis null as in Fig. 4-2.
Now consider the following. Fig. 4-4 shows a waveguide/device with the gain
regions (QWs) placed within the low index regions and clad with high index material.
There is no angle of incidence for a wave going from a low index material to a high index
material for which the field is totally internally reflected. Obviously such a configuration
cannot carry a truly guided mode. In the design of Fig. 4-4 any of the light incident upon
the low to high index interface is rejected rather than guided, leading to the nomenclature
of an "antiguiding" structure. Of course, if the index contrast is large, or the angle of
incidence high, then very little of the mode radiates in the adjacent region.
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Figure 4-4. The near field optical mode of an anti-guiding structure. Energy leaks from either side as total
internal reflection is not possible for a wave incident upon a higher index material.
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There are two conditions for achieving resonance in a passive guided wave
structure. First, the wave must be equal to its starting magnitude upon making a round
trip between the two interfaces of the waveguide. Second, the phase must remain
unchanged, modulo 21r. While the loss at the two interfaces in an antiguided structure
precludes having the wave retain its magnitude upon making a full round trip, the round
trip phase condition can be met. The antiguide can be made to resonate in some sense by
making its width X/2 of a transverse wavelength, as shown in Fig. 4-4. A mode that is
antiguided but meets the round trip phase condition is said to be a "quasi-mode" or a
"leaky mode".
It is also possible to couple quasi-modes together. Fig. 4-5 shows two antiguiding
structures separated by a high index spacer region. If the transverse dimension of the
spacer region is also chosen such that it is a half wavelength wide in the high index
material then the optical field in the spacer is resonant as well. In other words, in making
a full round trip of the device the field once again replicates its phase (modulo 27r). The
optical field in the spacer is antiphase to that in the low index gain regions or core
regions, as they will be referred to from here forward. If the antiguide is designed
properly, the intensity of the optical field in the spacer is only a fraction of the intensity
of the optical field in the cores. The fundamental point to be realized here is that the
optical fields of the gain regions are coupled coherently. The resultant far field pattern is
presented in Fig. 4-5. Most of the power in the far field resides in a single narrow beam.
Some energy appears in the side lobes but, if designed properly, it can be quite small.
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Figure 4-5. Two antiguiding structures coupled via a high index section. Each section is a half wavelength
wide in the lateral direction. Such a structure is functionally equivalent to a series of resonant Fabry-Perot
filters. The greater the number of sections, the smaller the radiation loss.
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Figure 4-6. The farfield intensity pattern that would be generated by the near field pattern of Fig. 4-5.
A matter of no small concern is the reduction of lateral radiation loss from the
edges of the antiguiding structure. The maximum index contrast which is available is
material system dependent and can be expected to be in the range ~ 0.1-0.3 for most
semiconductors. There is also a design limit as to how wide the core regions may be
made, which will be addressed quantitatively in the next section. Distributed Bragg
reflectors (DBRs) represent a method of increasing the effective reflectivity for the
outermost core regions. The inclusion of properly dimensioned DBRs with the
previously described multisection antiguiding structure is termed an anti-resonant
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reflecting optical waveguide (ARROW). The design of the ARROW structure, and its
incorporation with a bipolar cascade laser, is the subject of the next section.
4.2 The antiresonant reflecting optical waveguide bipolar cascade laser
The qualitative understanding of ARROW structures garnered in the previous
section hint toward their application to BCLs. Obviously, the far field characteristics
described in Section 4.1 permit for efficient coupling into single mode fiber. The
relationship between ARROW designs and the far field patterns they generate requires
quantitative exploration. Quantitatively describing this relationship, as well as other
issues such as loss minimization, threshold current calculations, and design trade-offs are
the purpose of this section.
ARROW waveguide lasers have been extensively investigated for high power
applications [3,4,5]. In these devices the active regions are electrically coupled in
parallel and the ARROW is implemented in the lateral direction (normal to the growth
direction). In the ARROW-BCL the active regions are electrically coupled in series and
the waveguide is implemented in the vertical (epitaxial growth or transverse) direction.
Implementing the ARROW via epitaxial growth allows the precise control of dimensions
and optical indices afforded by modern epitaxial technology.
To ensure maximum coupling between the core regions, both the core regions and
spacers must be dimensioned such that their widths are equal to a multiple of a vertical
(or transverse) half-wavelength, designated X, in the high index regions and X0 in the low
index regions. Stated another way, the product of the z-component (where the z-direction
is taken to be the same as the growth direction as shown in Fig. 4-7) of the k-vector and
the height of the core (or spacer) region must be equal to an integer multiple of R. This
in essence makes the core and spacer regions equivalent to a stack of resonant Fabry-
Perot cavities. The dispersion relationship relating the lateral dimensions of the spacers
and cores, the optical indices and the wavelength of operation is:
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(4.1)
where s is the spacer width, d is the core width, ni is the index of the higher index
material, no is the index of the lower index material and k is the freespace wavelength.
dex Multiple QW
Sing
Spacer Spacer
/ 1 2 T X1/2
(or/2)core / (core
(AO/2) (Wo2) (X0/2)
le DBR pair
n-doped p-doped
graded p-to-n
tunnel junction
Growth
Direction
Figure 4-7. The concept of an antiresonant reflecting optical waveguide bipolar cascade laser. The tunnel
junctions are placed in the high index core regions. The junction may be placed anywhere in the high index
region to control loss and higher order modes. The cladding to either side of the core regions consists of a
single distributed Bragg reflector pair.
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AFigure 4-8. A top down view of the antiguide. The layer widths are chosen such that the lateral component
of the k-vector times the layer width is equal to a multiple of n.
In order to derive Eqn. 4.1, the previously described
spacer and core regions are quantified as:
resonance conditions for the
kz = ko cos 0 = d
kZ1 = k, cos 01 =
(4.2a)
(4.2b)
where kzo and kzi are the component of the k-vectors in the vertical/transverse direction in
the low and high index regions, respectively, and ko and k, are the magnitudes of the k-
vectors in the same regions. 00 is the angle of incidence of the k0-vector at the interface
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Ax
of the core and spacer regions, as measured from the interface normal. 01 is the angle of
incidence of the kl-vector at the interface of core and spacer regions, as measured from
the interface normal.
Snell's law states:
n, sin 6, = no sin60
(4.3)
Squaring both sides of Eqn. 4.3 and making the substitution cos20+sin 20 =1 and
performing some rearranging yields:
n1 -n2 = n2 cos2 6- n cos2o)
(4.4)
Substituting Eqn. 4.4 into Eqn. 4.2 leads directly to Eqn. 4.1.
There are several methods for determining loss in the antiguiding structure. The
approach taken here will follow the method adopted in [6]. The loss coefficient per unit
length, a, is normally defined such that the total loss in traversing a distance L is given
by:
P(L) =_Ca
P(O)
(4.5)
where P(x) is the power in the wave at point x.
Taking a ray optics approach, consider a ray incident upon the boundary of two
materials of differing optical index. A percentage T of the incident power will be
transmitted at the interface, where T is the power transmission coefficient at the interface.
The ray will then bounce and travel a distance Ax before bouncing again upon the same
interface (Fig. 4-8). The power remaining in the wave after one bounce is then equal to:
P(Ax) = P(0)(1- T) = P(o)R
(4.6)
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where R is the power reflectivity at the interface.
In traversing the length of the device assume the ray bounces M times at one of
the interfaces, or a total of 2M times if both interfaces are included. Eqns. 4.6 and 4.7
then combine to give:
R 2 M _aL
(4.7)
From basic geometric considerations the distance Ax between bounces is just
2-d-tanO. M may therefore be set equal to L/(2-d-tan 0) where 0 is the angle of incidence
of the field upon the core/DBR interface as measured from the core/DBR interface
normal. Solving for a in Eqn. 4.7, then applying Snell's law and Eqn. 4.1 gives:
_ 
A xln(R)
nd2 1_n d I )dj2nd
(4.8)
Eqn. 4.8 agrees well with published data for laterally coupled ARROW laser
structures [4]. Minimization of the radiation loss dictates a glancing angle of incidence
between the optical field and the interfaces between the cores and spacers. This criterion
is met by using wide core regions; typically up to several microns depending upon
emission wavelength and index contrast (Fig. 4-9). Widening the core regions also places
more of the total optical field into the core regions (as opposed to the spacer regions).
This is desirable in that when the ARROW is on resonance the optical field in the spacers
is anti-phase with respect to the optical field in the core. Large fields in the spacers
hence broaden and diminish the total power contained in the far field main lobe, thereby
diminishing the possibility for efficient coupling into single mode optical fiber. The
larger the index contrast between the high and low index regions the greater the total
percentage of the optical field which resides in the core regions for a given d/s ratio.
Large index contrasts also serve to reduce optical radiation loss. It can be rigorously
shown that if the number of core elements in the ARROW is N, then the loss is equal to
a/N [7]. A more physically appealing explanation arises by realizing that at resonance
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the spacer regions are transparent to the optical field making the core region appear to be
N-d wide. This reduces the number of bounces a ray undergoes in traversing the structure
by N. Since each additional core region adds a diode drop to the voltage across the
structure there is a physical limit to the number of core regions that may be placed in the
structure as set by the ability to effectively heatsink the structure [8].
The inclusion of the DBR pair also has the benefit of equalizing the optical field
intensity value in the anti-guiding cores. Note that the high index section of the DBR is
chosen to be (2m+1)/4 of a vertical (transverse) wavelength (see Fig. 4-7) as this ensures
the optical field in the outermost (low index) section of the DBR is in-phase with the
optical field in the core regions [3,4,5]. Such an arrangement does not, however, provide
the lossless field confinement found in traditional edge emitting lasers where the active
regions reside in the high index (guiding) section of the waveguide. For the ARROW
structure to provide an acceptably low level of radiation loss several design criteria must
therefore be met.
Fig. 4-9 shows the calculated near field pattern for a three-core ARROW
waveguide of 2.75 gm corewidth and n0 of 3.17 and ni of 3.40. Note that very little of
the total field intensity exists in the spacer regions. This is readily understood from the
previous derivation of the optical loss per unit length due to leakage. The angle of
incidence in the high index spacer is smaller than in the low index core. This implies that
the leakage of power from the spacer to the core is greater than from the core to the
spacer.
Aside from the advantages realized in the far field as previously described, the
small field intensity present in the spacer regions allows the highly doped tunnel
junctions to be placed in them (see Fig. 4-10) without suffering large optical absorption
loss. Further, the center of the tunnel junction, the only section that needs to be highly
doped, may be placed away from the center of the spacer anti-node. The far field pattern
of the device of Fig. 4-9 is shown in Fig. 4-10. The full-width at half-maximum for this
device is 4.8 degrees while 60% percent of the total output power is contained in the
main lobe. This device is calculated to have a 140% fiber coupled modulation efficiency
assuming uncoated facets. This value was calculated for a three-core cleaved facet
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device of 88% slope efficiency per core and 88% coupling efficiency into the fiber (i.e.
3x88%x88%x60%=140%).
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Figure 4-9. Nearfield optical field intensity for a three-core ARROW-BCL. Over 96% of the field
intensity resides in the cores, while only 0.7% exists in the highly doped spacer regions.
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Fig. 4-10. Farfield intensity pattern for the device of Fig. 4-3. 60% of the total power resides in the main
lobe. The main lobe has a full-width at half-maximum of 4.8 degrees.
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Fig. 4-11 shows the field overlap with the highly doped spacer regions and the
total absorption loss in the three core ARROW BCL. The tunnel junctions are assumed
to be only 10 nm in extent and to reside at the very edge of the spacers. It is quite clear
that very little of the total optical field intensity is located in the spacers. Fig. 4-11 shows
the total absorption loss in the device. The DBR pairs to either side of the structure and
the spacers are all assumed doped at 5x 1017 (with the exception of the rather small
regions occupied by the tunnel junctions). Even though the absorption loss in the p-doped
region is 35 cm-1 per 1018 of doping the total absorption loss in the device is well below
the radiation losses. The origin of the large threshold current densities is the rather poor
QW confinement factor.
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Figure 4-11. Free carrier absorption loss in the DBRs and spacers (left ordinate) and the optical field
intensity overlap with the spacer regions in a three-core ARROW-BCL. The device parameters are as
given in Table 4.1. Note that very little of the optical field intensity resides in the spacers.
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While increasing the core width has advantages with respect to minimizing
radiation losses and achieving desirable far field characteristics, increasing the core width
also reduces the optical confinement factor (F) with the active area (assuming a fixed
number of QW). Since the threshold current density is exponentially dependent upon
both F and the total optical loss, a design tradeoff exists between optimizing the far field
characteristics of the ARROW BCL and minimizing the threshold current density. Fig.
4-13 shows that a clear minimum exists for the threshold current density versus core
width in the given material system. The threshold current density is calculated using the
following [9]:
2 2(a+a,,+aR )2 ai a aR
_ qNwBN, e F" + qN wCNt, e( rg,)
77i 77i
(4.9)
where q is the electron charge, N, is the number of quantum wells, w is the quantum well
width, Ntr is the transparency carrier density, ii is the injection efficiency, B is the
bimolecular recombination coefficient, C is the Auger recombination coefficient, a is the
internal optical field loss per unit length, am is the mirror loss per unit length, aR is the
radiation loss per unit length, F is the quantum well confinement factor, and g0 is the gain
coefficient. At an emission wavelength of 1.55 gm the second term in Eqn. 4.9 is a
significant contribution to the threshold current.
Fig. 4-12 shows the threshold current density as the number of quantum wells is
increased from 5 to 10 to 15 wells. The core width at which the minimum threshold
current is achieved is a rather weak function of the number of QWs. Increasing the
number of wells to 10 from 5 shows two positive trends. The minimum threshold current
density is reduced substantially, and the curve flattens. The latter is advantageous in that
wider core regions increase the total percentage of optical power in the main lobe and
reduce the full-width at half-maximum. Increasing the number of wells to 15 from 10
increases the threshold current density with the exception of very wide core regions.
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Table 4.1 lists the values used in calculating the results of Fig. 4-9-12. Using a
core width of 2.25 pm reduces the percentage of emitted optical power in the main lobe
to 56% as well as reducing the fiber coupled modulation efficiency to 130%.
There is an additional advantage to narrower cores; transport effects across the
very broad cores greatly reduce the laser's modulation bandwidth. Transport effects can
be mitigated by using doped cores, albeit at the expense of greatly increased optical
absorption loss. An alternate approach would be to further diminish the core width, but
to increase the number of DBR pairs. The latter has the disadvantage of markedly
increasing the stack height and series resistance of the device. It is also limited in
applicability as the radiation loss versus core width is a strongly nonlinear function.
There is usually an inverse relationship between bandgap energy and optical
index of refraction. Hence, a lower index material will typically have a larger bandgap
than a higher index material. The placement of the quantum wells in the low index
regions of the waveguide therefore heightens the barrier potential for the bound electrons
and holes captured in the wells. The thermal sensitivity of the active region diminishes
accordingly as the quasi-Fermi levels may penetrate more deeply into the wells before the
carriers are likely to escape. It has been shown in [10] that deepened wells also reduce
both the carrier capture time and the carrier capture time to carrier escape time ratio. A
short capture time is important as placing the quantum wells in the high bandgap (low
index) regions removes the double heterostructure normally present in most diode lasers.
A large carrier capture to carrier escape ratio (which can approach or exceed a value of
one for some lasers under typical operating conditions) heightens gain compression and
dampens the frequency response of the laser [10,11]. The deepened quantum wells can
therefore be expected to improve the BCL's resonance frequency over a broad operating
range. Appendix D presents a design for a single-stage (noncascaded) vertical ARROW
laser. Such a device would provide proof of concept for the vertical ARROW to be
implemented as an ARROW-BCL.
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Figure 4-12. Threshold current density versus core width for 5, 10 and 15 quantum wells per core for a
three-core ARROW-BCL. Note for that for 10 and 15 quantum wells the threshold current density
sensitivity to core width is rather small. This permits a reasonable design trade-off between farfield
characteristics and threshold current.
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Parameter Value Units
no 3.17 dimensionless
ni 3.40 dimensionless
Number of QW 5 dimensionless
B (spontaneous emission) 0.22x 101o cm 3/sec
C (Auger recombination) 9x 10-29 cm6/sec
Ntr (transparency carrier dens) 1.82x1018 1/cm 3
T9 (injection efficiency) 0.80 dimensionless
L (device length) 500 Rm
R (facet reflectivity) 0.32 dimensionless
n & p doping density 5x1017  1/cm 3
Table 4.1
Only two concerns arise when considering the ARROW-BCL. The device height
can be even greater than for vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSELs); possibly as
large as 15 Rm in lasers emitting at 1.55 gm. The extended times needed to grow such
tall epitaxial layers could exceed the ability of the growth technology to maintain growth
rates and optical index values over the course of the growth, particularly for the
quarternary layers. It is encouraging that the distributed Bragg reflectors in VCSELs and
superlattices, each of which require exacting standards in dimensions and compositional
alloying, have been grown with excellent results. Of greater concern is the impact the
very broad core regions will have on the frequency response of the ARROW-BCL. The
transport time associated with traversing half the core width to the active region can be
mitigated by doping the cores but with a concomitant increase in optical loss.
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Overcoming this final difficulty will require careful balancing of several design
parameters.
4.3 Summary and conclusions
This chapter has presented the design and modeling of a new type of bipolar
cascade employing an antiresonant reflecting optical waveguide to achieve coherent
single mode performance from the device. Calculations of the absorption and radiation
losses as well as threshold current were presented for a three-core device operating at an
emission wavelength of 1.55 gm. The device was found to benefit from using an active
area containing ten quantum wells. Farfield calculations indicate 64% of the output
power can be put in the main lobe of the device with a full-width at half-maximum of 4.8
degrees. The spacer regions contain very little of the optical field intensity allowing the
highly doped tunnel regions to be placed within them while minimally increasing the
absorption loss of the device. Adjusting the placement of the tunnel in the spacer regions
allows a degree of control over the amount of absorption loss that may be introduced. The
waveguide structure optically couples the separate active regions coherently producing a
narrow angle optical beam suitable for coupling into single mode fiber. The use of
multiple active regions, wide core regions, and the relatively large index contrasts
available in most semiconductor material systems allow the device designer to greatly
reduce the radiation loss from the ARROW structure. A single stage laser was designed
to provide proof of concept of the vertical ARROW laser.
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Chapter 5: Summary and directions for further work
5.0 Introduction
The goal of this thesis was to realize a bipolar cascade laser and, in so doing, gain
a better understanding of the materials science and physics of the device. A considerable
amount of knowledge has been acquired during the course of this work. The bipolar
cascade laser's operating principles and inherent limitations are now more clearly
understood and design methodologies have been established in order to improve the
device's quantum efficiency and modulation properties. A new type of device, the
antiresonant reflecting optical waveguide bipolar cascade laser (ARROW-BCL) has been
proposed to overcome an inherent limitation of the designs considered in this thesis. The
proposal raises new questions about the material science, physics design and limitations
of this new laser.
Undoubtedly the single greatest contribution of this work to the laser community
is the realization of the first bipolar cascade laser to operate continuously at room
temperature. Section 5.1 summarizes the milestones attained in the process of realizing
this achievement and the subsequent study of the BCL. Section 5.2 indicates directions
for the study and extension of current and proposed designs as well as suggestions for
more an even more exotic BCL.
5.1 Summary
The initial part of the materials research for this thesis was directed toward the
realization of tunnel junctions with low reverse bias resistance. This necessitated
achieving very high doping densities. In the case of the p-type dopant, beryllium, growth
efforts yielded a doping density of 2x1019 cm-3 in GaAs. The n-type doping density was
nearly equal to this at 1.6x1O'9 cm-3 in GaAs using silicon as the dopant. It was
determined that to achieve such high densities a substrate temperature of 480 0C was
required during growth. The intermediate temperature growth resulted in oxygen
incorporation on the order of -10 ' cm-3 . Oxygen exists as a deep state in GaAs and
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assists the tunneling process, leading to tunnel junctions with substantially less resistance
than could be concluded from the measured doping densities alone.
Modeling of the tunnel junctions was done using the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillioun
approximation for tunneling and numerically calculating an integral equation for the
tunneling current. Good agreement was found between the model and the measurements
of a tunnel junction. The model was then used to determine the trends that could be
expected in the tunnel junction's I-V characteristics and contact resistance if doping
densities and materials composition were varied.
The materials studies indicated growth temperature restrictions that had to be
placed upon the growth of the active stages. Growth and photoluminescence studies were
conducted to determine an appropriate materials system for growing high optical quality
active regions within the latter constraints. InGaP, lattice-matched to GaAs, was
determined to be the best candidate for the cladding material. Growth studies were also
conducted to ascertain appropriate growth conditions for the quantum wells. These
efforts lead to the first demonstration of a bipolar cascade laser operating continuous
wave, at room temperature. A record differential quantum efficiency of 99.3% was
achieved.
Studies of the BCLs were conducted to determine their light output and voltage
versus bias current properties (L-I and I-V, respectively). The L-I curves showed
separate threshold currents from the top and bottom gain stages. This effect was
attributed to lateral current spreading. The I-V curves clearly showed two diode voltage
drops plus a small differential resistance. Some devices demonstrated antiguiding effects
typical of narrow stripe gain guided lasers. Wide stripe devices (-40 pm) were not as
adversely effected by the lateral current spreading but never achieved the high differential
slope efficiencies of the narrower stripe devices.
Extensive thermal modeling was done of the BCL. Direct surface measurements
using a micro thermal couple probe were done and these were compared to finite element
simulations with excellent agreement between the two. The results were compared to an
analytical model with good agreement below the first threshold but anomalous divergent
behavior beyond that point. The slope efficiency and threshold current sensitivity to
temperature were characterized. Good agreement was found between the measurements
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and reports in the literature on conventional quantum well lasers in the same material
system.
The modulation response of the bipolar cascade laser was measured. Both the
relaxation oscillation frequency (maximum of 1.5 GHz) and spur-free dynamic range
(104 dB-Hz/) of the laser were found to be below anticipated values. The compromised
performance was attributed to the thermal effects established through measurement and
simulation.
A second generation device was designed taking into account all that was learned
from the measurements and simulation of the first generation BCL. The waveguides
were broadened to reduce optical loss. Ino. 1Ga0.9As was substituted for GaAs as the
tunnel junction material to further reduce the resistance of the junction. Two quantum
wells were used in the active regions to reduce sensitivity to thermal effects. Oxidation
layers were added to the cladding regions to provide both a current aperture and index
guiding for the optical field. The current aperture alleviates the double threshold
behavior while the index guiding reduces the deleterious effects of the carrier density-
induced anti-guiding behavior.
The first generation and second generation BCLs both employed separate
waveguides for the gain stages. Such an arrangement couples poorly into single mode
fiber as the two waveguides are essentially optically uncoupled. Bringing the
waveguides physically closer results in unacceptably high loss from the tunnel junctions.
A new device was proposed to produce a coherent output optical beam suitably narrow
for efficient single mode optical fiber coupling while still minimizing the optical field
overlap with the optically lossy tunnel junctions. The new device uses an antiresonant
reflecting optical waveguide (ARROW) grown vertically (transverse direction) into the
structure during the epitaxial phase. The gain stages are contained in the low index
material and the tunnel junctions are contained in the high index spacer regions. The near
and far optical field patterns were calculated for the ARROW-BCL. A set of design
curves was generated for radiation and absorption loss and threshold current density
versus a variety of parameters. A first generation, single stage design was proposed.
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5.2 Directions for future work
The directions in which BCL research should move should be driven by the
contemplated applications. Most of this thesis has been aimed toward achieving high
differential slope efficiency and consideration of issues related to slope efficiency seem
to be a natural starting point. High differential laser slope efficiency is of concern in
directly modulated high fidelity analog links. It is desirable to achieve a differential
slope efficiency so large that, including all optical losses, link gain is achieved without
the aid of amplifiers. In concept, one need only include more gain stages in the cascade
to achieve this end. In practice, as has been demonstrated in Chapter 3, the diode voltage
drop associated with each gain stage can result in thermally compromised performance.
The answer to the question of how many gain stages may be successfully
cascaded depends upon the outcome of the characterization of the second generation
BCL. Some back of the envelope calculations should shed some light on the issue,
however. In the case of the device used for the thermal measurement study in Chapter 3,
the threshold current density was roughly 1 kA/cm2 for the top gain stage. Assuming
uncoated cleaved facets, a loss of 15 cm' for a narrow stripe, gain guided laser [1], a loss
of 1.5 cm' in the broad waveguide (second generation) BCL [2], and a gain coefficient of
2400 cm' for the active region, the second generation BCL can be expected to have a
threshold current approximately 1/3 of the first generation design. A three-fold reduction
in the threshold current density places a cascade of six gain stages within reason. Based
upon the results of the of the discrete cascade experiment outlined in Chapter 1 [3], a six
stage BCL emplaced in a short haul, multimode, analog optical link should achieve link
gain.
Similar arguments can be made for the ARROW-BCL, but more gain stages
would be required for a given link efficiency and loss per unit length to compensate for
the energy lost in the side lobes of the farfield radiation pattern. Longer wavelength
devices provide a degree of trade-off between the reduction in the diode voltage drop
resulting from the generation of less energetic photons with the increase in threshold
current resulting from Auger recombination processes. In the analysis presented in
Chapter 4, threshold current densities on the order of 2 kA/cm 2 were calculated for an
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ARROW-BCL emitting at 1.55 gm. Emission at 1.55 pm reduces the per gain stage
voltage to -0.82 V from the -1.25 V at a wavelength of 980 nm. Based upon the
performance of the 980 nm BCLs, at least three gain stages should be possible at 1.55
pm. The inclusion of additional gain stages does reduce the radiation loss by a factor of
1/N (see Chapter 4), but the advantage offered in by this method decreases with each
subsequent stage added. Communications wavelength lasers are more heat sensitive than
the near-infrared lasers, but the deep QWs of the ARROW structure should offset this but
it is presently unclear what effect the absence of the double hetero-barrier will have on
the carrier dynamics of the ARROW-BCL. The study and understanding of the
ARROW-BCL's carrier and modulation behavior should be quite interesting but one of
the clearest imperatives for further research is the determination of the maximum number
of cascadable sections at a given wavelength for a given design.
A more practical limitation may arise in setting the maximum number of gain
stages in the ARROW-BCL. The stack height of an ARROW-BCL for a three-core
device at 1.55 mm is already on the order of 12-15 pm. Vertical cavity surface emitting
lasers (VCSELs) are of similar stack height at the same emission wavelength. Additional
gain stages raise the height by approximately 2-3 pm per stage. There is no clear
technological reason preventing epitaxial structures of such extended dimension to be
grown, but the time required to do so may prove prohibitive. Historically, the difficulties
in growing several stages of an ARROW-BCL pale in comparison to the technological
hurdles negotiated in growing the first VCSELs. The increase in stack height of the
ARROW-BCL compared to long wavelength VCSELs, both in an absolute and
percentage change sense, is small with respect to the increase in stack height of VCSELs
over edge emitters.
From the perspective of the optical systems engineer, the important figure of
merit for an optical link is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The current generated at the
detector (which is proportional to the incident optical power) is directly proportional to
the differential slope efficiency of the laser. The detected signal power then goes to the
square of the laser's differential slope efficiency or, equivalently, to the square of the
number of gain stages, as the detected electrical power goes to the square of the
photocurrent. The electrical noise power generated by the noise on the photon stream is
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in direct proportion to the photocurrent. The SNR can then be expected to increase
roughly as N, where N is the number of sections in the cascade. It would ideally require
the study of the SNR in a number of bipolar cascade lasers of varying numbers of
cascaded sections, nearly equivalent in any other way, under various operating conditions
to experimentally pinpoint the precise relationship. In particular, it should be very
interesting to determine and contrast the noise performance of BCLs of multiple
waveguide design with those of single waveguide design, such as the ARROW-BCL.
The theoretical prediction of the outcome of such an experiment was made by Rana and
Ram in [4].
The analysis presented in the previous paragraph failed to include other noise
sources, not the least of which is the noise contribution from the tunnel junctions. The
noise of the tunnel junction in reverse bias was modeled as shot noise in [4]. This
assumption is experimentally supported in [5], where the measured noise spectrum of
tunnel diodes in reverse bias was found to be pure shot noise. Reference [6] predicts a
1/n reduction in the shot noise of a tunnel diode, where m is the number of tunneling
paths (introduced by traps in the forbidden region), but such a reduction was not found in
the measurements conducted in the study of [5]. The reduction is expected to appear only
at frequencies in excess of 1/rc, where Tc is the trap capture time, so the noise reduction
offered by the deep states may still prove useful only at frequencies beyond the
modulation bandwidth of the laser. At the large values of bias needed to achieve large
modulation bandwidths in a laser, the noise of the tunnel junction could be substantial
and warrants further study.
The analog optical link designer must also concern herself with the deleterious
effects of intermodulation distortion. The keystone element of the BCL, the tunnel
junction, is a non-linear device and represents a source of intermodulation distortion in
addition to any others that are found in conventional edge emitting lasers. The analysis
of the distortion introduced by the nonlinearity of the tunnel junctions will be a function
of the parameters of the tunnel junctions and other parasitic circuit elements in the BCL.
Without specific knowledge of the particular BCL under consideration, or the
requirements of the link in which it is to be used, it is difficult to make broad based
conclusions about the limits the tunnel junction(s) place on the BCL's spur-free dynamic
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range [7]. If the other issues limiting the number of casacadable sections are resolved,
then the nonlinearities in the tunnel junctions could prove to be the overall limiting factor
in the number of usable gain sections in analog, fiber optic links. Research in this area
should focus primarily on the tunnel junctions themselves initially, but would also be a
natural outgrowth of the previous suggestions for future work.
The discussion thus far has centered on analog applications but the majority of
communication links are digital. The BCL appears to have an advantage here as, for a
given current pulse amplitude, the number of generated photons is increased by a factor
of N compared to a conventional laser of similar parameters. The bit error rate in a
digital system is an exponential function of the number of photons per bit [8] making it
appear as though the BCL would be an ideal candidate for digital applications. As
previously pointed out, the cascading process requires an N-fold increase in voltage
making the BCL the device of choice only in the case where the electrical source can
generate sufficient voltage. Consider a system with a 5 V rail. If 2 V is lost in biasing the
current source's constituent elements, the remaining 3 V is sufficient to drive three gain
stages in a 1.55 pm BCL. A threefold increase in the number of photons generated per
pulse reduces the bit error rate by e-3 [8]. The limitation in the ARROW-BCL for digital
applications will be the ability to rapidly move carriers in and out of the very wide core
regions as the laser is switched between the high and low states. Ideally the modulation
bandwidth of a laser is nearly equal to the relaxation oscillation frequency. Transport
times associated with the diffusion of carriers from the edge of the core sections to the
QWs can substantially reduce the intrinsic bandwidth of the laser [9]. The very wide core
regions will substantially reduce the intrinsic bandwidth of the ARROW-BCLs. The
maximum on-off keying speed of the BCL will be less than or equal to the modulation
bandwidth of the laser. The depletion capacitance of the tunnel junction is negligible
with respect to that of the core regions. Digital modulation of BCLs has been completely
neglected thus far.
Distributed feedback lasers (DFB) are normally employed in digital links to meet
the requirement of single-longitudinal mode performance. The ARROW-BCL would
definitely be the BCL design of choice in this respect as the coherent optical coupling of
all the gain stages would require only a single corrugated section, and single regrowth,
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near the topmost layer. The requirement to have identical corrugations near each gain
stage in the multiple waveguide BCL would render implementation all but impossible.
The DFB ARROW-BCL would appear to be the natural evolution of the ARROW-BCL
concept. The placement of the corrugation could be problematic, however. A field null
exists at the topmost core-to-first period DBR layer in the unperturbed ARROW structure
making it unsuitable for placement of the corrugation. Placement of the corrugation in
either of the topmost DBR layers permits only relatively weak interaction with the optical
field. Considering the width of the core regions, it may be possible to place the
corrugation midway between the core-to-DBR interface and the QWs. This placement
permits effective interaction between the optical field and the perturbation while retaining
sufficient distance for the regrowth to morphologically smooth prior to reaching the
interface. The coherent coupling of the optical fields in the core regions of the ARROW
obviates the need for more multiple corrugation/regrowth steps.
As indicated in Chapter 4, the lateral ARROW laser has been studied for high
power applications. Lateral ARROW lasers use very broad cores to side step the
catastrophic optical damage and filamentation problems associated with large power
densities [10]. Vertical ARROW lasers can be expected to enjoy similar optical power
handling cpabilities. The ability to electrically cascade lasers in the vertical direction,
coupled with the use of ARROW waveguides, brings the idea of two-dimensional edge-
emitting 2-d ARROW arrays, perhaps for erbium-doped fiber pumping, into the realm of
possibility. The problems with power dissipation and wall plug efficiency would take on
heightened meaning in this application, as now the lateral heat dissipation path will be
blocked by the adjacent sections of the lateral ARROW lasers. This difficulty, coupled
with the need for acquiring expertise in lateral ARROW laser structures, renders the
pursuit of two-dimensional arrays an advanced research topic. In particular, it is not clear
if any advantage would be gained in using two-dimensional arrays over simply increasing
the number of core regions in a lateral ARROW laser while introducing sufficient
interelement loss to suppress higher order modes [11,12,13].
The bipolar cascade laser, in all its incarnations, should remain an active area of
research for some time to come. Many interesting scientific and engineering challenges
remain both from fundamental and applied standpoints. Undoubtedly, many new
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properties and ideas await discovery. Moving the device from the research laboratory
into real world optical links would be an exciting development but much more
developmental work in areas such as heat sinking and packaging are required before this
may become a reality. In all, an exciting new area of research in the world of quantum
well lasers has opened.
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A. Mathematical description of the tunnel junction
This appendix places on firmer mathematical footing tunneling integral equation
presented in Chapter 2 [1,2]. Four criteria must be met in realizing a tunnel junction: 1)
There must be some finite probability of tunneling, 2) there must be occupied states to
tunnel from, 3) there must be unoccupied states to tunnel to and 4) crystal momentum
must be conserved in the tunneling process. As described in Chapter 2, the tunneling
probability may be calculated to excellent approximation using the Wentzel-Kramers-
Brillioun (WKB) found in any quantum mechanics text:
T, exp 2mj7k(xdx
(A.1)
where Tt is the tunneling probability, Ik(x)I is the absolute value of the wave vector in the
tunnel barrier, and -x1 and x2 are the classical turning points. The classical turning points
are defined as the point in space where the electron energy is just equal to the tunneling
potential energy.
The value of the wave vector is given by:
2m* 2m* 2
k(x)= 2((UA-E)=F h E9
(A.2)
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where Eg is the bandgap energy, q is the electron charge, U is the tunneling potential, and
E is the total electric field (built-in and applied) assuming a parabolic potential and a
uniform electric field. The total momentum must be conserved in the tunneling process,
and thus any transverse momentum must be accounted for in a calculation of the
tunneling probability. The energy may be divided into components associated with
momentum perpendicular to the tunnel junction Ex, and energy associated with
momentum components transverse to the tunnel junction, E. For E±> 0 it can be shown
PE-E 4 E, +EE9
(A.3)
with classical turning points given by:
-x , x=+ E2  + E,
(A.4)
Substituting Eqns. A.3 and A.4 into Eqn. 2.1 and carrying out the integral gives:
7an 2EY2E
T =exp - 9 exp - -
2VOqhE E
(A.5)
where m* is the electron effective mass and where:
4V1qhE
3m* 2E 2
(A.6)
sets the range of meaningful transverse momentum.
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To determine the current at equilibrium detailed balance can be invoked by
considering the current from the occupied states of the valence band to the empty states
of the conduction band, Iv-c, and the current from the occupied states of the conduction
band to the unoccupied states of the valence band, Ic-v, separately.
I->= Afrj fc (E)nc (E)T [1 - fv (E)v (E)dE
(A.7a)
Iv-'c A EJ fv (E)nv (E)T [1- f, (E)$c (E)dE
(A.7b)
where the fc,v(E) are the are the conduction band and valence band quasi-Fermi
distributions in the n- and p-doped regions respectively, nc,v (E) are the density of states
in the conduction and valence bands respectively, Tt is the tunneling probability assumed
to be equal for both tunneling directions, and A is a constant. The total tunneling current
at bias is then given as follows:
It =Ic-v Iv->c =A v [fc (E) - fv (E)I'tnc (E)n (E)dE
(A.8)
To derive the current as a function of bias to include transverse momentum effects
the incident current per unit area in the energy range dEdE1 is considered:
dJ= qm dEdElf(E)
2,T2h'
(A.9)
where:
h2k2
2m1
(A.10)
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Eqns. A.9 may be derived most easily by first considering the flux of electrons in
k-space and then converting to energy by assuming the parabolic bands given by Eqn
A. 10. Consider a particle of charge q, moving in a constant electric field, Eficdi, such that
the velocity in k-space is:
dk 
_ qEfiel
dt h
(A.11)
The number of states in a ring of radius k± in k-space is:
number of states = 2 2nk-dk1(2n/L)3
(A.12)
where the extra multiplicative factor of 2 accounts for spin degeneracy.
The total charged flux (number per unit volume of crystal, per unit time) is given
by the electron charge, times the velocity in k-space, times the number of available states
times the probability of occupancy:
Flux = q 2 Efen k Idkif (E)
h4n'
(A.13)
Making use of Eqn. A.10:
2m*E(
(A.14)
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dk L = 2mE1 21 dEx
(A.15)
Substituting Eqns. A. 14 and A. 15 into Eqn. A. 13 yields:
Flux = q 2EfiCdf (E) dE
(A.16)
The current density is then given by Eqn. A. 16 times a differential region in space
dx. In the uniform field qEfieIddx may be replaced by dE, as qEfieId=dE/dx, leading
directly to equation A.9.
Proceeding as in Eqns. A.7 and A.8 the current density integral is then given by:
(m *1
= exp - dE dE[fc (E) - f (E)]exp -2 h ~2ViqhEE)
(A.17)
The limits of integration are dictated by the conditions 0 E E, and 0 ! E B
E2, where E1 and E2 are the electron energies measured from the n-band and p-band edges
respectively [5].
The integration over E± is easily carried out resulting in:
q* (
J, = 3 Ip
2)2 
ph 3
n* 2E2
2,[2qhE f f(E) - f (E)(2 1-exp(- 2E EE) E
(A.18)
where:
2
N*= NAN D
' (NA + ND)
(A.19)
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qVbjN*
/2 C
Vbi is the built in potential, Es is the semiconductor permittivity, and NA and ND are the p-
and n-type dopant concentrations respectively.
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Appendix B. Laser physics basics
In order to appreciate the essential elements of laser design it is first necessary to
understand some important aspects of laser physics. The details presented here closely
follow the intuitively appealing phenomenological approach presented in Chapter 2 [1].
The interested reader may refer to later chapters of [1], as well as [2,3], for more
thorough and rigorous treatments of laser physics.
It is helpful to start out by defining two of the terms to be used in the discussion
[1]:
Active region: the region where recombining carriers contribute to useful gain
and photon emission.
Internal quantum efficiency, denoted 11: the fraction of terminal current that
generates carriers in the active region.
In the definition of the active region it is important to note the use of the words
useful gain. In other words, simply because radiative recombination takes place in a
region of the laser doesn't imply that region is a part of the active region. It is equally
important to note that in the definition of i} all carriers which make their way from the
electrical terminals to the active region are included in the definition, whether or not they
eventually participate in radiative recombination contributing to the laser's gain.
The goal in this derivation is to write down rate equations for the carrier and
photon densities. The time rate of change of the carrier density in the active region may
be equated to the generation rate of the carriers minus the recombination rate of the
carriers in the same manner as for other semiconductor devices:
dNG -R
dt ge '
(B.1)
where N has units of cm-3 and Ggen and Rrec have units of 1/(cm 3.sec). The carriers in the
active region are sourced by the injected current, I, of which the percentage ri gets to the
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active area. Dividing by the electron charge, q and the active area volume, V, to keep the
equation dimensionally consistent, yields:
Ggen-
qV
(B.2)
There are several contributions to the Rec term in Eqn. B.1. Carriers may
recombine in the active region through spontaneous radiative and non-radiative
mechanisms. They may also, preferably, recombine during a stimulated emission
process. Only the latter process requires the presence of photons, while the first three
may be related to the carrier density alone. Some types of non-radiative recombination
are due to defects or impurities and hence can be written as being proportional to the
carrier density, AN, where A is the constant of proportionality. Another type of non-
radiative process, Auger recombination, requires three carriers and is therefore taken to
be proportional to the carrier density cubed, CN 3, where C is referred to as the Auger
coefficient. Auger recombination is normally not of much concern for shorter
wavelength infrared lasers (emission wavelength ; 1.1 Rm), but is substantial at longer
wavelengths (1.3-1.55 gm). More rigorously speaking, the Auger recombination term
should read as PN 2, or NP2, where P is the hole density. Since quasineutrality is assumed
to hold within the active region it is legitimate, however, to make the substitution P-+N.
Spontaneous emission is a radiative process and is proportional to the product of
the number of electrons and the number of holes. Again assuming quasineutrality this
may be written BN 2 , where B is known as the bimolecular recombination coefficient and
is typically on the order of 10-10 cm 3/s. In sum, these radiation mechanisms may be
expressed mathematically as:
N
Rrec = BN 2 + (AN +CN 3 )+ R,, = BN2 +--+ Rs,
(B.3)
On the far right hand side of Eqn. B.3 the notion of a carrier lifetime, T, has been
introduced. In the case of spontaneous emission t is a linear function of N (assuming B
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is truly a constant). When there is a meaningful amount of Auger recombination current
it is clear that T is quadratic in N. Leaving Rst unaddressed for the moment the rate
equation for N has now become:
dN qhI N
dt qV r t
(B.4)
It is also possible to right down a rate equation governing the photon density in
the cavity mode of interest. If more than one mode in the cavity is of interest, then a
separate photon rate equation must be written down for each mode. The approach to the
photon density rate equation is the same as that which was taken for the electron density;
set the time rate of change of the photon density equal to the photon sources and sinks.
The primary source of photons in the lasing mode is through stimulated recombination of
carriers, given by the stimulated recombination rate, Rs. It is necessary to be careful here
as we cannot simply use Rst as a source term. The volume occupied by the photons is
typically much larger than the active region volume. Therefore we must multiply Rst by
V, to get the number of carriers stimulated to recombine, and divide that quantity by Vp,
the photon volume, to arrive at the stimulated photon number per unit of photon volume.
The ratio of V/VP is normally termed as the confinementfactor and is denoted by F.
In a similar vane the spontaneous recombination rate, Rsp, is also multiplied by F.
This term still requires some further modification. Unlike the stimulated emission, which
by definition emits only into the lasing mode, the spontaneous emission may go into any
of the allowed cavity modes (although, typically, not with equal probability). To account
for this the spontaneous emission term must be multiplied by the probability that a
spontaneously emitted photon will go into the lasing mode of interest. This term is
denoted P and is referred to as the spontaneous emission factor. Finally, to account for
photon loss, a photon lifetime tp is assigned, leading to a loss term of the form Np/tp,
where Np is the photon number density in the lasing mode of interest. The origin and
form tp of will be addressed shortly.
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To determine the functional form of the stimulated emission term, consider a
photon density, Np, which grows by the amount ANp in traversing the distance Az.
Setting this equal to an exponentially increasing term yields:
N, + AN, = Npeg*z
(B.5)
where g is the gain per unit length.
Assuming the distance is sufficiently small that the exponential term may be
written as exp(x)=1+x and realizing that Az is equal to vgAt, where vg is the group
velocity, gives:
dt R,, A= = Vg gN,dt genAt
(B.6)
Collecting all the terms that have been thus far derived into the rate equations
results in:
dN 
_ ,,I N
dt qV - Vg N
(B.7a)
dN,2 N1
t =vg gN ,,+ j/3BN2 -_N
dt T,
(B.7b)
The form of Tp may be determined by examining the round trip condition that
must be met in order for the laser to achieve threshold. The gain of the laser must be
increased to the point that all losses encountered by the electric field in making one
complete traversal of the optical cavity are compensated for. Equivalently, this may be
restated as the requirement that in the course of one complete round trip of the optical
cavity the electric field replicates itself. Assuming two mirrors of reflection coefficients
r, and r2 (assumed real), internal photon loss of o (cm-1), a modal gain of Fg and a cavity
length L, these statements can be expressed mathematically as:
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rr2e (rg-ai)- _ I
(B.8)
Solving this equation for Fg:
1 __
L r, r2 a,+m
(B.9)
where gth denotes the threshold value of gain and am defines the mirror loss per unit
length. Multiplying by vg allows the RHS of Eqn. B.9 to be recast as an inverse photon
decay rate; rp can now be defined as:
1
-= v9(aj +am)
(B.10)
Since the physics of the gain of the quantum well are beyond the scope of this
discussion it is simply here stated that the peak gain of a quantum well versus carrier
density may be well approximated as:
g = g0 ,n J
(B.11)
where Ntr denotes the transparency carrier density. The transparency carrier is defined as
the carrier density at which the material crosses over from being lossy (i.e. negative gain)
into providing (positive) gain. It is important to note that the gain will never exceed the
value given in Eqn. B.9. If the gain were to exceed its threshold value then the optical
field would grow monotonically without bound as it circulated about the cavity. But this
is a contradiction for if the field grows larger and larger the stimulated emission rate
increases, thereby reducing the carrier density and, as per Eqn. B. 11, the gain, until the
field again just replicates upon making one full round trip of the optical cavity.
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Without explicitly solving Eqns. B.7 some useful relationships that will be needed
in this and Chapter 4 can be derived. At steady state the time derivative in Eqn. B.7a
may be set equal to zero. Then a threshold current may be defined as:
Ith = NqV
(B.12)
In Eqn. B. 12 the requirement that the gain be clamped above threshold dictates
that the carrier density must also clamp at some value Nth. If N clamps then the
spontaneous, nonradiative, and leakage rates must also clamp as they depend
monotonically upon N. Therefore it can be concluded that, ideally, above threshold any
additional carriers that are injected into the active region are transduced into photons.
This permits Eqn. B.7a to be rewritten for currents above the threshold current as:
dN _I-____
= i I - v gN, (1 > thdt qV
(B.13)
In the steady state this equation may be solved for the photon density as:
N 77i(I - Ith|
qvg gtV
(B.14)
It stands to reason that the power that is emitted from the laser must be
proportional to Np. The energy stored in the cavity is the product of Np times the energy
per photon, hv (where h is Planck's constant), times the photon volume Vp. The energy
couples out of the cavity at a rate vgam,giving:
PO = V 9 a M N P h v V ,
(B.15)
Substituting Eqn. B.14 into Eqn. B.15 yields:
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P, = 77i '"m h (I - lIt
a, +am q
(B. 16)
Differentiating this equation with respect to I and dividing by the photon
transition energy yields one of the parameters of greatest concern in the BCL, the
differential quantum efficiency:
77d I dP(a>It)h v dI am+ai
(B.17)
In the case of the BCL, it may be argued that the increase in differential slope
efficiency results from an N fold increase in the single stage 11i, where N is the number of
sections in the cascade. As the electron moves through the cascade it is essentially being
recycled or reinjected into an active region for each of the gain sections.
Given the equations derived to this point it is also possible to estimate the
threshold current of a laser. Knowledge of the threshold current's dependence upon
device and material parameters provides the designer with the necessary information to
improve laser performance. Combining Eqns. B. 10 and B. 11 yields the expression for
the threshold carrier density:
9h(a, +a,,,)
Nth =N,,e 9 = Ntre (Fg0)
(B.18)
Combining Eqn. B. 18 with Eqn. B. 12, and using the approximation that Nx~
BN 2:
qVBN,2 2( ',)
'th-
(B.19)
A more general expression than Eqn. B. 19 for a multiple quantum well laser is:
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2 2(Cri +a,, )qNVBN, 2(NwTgo)
li
(B.20)
where Nw is the number of quantum wells, V is the volume of a single quantum well and
F is assumed to increase linearly with the number of wells. The linear approximation for
F is true for a small number of wells ( ; 3), or when the waveguide is so broad that the
field intensity is close to being constant across the quantum wells.
The approximation for N/t used in deriving Eqns. B.19 and B.20 is generally
justified for high quality laser material. However, for lasers with emission in the range of
telecommunication wavelengths (A-1.3-1.6 Rm) Auger recombination can make a
significant contribution to the threshold current and an Auger term must added to Eqn.
B.18:
qNwVCN3 gt
'thAuger - e
(B.21)
One more result needs to be derived for the purposes of this chapter. The laser,
being an oscillator, has a natural frequency termed the relaxation oscillation frequency.
The relaxation oscillation frequency of the laser sets the upper limit at which the laser
may be modulated. To arrive at this quantity a small signal analysis of the rate equations
given by Eqns. B.7 is required. The following substitutions are made for the current,
carrier density and photon density in the rate equations:
I = 10 +Iej"
N = No + Ne ej"
NP = NPO + N,e j"
(B.22)
The calculation continues by eliminating the steady state terms from the rate
equations and solving for the small signal solution. The details are unenlightening so this
final result, for the relaxation oscillation frequency, is simply presented here:
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WR
(B.23)
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Appendix C: Growth data for the bipolar cascade laser
The substrate temperature, Knudsen cell temperatures, the gas flow rates,
chamber pressures and times used during the growth of the first bipolar cascade laser are
given below in Table C. 1. It should be noted that the temperatures, times and flow rates
given are specific to the calibrations done prior to this particular growth on the particular
gas-source molecular beam epitaxy machine used. Future attempts at growing this
structure may make use of this data as a starting point but calibration of the particular
system to be used, as close to the date of growth as possible, is a requirement.
Material Lub TGa .in _' __ TB, AsH PH P,(10- T Time Thickness
GaAs:Be 480-+ 926 834 1045 725 1.0 1.3 720s 0.1 pm
(Cap) 515
InGaP:Be 480 926 834 1045 645 1.6 1.8 2700s 0.75 gm
(Cladding)
GaAs 480 926 834 1045 645 1.0 1.3 183s 0.025 9m
GaAs 515 945 783 1045 645 1.0 1.3 400s 0.085 Vm
InGaAs 515 945 783 1045 645 1.0 1.3 28s 0.008 gm
(QW)
GaAs 515 945 783 1045 645 1.0 1.3 400s 0.085 gm
GaAs 480 926 834 1045 645 1.0 1.3 183s 0.025 m
InGaP:Si 480 926 834 1150-+ 755-> 1.6 1.8 2700s 0.75 gm
(Cladding) 1045 645
GaAs:Si 480 926 834 1150 755 1.0 1.3 183s 0.025 pm
(Tunnel)
GaAs:Be 480 926 834 1150 755 1.0 1.3 183s 0.025 gm
(Tunnel)
InGaP:Be 480 926 834 1045-+ 645-+ 1.6 1.8 2518s 0.75 pm
(Cladding) 1150 755
GaAs 480 926 834 1045 645 1.0 1.3 183s 0.025 jm
GaAs 515 945 783 1045 645 1.0 1.3 400s 0.085 gm
InGaAs 515 945 783 1045 645 1.0 1.3 28s 0.008 gm
(QW)
GaAs 515 945 783 1045 645 1.0 1.3 400s 0.085 gm
GaAs 480 926 834 1045 645 1.0 1.3 183s 0.025 gm
InGaP:Si 480 926 834 1045 645 1.6 1.8 2518s 0.75 jm
(Cladding) I I
GaAs:Si 640-> 965-* 750-> 1045 550 1.0 1.3 30min 0.5 pm
(Buffer) 480 926 834 1
Table C.1
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Notes:
1) Bold quantities indicate the cell was active during the growth of the layer.
2) The substrate was <100> GaAs:Si (~1018 cm-3).
3) Values given for AsH 3 and PH 3 are in standard cubic centimeters per minute.
4) The cracker temperature was 900 *C.
5) The substrate, gallium and indium were ramped from the values given to the first
InGaP layer values over the final 10 minutes of the buffer layer.
6) The beryllium and silicon cells were ramped up/down in the last/first 6.5 minutes of
the InGaP layers to either side of the tunnel junction.
7) The ramp of the beryllium in the cap layer occurred in the final 6 minutes of the
growth.
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Appendix D: Single stage ARROW laser design
The following table contain the design for a single stage vertical ARROW laser
design. This design would provide proof of concept of the vertical ARROW laser
concept and open the door for ARROW-BCL designs.
Layer Material Bandgap Doping Thickness
Layer 28 InGaAs Lattice matched p-doped 2x10 19  0.2 gm
Layer 27 InP ----------- p-doped 5x1018  0.5 gm
Layer 26 InP ------------ p-doped 2x1017  1.0 pm
Layer 25 InGaAsP X=1.2 gm p-doped 2x101 7  0.93 gm
Layer 24 InP -------- p-doped 2x1017  1.35 gm
Layers 6-23 0.8% X=1.54 gm to undoped 7 nm
This section is compressively 1.56 jm
repeated 9 strained QW emission
times. InP --------- undoped 9 nm
Layer 5 0.8% X=1.54 gm to undoped 7 nm
compressively 1.56 jm
strained QW emission
Layer 4 InP ------------ undoped 1.35 gm
Layer 3 InGaAsP %=1.2 gm n-doped 5x101 7  0.93 jm
Layer 2 InP -------- n-doped 5x1017  1.5 jim
Layer 1 InGaAsP X=1.2 jm n-doped 101 0.93 jm
Substrate InP ------ n-doped ~1018 ---------
Table D.1
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Appendix E: Matlab programs
This following pages provide the Matlab code used in calculating the data for many of
the figures in Chapters 2 through 4. The code is commented but is, in general, not very
user friendly. The parameter values must be changed from within the .m files and some
.m files must be run, to generate necessary data, prior to the running of others. Many
programs have sections of commented-out code that may be useful for calculating other
quantities of interest or may not be functional at all in its current setting. It is presented
here for archival purposes.
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%This program calculates the L-I and I-V characteristics of
%the BCL
x=O.8;%Ga mole fraction in In(I-x)Ga(x)As
q=1. 6e-19; %electron charge in coulombs
mo=9.11e-31;%electron mass in kg
L_z=80e-10; %length. of quantum well in meters
k=1.38066e-23;%Joules/Kelvin
T=300;%Temperature in Kelvin
k_T=k*T/1.6e-19;%thermal energy in eV
hbar=6.63e-34/ (2*pi) ; %in J*s
gamma1=6.85.*x + 20.4.*(1.-x);%Luttinger parameters
interpolated between GaAs and InAs
gamma2=2.1.*x + 8.3.*(1.-x);
emwell=(.067.*x + .025.*(l.-x))*mo;%electron effective mass
in qw in kg
hmwell=mo. / (gammal-2 .*gamma2) ; %heavy--hole ef fective mass in
qw in kg
Ecqw=0 .0391;%Energy to first electron quantized state
measured from conduction band edge
Ev qw=-0.0091;%Energy to first hole quantized state measured
from valence band edge
Echh=1.2653; %Energy gap of InO. 2GaO.8As including strain
effects
No=1.8e18;%Transparency density i cm^-3
B=0.8e-10;%Bimolecualr recombination coefficient
C=0;%Auger coefficient
n_group=4 . 2 ; %Group veloci ty
c=3e10;%Speed of light in cm/s
L_laser=500e-4;%Length of Fabry.Perot cavity in cm
Stripetop=20e-4;%Stripe width of laser
Stripebot=Stripe-top*1.5;%Assumed width of lower laser
caused by lateral diffusion
Vacttop=Ljlaser*Lz*Stripetop*100;%Active regions of top
and bottom junctions /Factor of 100 converts Lz to cm
Vactbot=Llaser*Lz*Stripebot*100;
gamma=0.0268;%Field overlap integral with QWs
Vphtop=Vact-top/garnma;%/olume occupied by photons from the
definition of gamma
Vphbot=Vact_bot/gamma;
beta=0 . 869e-4; %spontaneous emission coefficient
eta=0.75;%current injection efficiency
vgr=c/ngroup;%group velocity
geomnmir=.32;%power reflection coefficient for semiconductor
to air
alpham=L laser^-1*log(geomnmir^-1) ;%Mirror and internal loss
constants in cm^ .1
alphai=12;
taui=(alphai*vgr)^-1;%Mir.'ror and internal loss in sec^"-l
taum=(alpham*vgr)^-l;
tau=(1/taui + 1/tau-m)^-1;%Photon lifetime
h=6.63e-34;%Plancks constant in J*s
nu=3e8/980e-9;%photon frequency
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q=1.6e-19;%electron charge
go=2100;%gain coefficient
range=[-50*kT 50*kT];%range of values for the quasiFermi
levels used in find zero of functions
holeint_low_lim=Evqw-15*k_T;%lower integration limit
holeint_up_lim=Ev-qw; %upper integration limit
electint_lowlim=Ec_qw;
elect_intup_lim=Ecqw+15*k_T;
%Calculate the threshold electron density
n_thresh=No*exp(1/(gamma*tau*vgr*go))
%Calculate the threshold quaiFermi level
Ef n thresh=fzero('njdensminus_n_int',range, [],n_thresh,x,m
o,Lz,k_T,hbar,Ecqw,emwell,electint_lowlim,electintup_4
im) /kT;
%Generate a set of electron quasi -Fermi levels for the
topmost junction
Ef-n-topO=-
k_T*floor(Ef_n-thresh)/2:kT:kT*floor(Ef_n-thresh);
Ef n top1=kT*floor(Ef_n_thresh)+.1*kT:0.1*kT:kT*floor(Ef
_n thresh*10)/10;
Ef-n-top2=kT*floor(Ef_n_thresh*10)/10+.01*kT:.01*kT:kT*f
loor(Ef nthresh*1e2)/le2;
Ef-n-top3=kT*floor(Ef_nthresh*1e2)/1e2+.001*kT:0.001/10*k
_T:k T*floor(Ef_n_thresh*1e3)/1e3;
Ef-n-top4=kT*floor(Ef_n_thresh*1e3)/le3+.0001*kT:0.0001/10
*kT:kT*floor(Ef_n_thresh*1e4)/le4;
Ef-n-top5=kT*floor(Ef_n_thresh*1e4)/le4+.00001*kT:0.00001*
k_T:kT*floor(Ef_n_thresh*1e5)/1e5;
Ef§n.top6=kT*floor(Ef_n_thresh*1e5)/le5+.000001*kT:0.00000
l*kT:kT*floor(Ef-n thresh*1e6)/le6;
Ef n top7=kT*floor(Ef_n_thresh*1e6)/le6+.0000001*kT:0.0000
001*kT:kT*floor(Ef-n_thresh*1e7)/le7;
Ef-n top=[Ef_n_topO Efjn-top1 Ef_n_top2 Ef_n_top3
Ef-n-top4];
electint_lowlim=Ec_qw;
electintup-lim=Ec-qw+15*kT;
%Calculate the electron carrier density in the topmost
junction based upon the tabulated quasiFermi levels
for k=1:length(Ef_n_top)
carrierdensity-top(k)=(emwell*1.6e-19*1e-
6/(L-z*pi*hbar^2))*quad8('ElectronFermiDist',electint_low
_lim, electintup_lim, [], [],Efjn-top(k));
end
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%Assuming n=p (quasi-neutra.1) calculate the hole quasiFermi
level for a given elctron (hole) density
for m=1:length(Ef-n_top)
Ef_p_top(m)=fzero('n_densminuspint',range, [],carrierdens
itytop(m),x,mo,Lz,kT,hbar,hmwell,...
Ev-qw,holeint_lowlim,holeint_uplim);
end
%Calculate the gain in the top junction as a function of
carrier density
g_top=go*log(carrier densitytop/No);
%Calculate current
I_top=((q*Vacttop*B*carrier densitytop.^2/eta).*(1 +
gamma.*beta*vgr*gtop./(l/tau - gamma*vgr*gtop)));
I_bot=Itop*Vactbot/Vacttop;
%interpolate the I values for the bottom junction
carrierdensity-bot=interpl(IKbot,carrierdensity-top,I-top,
'spline');
%calculate the electron and hole guasiFermi levels for the
bottom junction
for m=l:length(Ef-n_top)
m
Ef-p-bot (m) =f zero ('n_densminus_p_int' ,range, [],carrierdens
ity-bot(m),x,mo,Lz,kT,hbar,hmwell,...
Ev-qw,holeint_lowlim,hole_int_up_lim);
end
for m=l:length(Ef-n-top)
Ef_n_bot(m)=fzero('ndensminus_njint',range, [],carrierdens
itybot(m),x,mo,Lz,k_T,hbar,Ecqw,emwell,electint_lowlim,
electintup_lim);
end
%Calculate gain for bottom junctions
g_bot=go*log(carrier density-bot/No);
Nphtop=[gamma*beta*B*carrierdensity-top.^2./(1/tau -
gamma*vgr*gtop)];
Nphjbot=[gamma*beta*B*carrierdensitybot.^2./(l/tau -
gamma*vgr*g-bot)];
Pouttop=(vgr*alpham*Nphtop.*Vphtop*h*nu/2);
Poutbot=(vgr*alpham*Nph bot.*Vphbot*h*nu/2);
Pout=Pout-top+Poutbot;
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Voltjunctop=Ef-n-top-Ef-p_top+Ec hh;
Volt-juncbot=-2*Ef_p_bot+Ec_hh;
Vtunjunc=Itop*6;
V=Voltjunc-top+Voltjuncbot+Vtun-junc;
I=I_top;
figure (1)
plot(I*1e3, Pout*le3)
title('Power/Facet vs.
xlabel('Current (mA)')
ylabel('Optical Output
Current')
Power (mW)')
figure (2)
plot(I*1e3, Pouttop*1e3)
title('Power/Facet Top vs. Current')
xlabel('Current (mA)')
ylabel('Optical Output Power (mW)')
figure (3)
plot(I*le3, Poutbot*1e3)
title('Power/Facet Bottom vs.
xlabel('Current (mA)')
ylabel('Optical Output Power
figure (4)
plot (I*1e3,V)
title('I vs V')
xlabel('Current
ylabel('Voltage
Current')
(mW)')
(mA)')
(Volts) ')
figure (5)
plot(I*1e3,carrierdensitytop)
title('Carrier density in top QW vs Current')
xlabel('Current (mA)')
ylabel('Carrier Density in top QW (cm^-3)')
figure (6)
plot(I*le3,carrierdensitybot,I*1e3,
title('Carrier density in bottom and
xlabel('Current (mA)')
ylabel('Carrier Density in bottom QW
carrierdensitytop)
top QWs vs Current')
(cm^-3)')
%figure(7)
%plot(I,carrier density bot, '
x' ,Ibot, carrier density top, 'r.0')
%axis([0 5e--4 0 5e18])
%ti t le ( 'Carr ier density in bottom QW vs Current')
%xlabei ( 'Current (Amps)')
%ylabel('Carrier Density in bottom QW (cm^-3) ')
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% This is an auxiliary program to the BCL program for
determining carrier densities
function f=pdens (Ef_p,n_dens,x,mo,L_z,k_T,hbar,hmwell, ...
Ev-qw,holeint_lowlim,hole_int_up_lim)
f=ndens- (hmwell*1. 6e-19*le-
6/(L_z*pi*hbar^2))*quad8('HoleFermiDist',holeint_lowlim,
holeintup_lim, [] [] , Ef_p) ;
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% This is an auxiliary program to the BCL program for
determining carrier densities
function f=p-dens(Ef_p,n_dens,x,mo,L_z,k_T,hbar,hmwell, ...
Ev_qw,holeint_lowjlim,holeint-up-lim)
f=ndens- (hmwell*l. 6e-19*le-
6/ (L_z*pi*hbar^2) ) *quad8( 'HoleFermiDist' ,holeintlowjlim,
holeint_up_lim, [], [] ,Ef_p);
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%This program calculates quantities of interest in slab
wavguides
global ko nclad w k-prime ncore
w=.22e-4;%cm where w is the waveguide width
d=0.008e-4;%cn where d is the QW width
ko=(2*pi/0.98e-4)%cm.-
n_core=3.52;
n_clad=3.275;
range=[O pi/2];
answer=fzero('waveguide',range)
k-x=(2/w)*answer
alpha=(2/w)*answer*tan(answer)
confinement= (1+ ( (cos (answer) )2) /((alpha*w/2) *(1+sin(2*answe
r)/(2*answer) )))Al
qw-confinement=(d+k_xAl*sin(k-x*d))/(w+kXA
1*sin(kx*w)+2*alpha^-l*(cos(kx*w/2)A2))
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%This program calculates the tunneling I-V characterisitcs
q=1.6e-19;%electron charge in Coulombs
m_electron=9.11e-31;%electron mass in kg
%meff=0.063*m electron;%conduction band electron effective
mass
%meff=5.5237e-032;%electron effective mass in 15% InGaAs
hbar=6.63e-34/(2*pi);%Planck's constant in J*s
k=1.38e-23;%Joules/.Kelvin
y=logspace(log1O(6e18),20,10);
%Ga mole fraction index
%xstrt=1.0;
%xstp=.85;
%x=xstrt:- .05:xstp;
x=0.15
%materials parameters as a function of Ga mole fraction(=x)
gammal=6.85.*x + 20.4.*(l.-x);
gamma2=2.1.*x + 8.3.*(1.-x);
C11=11.879.*x + 8.329.*(1.-x);
C12=5.376.*x + 4.526.*(l.-x);
a=-9.77.*x - 6.0.*(.-x);
b=-1.7.*x -1.8.*(.-x);
lattice=5.6533.*x + 6.0584.*(l.-x);
nu=C12. / (C11+C12);
%strain values
f=(lattice-5.65325)./lattice;
epsxx=-f;
epsyy=-f;
epszz=-2.*C12.*epsxx./Cll;
%Energy gaps and barrier heights for InGaAs QW and AlGaAs
barrier
Egapqw=.324 + .7.*x +.4.*x.^2;
Egapbar=1.424;
Ecjhh=Egapqw+a.*(epsxx+epsyy+epszz)-b/2.*(epsxx+epsyy-
2.*epszz);
%masses for wells and barriers
emwell=(.067.*x + .025.*(1.-x))*melectron;
hmwell=melectron./(gammal-2.*gamma2);
T=3 00; %room temperature in Kelvin
for 1=1:length(x)
E-gap=Ec-hh(l);
m_effe=emwell(l);
m_eff_v=hmwell(l);
m_eff=(m~eff_e^-+meff_v^-l)A-;
%temperature dependent energy gap in eV for GaAs pg 101 of
"Semiconductor basic data" by Madelung
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%E gap=1. 519-5. 408e 4*T.^"2. / (T'+204)
%Egap=1.2782;%Energy gap in 15% InGaAs
N_A=2e19;%Acceptor doping concentration per cubic centimeter
N_D=2e19;%Donor doping concentration per cubic centimeter
N_e f f=NA*ND/ (NA+ND) ;% " reduced" doping
eps=8. 854e-14*13 .1; %Farads/cm for GaAs
N_c=2.51e19*(m_eff/melectron)^1.5*(T/300)^1.5;%effective
density of states in the conduction band per cubic
centimeter band-back cover of "Microelectronic devices" by
Yang
N_v=2.51e19*(m_eff_v/melectron)^1.5* (T/300)^1.5;%effective
density of states in the valence band per cubic centimeter
band--back cover of "Microelectronic devices" by Yang
%V.n= ( (k*T) /q) * (log (N.D/N~c) + (sqrt (2) /4) * (ND/N c) + (3 /16-
sqrt (3) /9) * (N D/Nc A2) ^2+1. 48386e.4* (N_.D/N )^3-4.42563e-
6* (N.DIN_c) 4) ; %di stance Fermi level is above conduction
band edge in Volts
%Vp= ( (k*T) /q) * (log (N A /Nv) + (sgrt (2) /4) * (N.A/N_v) + (3 /16-
sqrt (3) /9)*(N * A/N A)2U--I.48386e-4*(N /N_v)^3-4.42563e-
6* (N.A/N v) "4) ;%distance Fermi level is below valence band
edge in Volts
K_1=4.9;%coefficient in Pade approx.
K_2=sqrt(-2*(3/16-sqrt(3)/9)/K_1) ;%coeffi.cient in the Pade
approximation
VWn= ( (k*T) /q) * (log (ND/Nc) + (1/sqrt (8) ) * (ND/Nc) + (K_*log (1
+K_2* (ND/N_c)) -K1*K2* (ND/N_c))) ;%Pade approximation for
location of Fermi level
V_p= ( (k*T) /q) * (log (NA/N v) + (l/sqrt (8) ) * (NA/Nv) + (K_1*log (1
+K_2* (N_A/Nv)) -K1*K2* (N_A/Nv))) ;%Pade approximation for
location of Fermi level
V_bi=Vn+Vp+Egap;%bui.ltin potential in (e)Volts due to
doping
V_a=-15*k*T/q:O.l*k*T/q:5*k*T/q;%Range of applied voltages
in volts
for m=l length (V_a)
w_depl=sqrt (2*eps* (V-bi-
V-a(m))/(q*NA*ND*(ND+NA)))*(NA+ND);%width of the
depletion region in un.its of cm
%E bi=sgrt (q*V bi*N_ef f / (2*eps) %built in electric field
in V/cm cue to doping
E_bi=2*(Vbi-V_a(m))/wdepl;%'max' built in electric
field in V/cm cue to doping
E_bar=(sqrt(2)*h-bar*Ebi*100)/(pi*sqrt(meff)*sqrt(Egap*q)
);%constant defined by Kane in units of eV
int_coeff=le-4*q^3*m_eff/ (2*pi^2*hbar^3)*exp(-
pi*sqrt (mef f ) * (Egap*q)^1. 5/ (2*sqrt (2) *h bar*Ebi*100*q));
E_v (m) = (VXbi-V_a (m) -E-gap) . / (k*T/q) ; %Range of energies
over which to integrate
E_1=0:0.01:E_v(m)/2;
E_2=Ev(m)/2:0.01:E_v(m);
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delFermil=exp(EJ-Vn/(k*T/q)).*(1-exp(-
V_a(m)./(k*T/q)))./((l+exp(E_1-
(V_a(m)+V n)./(k*T/q))).*(l+exp(E_1-V-n/(k*T/q))));
delFermi_2=exp(E_2-V n/(k*T/q)).*(1-exp(-
V_a(m)./(k*T/q)))./((l+exp(E_2-
(V_a(m)+V n)./(k*T/q))).*(l+exp(E_2-V n/(k*T/q))));
j_1=trapz(E_1,delFermi_1.*(l-exp(-
2*E_1/E bar)).*(E bar/2));
j_2=trapz(E_2,delFermi 2.*(l-exp(-2*(E-v(m)-
E_2)/E-bar)).*(E-bar/2));
j (m) = (j_1+j_2) *int-coeff;
end
stripe width=20e-4;%width of stripe in cm
laserlength=500e-4;%length of laser in cm
i{l}=j*stripe-width*laserlength;
end
figure
%plot(V a,i{l})
plot (V-a, i{l},V a, i{2},V a, i{3}, V-a, i{4})
axis([-0.4 0.1 -140 5])
xlabel('Voltage (Volts)')
ylabel('Current (mA)')
%plot (V._a, E.__v)
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% This program ca. culates the BCL band diagram
q=1.6e-19;%electron charge in Coulombs
m_electron=9.lle-31;%electron mass in kg
y=0.4;%Aluminum mole frcaction
T=300;%System temperature in Kelvin
m_eff_v=(0.50+0.29*y) *m electron;%valence band electron
effective mass
m eff v_t=0.50*melectron;%val.e nce band hole effective mass
in GaAs tunnel junction
m_eff_c=(0.0665+0.083*y)*melectron;%c onduction band hole
effective mass
m -eff c_t=0.0665*melectron;%conduc tion band electron
effective mass in GaAs tunniel junction.
h_bar=6.63e-34/(2*pi) ;%Planck' s constant in J*s
k=1.38e-23;%Boltzmann constant in Joules/Kelvin
E_gap-i=1.424;%Bandgajp energy in eV of GaAs intrinsic region
E_gap=(1.424+1.247*y) ;%Bandgap energy in eV of AlGaAs as a
function of Al mole fraction 'y'
N_A=5e17;%Acceptor doping concentration per cubic centimeter
N_D=5e17;%Donor doping concentration per cubic centimeter
N_D_t=1.478e19;%Donor doping concentration in the tunnel
junction per cubic centimeter
N_A_t=4.28e19;%%Acceptor doping concentration per cubic
centimeter
N_e f f=NA*ND/ (NA+ND) ; % " reduced" doping
eps=8.854e-14*13.1;%Faracs/cm for GaAs
eps_cl=(13.1-3.0*y)*8.854e-14;%Farads/cin for AlGaAs
(cladding) of Al mole fraction 'y'
N_c=2.51e19*(m_eff_c/melectron)^1.5*(T/300)^1.5;%effective
density of states in the conduction band. per cubic
centimeter
N_v=2.51e19*(meff_v/m electron)^1.5*(T/300)^1.5;%effective
density of states in the valence band per cubic centimeter
N_c_t=2.51e19*(meff c_ t/m_electron)^1.5*(T/300)^1.5;%effect
ive density of states in the conduction band per cubic
centimeter
N_v_t=2.51e19*(meff v t/melectron)^1.5*(T/300)^1.5;%effect
ive density of states in. the valence band per cubic
centimeter band
K_1=4.9;%coefficient in Pade approx.
K_2=sqrt(-2*(3/16-sqrt(3)/9)/K_) ; %coefficient in the Pade
approximation
V n= ( (k*T) /q) * (log (ND/N_c) + (1/sqrt (8) ) * (ND/N_c) + (K_*log (1
+K_2* (ND/N_c) ) -K*K2* (ND/N_c))) ;%Pade approximation for
location of .Fermi level
V-p= ( (k*T) /q) * (log (NA/N-v) + (1/sqrt (8) )*(NA/N v) + (K-1*log (1
+K_2* (NA/N-v) ) -K1*K2* (NA/Nv))) ; %Pade approximation for
location of Fermi level
V_n_t=((k*T)/q)*(log(N_D_t/N_c_t)+(1/sqrt(8))*(N_D_t/N-ct)+
(K_1*log(l+K2* (N_D_t/N_c_t) ) -K1*K2* (ND_t/N_c_t))) ;%Pade
approximation for location of Fermi level
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V-p-t= ( (k*T) /q) * (log (NA_t/N_v_t) + (1/sqrt (8) ) * (NAt/Nv~t) +
(K_1*log(l+K-2* (NA_t/N_v_t))-K_1*K_2*(NA-t/Nvt))) ; %Pade
approximation for location of Fermi level
V_bi=V_n+Vp+Egap;%built-in potential in (e)Volts due to
doping across the laser p-i-n structure
del_E_gap=E-gap-Egap_i;%Bandgap difference between cladding
and intrinsic region
del_E_v=0.33*delE-gap;%Bandgap offset at valence band
del_E_c=0.67*delE-gap;%Bandgap offset at conduction band
V_bi_n_t=del_.Ec-V_n_t+Vn%built-in potential in (e)Volts
due to doping at n-cladding to n-tunnel
Vbi-p-t=del_E_v-V-p-t+V-p%built-in potential in (e)Volts
due to doping at p- cladding to p-tunnel
x_i=0.22e-4;%intrinsic layer width in cm
x-p=(-
q*NA*xi/eps+sqrt((q*NA*x_i/eps)^2+4*(q*NA/epscl)*V bi))
/(2*q*NA/eps);%depletion region on the p-cladding side
x_n=x-p* (NA/ND) ;%depletion region on the n-side of the
cladding
x_cl=0.75e-4;%width of cladding region in cm
x_flat p=xcl-xp;%width of undepleted region in p-type
cladding
x_flatn=xcl-xn;%width of undepleted region in n-type
cladding
del=O. Ole-4; %spatial increment
x_l=-xflatp:del:-xp;%flat p-region
x_2=-x-p: del/100: 0; %depleted p-region
x_3=0:del:x_i;%intrinsic region
x_4=x_i:del/100:x_n+xi;%depleted n-region
x_5=xi+xn:del:xi+xn+xflat-n;%flat n-region
E_v(l:length(x_1))=O;%flat region
E_v(length(E v)+l:length(E-v)+length(x_2))=-
q*NA*(x_2+x p) .^2/(2*epscl) ;%p- depletion
E_v(length(E v)+1:length(E v)+length(x_3))=del_E_v-
q*NA*xp^2/ (2*epscl) -q*NA*xp*x_3/eps;%irtrinsic
E_v(length(Ev)+1:length(E-v)+length(x_4) )=-q*NA*x p^2-
q*NA*xp*x-i/eps-q*ND/(2*eps-cl)*(2*x n*(x_4-x-i)-(x_4-
x_i) .^2) ; %n-depletion
E_v(length(E v)+l:length(E v)+length(x_5))=-q*NA*x_p^2-
q*NA*xp*x-i/eps-q*ND/ (2*eps_cl) *x-nA2;
delactive=length(E-v);
E_c(1:length(x _)+length(x_2) )=E_v(1:length(x_)+length(x_2)
)+E-gap;
E_c(length(Ec)+l:length(Ec)+length(x_3))=E-v(length(Ec)+1
:length(Ec)+length(x_3))+Egapi;
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E_c(length(Ec)+:length(E_c)+length(x_4)+length(x5) )=E-v(l
ength(E_c)+l:length(E_c)+length(x_4)+length(x_5) )+Egap;
x_n_cl=sqrt((2*epscl/(q*ND))*(V bi_n_t-k*T/q));%depletion
width (in cm) .in n-ciladding at junction to n-side of tunnel
junction
x_p_cl=sqrt ( (2*epscl/ (q*NA) ) * (Vbip_t-k*T/q) ) ; %depletion
width (in cm) in p-cladding at junction tp p--side of tunnel
junction
%x_6=x.ncl:del/100:0; %depleted region in n-cladding at the
junction of n-cladding to n-tunnel
%E.(length (E v) +1 : leng th (E v) +1.ength (x.6) ) =Ev (,length (E._v)
.q*ND* (x.6-+x.n...cl) .^2; %Valence band energy in the cladding
at junction. to n--tunnel.
%E-c (length (E c) +1.: length (E c) +length (x.6) ) =E v (length (E_c) +
1: length (E_..._c) +len.gth (x_6) ) +E._gap; %Conduction band energy in
depleted region
%x_6=x_6imax(x.5) ; %reset the position
V_bit=V_n-t+V_p_t+E-gap_i; %built in. potential in tunnel
homo j un.c t i on
x-p_t=sqrt (2*eps*V-bit/ (q*N_A_t*N_D_t* (NDt+NAt)) ) *ND-t
;%depletion region on the p side of the tunnel junction
x_n_t=x_p_t*NA-t/NDt;%depletion region on the n-side
the tunnel junction
x_7=-x_n_t:del/1000:0;%depleted n-region of the tunnel
junction
x_8=0:del/1000:x-p-t;%depl]eted p-region of the tunnel
of
j unction
E-v(length(E-v)+l:length(E-v)+length(x_7) )=Ev(length(Ev) )+
del_E_v+q*ND-t/(2*eps)*(x_7+x_n_t). 2;
E_c(length(E_c)+l:length(E_c)+length(x_7) )=Ev(length(E_c)+1
:length(Ec)+length(x_7))+E_gap_i;
E_v(length(E-v)+l:length(E-v)+length(x8) )=E-v(length(Ev) )+
q*NA t/(2*eps)*(2*x_8*x_p_t-x_8.^2);
E-c(length(E_c)+l:length(E_c)+length(x_8) )=E-v(length(E_c)+l
:length(Ec)+length(x_8))+E_gap_i;
x_7=x_7+max(x_5)+x n_t;
x_8=x_8+max(x_7);
E v(length(E-v)+l:length(E-v)+del_active)=E-v(l:del_active);
E-c(length(E-c)+1:length(E-c)+delactive)=Ec(l:delactive);
z=[xl x_2 x_3 x_4 x_5];
x_9=max(x_8)-min(xl)+z;
x=[x_l x_2 x_3 x_4 x_5
plot (x, Ev, x, Ec)
x_7 x_8 x_9] ;
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% This program calculates the thrshold current
%ARROW BCL
q=1. 6e-19;
N_w=10;
w=0.007e-4;
B=0.22e-10;
C=9e-29;
N_tr=1.82*1e18;
etai=0.80;
L=500e-4;
R1=0.32;
R2=0.95
g o=1864;
alpha-m=(1/(2*L))*log((Rl*R2)^-l);
%alphar=[38.7 20.0 11.0 6.4 3.8 2.4
%gamma=[0.0265 0.0263 0.0212
0.0142 0.0133]
1.6 1.0 0.71/3;
0.0193 0.0177 0.0163 0.0152
%core width=[2 2.25 2.5 2.75 3.0 3.25 3.5 3.75 4.00]
J_th=(q*Nw*w*B*Ntr^2/etai)*exp(2*(alpha_i+alpha-r+alpha-m
)./ (gamma*go) ) +(q*w*Nw*C*NItr^3/eta_i)*exp(3*(alpha_i+alph
a_r+alpham)./(gamma*g-o));
plot(corewidth,J_th)
[haxes, hlinel,hline2]=plotyy(core-width, J-th, corewidth,
alpha-r)
xlabel('Core width (microns)')
title('Single core ARROW at 1.55 microns')
%xlabel ( 'Core width (microns) ')
%ylabel ('Threshold current density (A/cm^2)')
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for the
5 This program f inds the ARROW resonances
for m=1:21
corewidth=2.0+0.1*(m-1);
corewidth(m)=corewidth
qrtr_lambdao=corewidth/2;
n-o=3.17;
n_1=3.4;
%lambda.= linspace (1, 100 0 , 100000)
lambda=1.55;
s=sqrt((4*(n_1^2-n_o^2)/lambda^2+corewidth^-2)^-1)
threeqrtrjlambda_1=3*s/2
thetao=linspace(0,pi/2,10000);
theta_1=asin(no*sin(theta-o)/n_1);
%theta.o=0;
%theta.1=0;
r_o_to_1=(n-o*cos(thetao)-
n_1*cos(theta_1))./(n-o*cos(theta-o)+n_1*cos(thetaj));
%to to 1=2*sgrt (n.o*n 1*cos(theta o) .*cos(thetal) ) ./(n_o*c
os (thetao) +n_.1*cos (theta.1));
%tIto o=2*sqrt (n o*n _1*cos (theta o) . *cos (theta.._) ) ./(n_o*c
os (theta.o) +n._1 *cos (theta.1) ) ;
t_o_to_1=2*no*cos(thetao)./(no*cos(theta-o)+n_1*cos(theta
_1));
t_1_too=2*n_1*cos(theta_1)./(n_o*cos(thetao)+n_1*cos(theta
_1));
r_1_too=-r_o-to_1;
k_x_1=2*pi*n_1*cos(theta_1)./lambda;
k_x_o=2*pi*n-o*cos(thetao)./lambda;
phase core=j*k_x_o*corewidth;
phase-three-qrtr_lambda_1=j*k-xl*three qrtrlambda_1;
phaseqrtrjlambdao=j*k_x_o*qrtr_lambda-o;
spacer (m) =s;
threeqrtr_layer(m)=three_qrtrlambda_1;
for i=1:length(theta-o)
T_o_to_1=(l/t_o_tol(i))*[l r_o_tol(i); r_o_to_1(i) 1];
T_1_too=(l/t_1_too(i))*[1 r_1_to-o(i); r_1_to o(i) 1];
T_core=[exp(phase_core(i)) 0; 0 exp(-phasecore(i))];
T_three-qrtrjlambdaj=[exp(phase three_qrtrjlambda_1(i)) 0;
0 exp(-phase threeqrtrjlambda_1(i))];
T_qrtrlambda-o=[exp(phaseqrtrjlambdao(i)) 0; 0 exp(-
phaseqrtrjlambdao(i))];
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wholestructure=T_1_to o*Thqrtrlambdao*Tatol*Tthree-qr
trlambdal*T-1_too*Tcore*T_o_tol*Tthree-qrtrlambdal*T
_1_too*T-qrtrlambdao*T_0_tol;
reflectorstructure=T_o_to_1*Tthree-qrtr lambdal*T-1_to_o*
Thqrtrlambdao*T_0_to_1;
StructureTransmistivity(i)=(wholestructure(1,1)*wholestru
cture(1,1) )^-1;
Transmistivity(i)=(reflectorstructure(1,1)*reflectorstruct
ure(1,1) ')^-1;
Reflectivity(i)=l-Transmistivity(i);
alpha(i)=2*log(Reflectivity(i)^-
1)*lambda*1e4/((2*n-o*corewidth^2)*sqrt(l-
(lambda/(2*no*core_width))^2));
end
for i=1000:length(thetao)
alphaprime(i)=2*le4*log(Reflectivity(i)^-
1)/(2*corewidth*tan(theta-o(i)));
end
%figure
%plot(theta *o*180/pi, Reflectivity, '-.g')
%xabel ( 'Propagation Angle in Core'
%ylabel('Single Reflector Reflectivity')
%figure
%plot(theta o*1 8 0/pi, Transmistivity);
%xlabel('Propagation Angle in Core')
%ylabei ('Single Ref lector Transmistivity')
%figure
%plot(theta.._o (1000:length(theta.o) )*180/pi,alpha(1000:length
(theta o)));
%xlabel('Propagation Angle in Core')
%ylabel ( ' Los s..... (cI-I1)'
%figure
%plot (theta.o*180 /pi, alpha)
%xlabel ( 'Propacgation Angle in Core')
%ylabel('Loss (cm^-1)')
%figure
%plot (thetao*180 /pi, Structure Transmistivity)
%xlabel ( 'Propagation Angle in Core')
%ylabel('Structure Transmistivity')
thetares=acos(lambda/(2*n-o*corewidth));
theta_o_prime=thetao-theta_res;
index=find(min(abs(theta_o_prime))==abs(theta o_prime));
loss (m) =alpha (index)
w=0.007;%QW width
b=0.009;%Barrier width
gamma_1=(w+corewidth*sin(pi*w/core-width)/pi)/(corewidth+c
orewidth/pi);
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gamma_2= (w+corewidth*sin(pi* (b+3*w/2) /corewidth) /pi-
corewidth*sin(pi* (b+w/2) /corewidth) /pi) / (corewidth+core_w
idth/pi);
gamma_3=(w+corewidth*sin(pi* (2*b+5*w/2) /corewidth) /pi-
corewidth*sin(pi* (2*b+3*w/2) /corewidth) /pi) / (core width+co
rewidth/pi);
gamma (m) =gamma_1+2* (gamma_2+gamma_3)
end
corewidth=corewidth
alpha-r=loss
gamma
spacer
threeqrtrjlayer
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%This program calculates the farfield information for a
%three core ARROW-BCL
for k=1:21
corewidth=1.9+0.1*k;%in microns
qrtrlambda_o_width=corewidth/2;%in microns
numcores=3;
numspacers=2;
num qrtr_wavereflec=2;
numthree-qrtr-wavereflec=2;
lambda=1.55;
n_0_=3.17; %index of core
n_1_=3.4;%index of spacer
thetao=acos(lambda/(2*corewidth*n o));
%theta o=82 .3*pi/180;
thetal=asin((n-o_/n_1_)*sin(theta-o));
spacerwidth=sqrt((4*(n_1_^2-n_o_^2)/(lambda^2)+corewidth^-
2) A1) %in microns
threeqrtrlambda_o_=3.17;%index of core
threeqrtrlambda_1_width=(3/2)*spacerwidth;%in microns
n_o=3.17*cos(theta-o);%effective index for low index
material
n_1=3.4*cos(theta_1);%effective index for high index
material
devicewidth=numcores*corewidth+num spacers*spacerwidth+n
umqrtr-wave reflec*qrtrlambda_o_width+...
numthree-qrtrwavereflec*threeqrtrjlambda_1_width;
%spacer.. width=spacer width*3;
r_o_to=(n-o-n_1)/(n-o+n_1);%reflection coefficient going
from material of index n o to material of index n_1
t_o-to_1=2*(n-o)/(n-o+n1);%transnission coefficient going
from material of index n o to material of index n_1
t_1_too=2*(n_1)/(n-o+n_1);%transmission coefficient going
from material of index n o to material of index n_1
r_1_too=-r_o_to_l;%reflection coefficient for wave
propogating from material of index in_1 to material of index
n__0
k_x_1=2*pi*n_1/lambda;%transverse k-vector in material of
index n_1
k_x_o=2*pi*n-o/lambda;%transverse k-vector in material of
index no
x=linspace(-devicewidth/2,devicewidth/2,4096);
ind{1}=[l:max(find(-devicewidth/2+qrtr_lambda_o_width>x))];
ind{2}=[max(ind{l})+l:max(find((-
device_width/2+qrtrlambda_o_width+three_qrtr-lambda_1_width
)>x))];
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ind{3}=[max(ind{2})+l:max(find((-
device width/2+qrtrlambda_o_width+three-qrtr_lambda_1_width
+core_width)>x))];
ind{4}=[max(ind{3})+l:max(find((-
device width/2+qrtrlambda_o_width+three-qrtr_lambda_1_width
+corewidth+spacer-width)>x))];
ind{5}=[max(ind{4})+l:max(find((-
device width/2+qrtrlambda_o_width+three-qrtr_lambda_1_width
+2*corewidth+spacerwidth)>x))];
ind{6}=[max(ind{5})+l:max(find((-
device width/2+qrtrlambda_o_width+three-qrtr_lambda_1_width
+2*corewidth+2*spacerwidth)>x))];
ind{7}=[max(ind{6})+l:max(find((-
devicewidth/2+qrtrlambda_o_width+three-qrtr_lambda_1_width
+3*corewidth+2*spacerwidth)>x))];
ind{8}=[max(ind{7})+l:max(find((-
device-width/2+qrtrlambda_o_width+2*threeqrtrlambda_1_wid
th+3*corewidth+2*spacerwidth)>x))];
ind{9}=[max(ind{8})+1:40961;
index(ind{1})=n-o_;
index(ind{2})=nl_;
index(ind{3})=n-o_;
index(ind{4})=n_1_;
index(ind{5})=n-o_;
index(ind{6})=nl_;
index(ind{7})=n-o_;
index(ind{8})=nl_;
index(ind{9})=n-o_;
phase core=k_x_o*corewidth;
phase spacer=k x_1*spacer-width;
phase three-qrtrlambdal=k_x_l*threeqrtrlambda_1_width;
phase-qrtrjlambda o=k_x_o*qrtrjlambda_o-width;
T_o_tol=(l/t_o_tol)*[l r_o_to_1; r o to_1 1];
T_1_to-o=(l/t_1_too)*[l r_1_too; rlto-o 1];
T_core=[exp(i*phase-core) 0; 0 exp(-i*phasecore)];
T_spacer=[exp(i*phasespacer) 0; 0 exp(-i*phasespacer)];
T_three-qrtrjlambda_1=[exp(i*phase-three-qrtr_lambda_1) 0; 0
exp(-i*phase-three_qrtrjlambdal)];
T_qrtrlambdao=[exp(i*phaseqrtr_lambda-o) 0; 0 exp(-
i*phaseqrtrjlambdao)];
input= [0; iI;
qrtr_fieldr=T-qrtrlambdao*T_o_to_l*input;
threeqrtr-field r=Tthree-qrtrjlambdal*T_1_to-o*qrtrfield
_r;
corefieldr=Tcore*T_o_tol*three-qrtrfieldr;
spacer fieldr=Thspacer*T_1_too*corefield-r;
corefieldc=Tcore*T_o_to_1*spacerfield-r;
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spacerfield_l=Tspacer*T_1_too*corefield-c;
corefield_l=Tcore*T_o_to_1*spacerfield-1;
three-qrtr fieldl=Tthree-qrtrlambdal*T_1_too*corefield
_1;
qrtrfield_l=T_qrtrlambdao*T_o_to_l*three-qrtr_fieldj1;
output=T_1_to_o*qrtr-field_1;
AB_9=qrtrfield-r;
AB_8=three-qrtrfieldr;
AB_7=corefield-r;
AB_6=spacerfield r;
AB_5=corefield-c;
AB_4=spacerfieldj1;
AB_3=core fieldl;
AB_2=three-qrtrfield_1;
AB_1=qrtrfieldjl;
ABO=output;
AB=[AB_1,AB_2,AB_3,AB_4,AB_5,AB_6,AB_7,AB_8,AB_9];
k_vector= [k-x-o, k-x_1, k-x-o, k-x_1, k-x-o, k_x_1, k-x-o,
k_xl, k-x-o];
Z=X;
for m=1:9
y(ind{m})=AB(1,m)*exp(-i*kvector(m)*(z(ind{m})-
z(min(ind{m})))) + AB(2,m)*exp(i*k-vector(m)*(z(ind{m})-
z(min(ind{m}))));
end
maximum=max(abs(y));
y_prime=y/max(real(y));
[haxes, hlinel, hline2]=plotyy(z, (real(y-prime)).^2, z,
index)
axes(haxes(1))
axis([min(z) max(z) 0 1])
ylabel('Near field intensity (arb units)')
axes (haxes(2))
axis([min(z) max(z) 3.1 3.47])
ylabel('Index')
xlabel('Microns')
figure
doubley (z, index, real (y))
doubley(z,index, (real (y)) .2)
ABC;
thetafar=linspace(-pi/4,pi/4,length(z));
arg=i*2*pi*sin(thetafar);
for l=1:length(theta_far)
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integrand=y.*exp(arg(l)*z);
farfieldtrap(l)=cos(thetafar(l))*trapz(z,integrand);
end
figure
farfieldtrap-prime=farfieldtrap/max(real(far_field-trap)
plot(180*thetajfar/pi,real(far-fieldtrap-prime))
figure
plot(180*theta far/pi, (real(farlfieldtrap-prime)).^2)
%half main lobe power (k) =trapz (theta.far (find (max (abs (real (f
ar-f ieldtrap) ) )==abs (rea 1 (far f ield trap) ) ) find (min (abs (re
al (farfield.trap (length (theta far) /2: ...
max (f ind(theta.far<=7*pi/18O) ) ) ) ) )==abs (real (far._field.trap)
)), ...
% (abs (real (f ar. field trap (f ind (max (abs (real (f ar_f ield-trap)
==abs (real (f arfield trap)) ) f ind (min (abs (real (far f ield tr
ap (length (theta..f ar) /2: .
max (f ind (theta far<=7*pi/18Q ) ) ) ) ) )=abs (rea.l (far fieldtrap)
)))))).^2);
halftotalpower(k)=trapz(thetafar, (real(farfieldtrap)).^
2)/2;
%percent main.lobe (k) =haI f _main.lobe .power (k) /half._total_..pow
er(k)
neartotal-power(k)=trapz(z, (real(y)).^2);
gammaqrtr_lambdao(k)=(trapz(z(min(ind(1}):max(ind{1})), (re
al(y(min(ind{l}):max(ind{l})))).^2)/(near totalpower(k)))*2
gamma three qrtrlambdal(k)=(trapz(z(min(ind{2}):max(ind{2}
)),(real(y(min(ind{2}):max(ind{2})))).^2)/(near total-power(
k)))*2;
gammaspacer(k)=(trapz(z(min(ind{4}):max(ind{4})), (real(y(mi
n(ind{4}):max(ind{4})))).^2)/(neartotalpower(k)))*2;
gamma-core(k)=(trapz(z(min(ind{3}):max(ind{3})), (real(y(min(
ind{3}):max(ind{3})))).^2)/(near-totalpower(k)))*3;
end
%main o.1obe-pe-rcentma in.lobe
gammaqrtrreflec=gammaqrtr_lambda_o
gamma-three-qrtrreflec=gamma_three-qrtr_lambda_1
gamma-s=gamma-spacer
gammaelement=gammaucore
gamma-total=gamma-qrtr_reflec+gamma three-qrtr_reflec+gamma_
s+gammaelement
n_doping=5e17;
p_doping=5e17;
n_loss=3*n_doping/1e18;
pjloss=35*pdoping/1e18;
alphai=(gamma-qrtrreflec+gamma-threeqrtr-reflec+gammas)*
(n-loss+p-loss)/2
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%doubley (z, index, real (y prime ) )
%ylabel('Intensity (arb) ')
%Nsamples = length(y);
%Nfft = 2^18;
%fourierxfm=fft (y,Nfft)
%delx=device.width/Nsamples;
%range=f loor (delx*Nff t/lambda)
%m=1: range;
% the ta x=asin (laimbda* (in-1) / (del.x*Nfft));
%far field=cos(theta.x) .*fourier xfm(1: range);
%theta_x_minus=-thetax;
%theta x .minustheta.x .innus (length (theta-xminus) -1: 1);
%thetax= [thetax._minus theta_x];
%far*field reverse=far.Jf ield (length (f ar field) :-1:);
%f arf ield= [ f ar.f ield reverse f ar.f ield]
% figure
%plot (180 *thetax/pi, real (farfield) /max (real (farf ield) )
%figure
%plot (180 *thetax/pi, (real (f arf ield) /max (real (f arf ield) )) 2)
%axis ([0 1 min (real (f arf ield) ) max (real (f arf ield) ) ]
%first zero=min (f ind (min (abs (real (f ar.f ield (1: 35) )) ==abs (re
al(f ar. f ield (1: 35) ) ) ) )
%center=max (f ind (max (abs (real (far.field) ) ) ==abs (real (far_fie
ld) ) ) );
%half ainanLobepower=trapz (theta.x (center: first-zero), (real
(far-f ield (center: first zero))) .^2);
%half total. -power=trapz (theta x, (real (f ar f ield) ^2);
%perc ent_.main.lobe=half _main_ lobe...jower /half to tal-power
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